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The World is Not Enough, at least, not for

Electronic Arts. Not content with just bring

ing Bond to the PC for the first time, they've also

got the Quake III engine as the power under the

hood. The result? Take a look at our exclusive

insight into 007's first outing on the best gaming

platform in the world.

Feature

Make a Killing

Wouldn't it be great if you could

make money out of your favorite

hobby? For many of you, it's a

dream job, and for a lucky few

it's a real job. Want to know the

options? Check out our investiga-

tion of five different ways that

your hobby could pay the bills.

Scoops

14 Red Faction

Considered by some to be the

"Holy Grail" of gaming, Volition's

Red Faction is on the fast track to

becoming one of the greatest

first-person shooters ever. Find

out why this game has got the

industry all abuzz.

21 Gunman
Originally slated to be a total

conversion for Half-Life, Valve

decided that Gunman was fit to

become a stand-alone game.
Take an exclusive first look at the

game that blew the creators of

Half-Life away.

23 Arcanum

The makers of the original

Fallout have gotten together to

work on a hot new roleplaying

game. Arcanum is set in the

world of magic just as an indus-

trial revolution hits.

24 NASCAR Heat

27 Anarchy Online

28 Shadowbane
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Strategy

163 Deus Ex

If you don't already have this game, get it, Deus Ex is a solid con-

tender for game of the year. For those of you that already own

this gem, you may have found that it does get tough. Luckily,

we're here to help show you the light and save the world.

Departments

8 Disc Pages

40 Eyewitness

Microsoft has swallowed up

Bungie. Find out what this

means to the PC gaming

scene, and most importantly,

what will happen to Halo.

Also, Capcom brings more

console hits to the PC, and

we've got the latest details on

the new Delta Force game.

And don't forget to check out

our new contest!

140 Extended Play

142 The Point After

147 The Killing Box

148 Alternate Lives

Wolf takes a look at some of

the problems that plague

Vampire multiplayer games

and decides that despite some

kinks that need to be ironed

out, it's an experience that's

well worth the effort.

170 Vampire

The life of a Vampire would be fun and

carefree, if it wasn't for those pesky

pointy stakes. Oh, and sunlight isn't too

good for you, and neither is holy water.

But fret not, we've got the best tips to

keep you sucking down the red stuff for

a long, long time.

151 The Desktop General

Summertime is here, and as

we head out to beaches, theme

parks, and zoos, The Colonel

brings us a list of books that

no hardcore wargamer should

be without. Guaranteed to

help you through the dog days

of summer.

The Hard Stuff

ll AA More 3D accelerator cards com-

^ |
pete for your gaming dollars.

Also, The Vede reviews a budget priced

Falcon system and takes a look at what

could possibly be the best CD burner in

the world. All this, and Greg in a tux, too.
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152 Sim Column

179 Letters

181 Backspace

Who is American McGee?

What is he all about? What's

in his pockets? And how'd he

get that name? Find out in our

always amusing interview.
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LETTER FROM THE ED.

“Always go for the

throat. Boy low, sell

high. FearJhafs the

other goy's problem.''

Who doesn't want to be involved in

this wonderful industry of ours? Duke

Nukem 3D and Quake contributed

much more to the industry than just

classic gameplay. With mod makers

and level designers slogging away to

extend the life of the biggest games

we all win, right? Well yes, of course

...and no.

What happens when one game

lasts several months? Think about it
—

succumb to the EverOuest addiction

and you don’t ever need leave the

house, let alone go buy another game.

If you bought Half-Life (and if not, why

not?), between Team Fortress and Neil

Manke's incredible mods (available on

the PC Gamer CD) your S50 purchase

yields significantly more play time

than any game did a few years ago.

The result? Gamers buying fewer

games. Or is it, in fact, that you'll buy

more games, since the ones that you're

playing and enhancing are providing

such a rich and rewarding experience,

and you want to find more examples?

With such popular core games as

The Sims including editors, thoughtful

game companies are putting the tools

for creativity in the hands of every

gamer. So pick up that creative gaunt-

let and remember to share. Be it your

first attempt or a seasoned pro at work,

send us your mods and levels, and

we'll thrust them into the spotlight.

So to the movie quote. No surprise

that hundreds of you got Bluto's rous-

ing statement of defiance. The one

winner who this month went the extra

yard was Devin Hester, whose poem of

entry was fabulous (really, it was). As

always, let me know where the quote

atop this column comes from and you

too could win wonderful prizes.

Entries and comments to ednote

iSpcgamer.com.

www.pcgamer.com
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In the ancient land of Yamato,
an aging and power-hungry warlord turned to

darkneSS in his mad quest for eternal life.

His SOlll ravaged by the demon Raien.
the warlord released hordes of undead

warriors and hellspawn to crush all life from
his kingdom and the four houses of power
who swore fealty to his throne. As bodiesr i. WU l L 1.1 1 -D L 1.1. 1. 1.1 UUU.J.L.

tester from the warlord's assault,
seven samurai stand ready for their

final mission
revenge.

Lead your samurai through ten
huge environments of fast-paced
* p* action role-playing based on

^
Japanese monsters and myths.

# Get ready for intense multiplayer
mayhem! Up to 35

people can play online and vie for
the mantle of Dark Warlord.

-O' innovative character AI
gives you more than 30

commands for you to lead
your party through the wyour party through the

always-cnanging landscape
of the single-player game.
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T
hree of the most remarkable

and unique species ever pitted

against each other on a

computer screen collide to form

Giants: Citizen Kabuto
“

combining action, strategic thinking,

twisted humor and incredible 3D

graphics for the most frenzied single

and multiplayer battle ever staged!

• Eat, burn, drown, crush, kidnap and bury

your victims!

• Play as each of 3 different species: the

Meccaryns, the Sea Reapers and the Giant

Kabuto in intriguing story-driven single

player missions with multiple cut scenes.

• Battle on over 25 strikingly beautiful 3D

islands utilizing a vibrant color scheme

unlike anything ever seen before.

• Multiplayer mayhem! Choose your

favorite species or divide up teams for

cooperative play and let the frenzied

battle begin with up to 8 people via LAN,

modem-to-modem or TCP/IP.

• Choose from !
sl or 3

rd person perspectives

in addition to the revolutionary "Kabuto

Mouth-Cam" and "Foot Crunch".

• “Smarties” (island natives) work as a source

of power-ups for you by providing weapons,

vehicles, shops, spells and even a big base!

www. interplay,com/giants

SEA REAPERS
A species of lovely, ethereal females

who can decimate enemies with

the cast of a spell or construct a

magical base protected by

fearsome creatures and yet still

retain their vixen charm.

©2000 Planet Moon Studios, all Rights Reserved. Planet Moon and the Planet Moon logo are

trademarks of Planet Moon Studios. Giants, Giants: Citizen Kahuto, Digital Mayhem, the Digital

Mayhem logo, Interplay, the Interplay logo, and "By Gamers. For Gamers." are trademarks of

Interplay Entertainment Corp. All Rights Reserved. Exclusively licensed and distributed by Interplay

Entertainment Corp. All other copyrights and trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #322



THE CD

QUIT STALLING AND GET INSTALLING
SO YOU THINK YOU'RE A REAL GAMER? WE DARE YOU TO SAMPLE EVERYTHING HERE!

A nother month, another 650MB of gam-
ing goodness burned onto plastic.

(Mmmm, plastic.) This month, you'll

find buckets of exclusive material, including

PC Gamer Presents: They Hunger 2, the long-

awaited follow-up to the highest-rated Half-Life

mission pack of all time. You'll also find a cool

demo of DS9: The Fallen, and a couple movies
in case you don't feel like interacting with your

PC. If you're a fan of Team Fortress Classic,

look for the Half-Life 1.1 patch that includes

several new maps and TFC 1.5, as well as

Weapons Factory Arena which gives you all

the TFC goodness in the Quake III Arena

engine. Now you know why our Disc Editor's

mantra is, "Floppy discs are for wusses."

To enjoy the demos, just slide The CD
into your CD-ROM drive and wait for the

handsome interface to appear. Choose a

game, read the README, and launch the

install. It's that simple.

Unfortunately, we can't provide technical

support for the games contained on the disc.

However, if the disc itself is scratched or

defective, you can order a replacement from

http://support.imaginemedia.com.

CONTENTS

GAME NAME DIRECTORY INSTALL PAGE

Star Trek Deep Space 9: The Fallen \TheFallen Setup.exe 9

PC Gamer Presents: They Hunger 2 \Addons\Half-Life TheyHunger21.exe 9

MDK2 (MDK2 MDK2Demo.exe 10

Star Trek: Armada \Armada armada_demo.exe 10

MindRover (MindRover mrdemo105.exe 10

Pool of Radiance Movie \Movies MOIOJogos.bik 11

Red Faction Movie (Movies RedFaction.mov 11

Weapons Factory Arena \Addons\Quake3 WFA-PCGamer.exe 11

EarthLink (Elink Setup.exe 11

Get-Socket (Addons SocketJnstalM.04.228.exe —

Patches (Patches - 141

DirectX 7.0a (DirectX DX7aENG.EXE —

FINDING YOUR WAY AROUND THE PC GAMER CD
I :

MMMM
Try these add-ons for the latest games,

including new levels and maps.

Click here to connect directly to http://

support.imaginemedia.com for CD support.

Curious about past demos or

reviews in the mag? Check here.

INSTALL
When you're

ready to install

the displayed

demo, click this

button to launch

the setup pro-

gram. It might

help to close

the interface at

this time.

Click here for a list

of the utility pro-

grams included on

the current CD.

Demos 2 Add-Ons 4 Database E

} Utilities 3 Support 5 Coconut Monkey

Star Trek Deep
Space 9: The Fallen

INSTALL
NOW

Other
Demos

:

foe/' Support www cis 9th t;t< tllen corn

I

Pentium ?33. 64MB
13AM. DirectX 7

[3GAMER 500 HOURS FREE Internet; Access"
if you sign up NOW! ' $19.95/nto thereafter

E1GAMER

What's that crazy Coconut

Monkey up to nowadays? Find

out by clicking here for fan

art. Coconut Monkey's web

site, and morel

View and print the readme file

for the selected demo. The

readme file usually contains

technical information, control

keys, and more.

THE DEMOS
Quickly and easily jump to the

demo of your choice. Move

the mouse over the picture to

see a drop-down description

of the demo, and click the pic-

ture to go directly there.

PC GAMER September 2000

www.DailyRadar.com



THE CD

STAR TREK REEP SPACE S: THE FALLEN
INSTALL \TheFallen\Setup.exe

TECH SUPPORT www.ds9thefallen.com

CATEGORY Action

COMPANY Simon & Schuster Interactive

REQUIRED Pentium 233, 64MB RAM, DirectX 7

INSTALL \Addons\Half-Life\TheyHunger21 .exe

TECH SUPPORT www.pcgamer.com

CATEGORY Half-Life add-on

COMPANY PC Gamer

REQUIRED Half-Life 1.1, Pentium 133, 24MB RAM, DirectX 7

W hen Paramount announced the syndi-

cated TV series "Deep Space Nine"

about eight years ago, you'll remember the

response was rather lukewarm. How could

anything exciting happen on a space sta-

tion? It just sits there, hovering motionless

in space. Well, its popularity speaks to those

naysayers, as does The Fallen.

The demo contains two maps from

about halfway through the full game. You

play as Benjamin Sisko, sent from above to

SR-III, an unexplored class-M planetoid in

Cardassian space. A Miranda-class starship,

the U.S.S. Ulysses, crashed there several

years ago, and the Federation is finally get-

ting around to investigating what went

down. According to recent evidence, it

appears the science team aboard the

Ulysses discovered one of the three lost red

orbs of the Pah Wraiths before their ship

was shot down. Red orbs, as we all know,

are a very good thing.

W e get E-mail every day, every hour,

from readers pleading for more PC
Gamer-sponsored maps from master

designer Neil Manke. U.S.S. Darkstar and

subsequently They Hunger received unpar-

alleled praise from the online community,

both occupying the top spots of most best-

ever lists. Today, we're happy to deliver his

finest work to date.

Half-Life 1.1 is required. If you haven't

upgraded yet, please refer to our Patches

list on page 141. Once patched, install They

Hunger by launching the file from the folder

listed above, or though the Add-ons menu
of the disc interface. It will install both They

Hunger 2 and an updated version of TH1,

but will not delete any save games you

many have stored.

After activating the game through the

Custom Games menu, you can launch They

Hunger 2 from the main menu, just below

the new game button. The story picks up

right where the first leaves off, so if you

haven't yet played the original, don't open

the book and start reading from the middle.

In order to recover the precious, pre-

cious orb, Sisko and Worf (yes, the Worf we
all know and love) beam down to separate

locations to investigate crash pods. The

demo picks up here, as Captain Sisko mate-

rializes on the surface. Use your tricorder to

scan the area for clues. It will pick up life-

forms, distress beacons, and interesting

areas of the environment.

Be careful when you're running about.

There is no save-game feature, so you will

have to reach milestones in order to restart

midway through the maps. Also, this is the

Unreal engine, so expect DirectX support to

be less than perfect and Glide to really

shine. Under DirectX, we had better results

setting the world detail and texture quality

to medium.

You'll find everything you know and love

about the first They Hunger, and even more.

You'll be happy to find more weapons and

ammunition scattered around the maps, along

with a new melee weapon or two. Although

the story is rather linear, there are some diffi-

cult puzzles to stump you. Don't get frustrated

— the solutions always makes sense, and

they're satisfying to solve. If you're completely

lost, look for our strategy guide next month!

Thanks to Neil and his company of

geniuses for bringing us another master-

piece. They are an inspiration to aspiring

game designers.

Design/Level Design:

Design/CodingYTechnical

Sound Producer:

Modelier/Skins:

Neil Manke

Einar Saukas

Magnus Jansen

Jack Cooper

PC GAMER PRESENTS: THEY HUNGER 2

www.pcgamer.coni
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THE CD

MDK2
INSTALL \MDK2\MDK2Demo.exe

TECH SUPPORT www.interplaY.com/mdk2

CATEGORY Action

COMPANY Interplay

REQUIRED Pentium 200, 32MB RAM, DirectX 7

D on't ask; nobody knows what MDK
really stands for. Some have speculated

that it might refer to the three main charac-

ters: Max, the Doctor, and the janitor Kurt.

Other, more bloodthirsty types think it

stands for Murder, Death, Kill. In any case,

it's the title of one amusing game worthy of

your attention.

The demo gives you a taste of all three

of the characters, but it's only a crumb
dropped from the slice of wonderful toast

that is the full game. As you'll see from the

opening cinematic, the game tries to be a

living comic book. It comes complete with

terse dialogue, fantastic enemies, colorful

graphics, a science-fiction theme, and

unlikely heroes.

When launching the game, choose a res-

olution a notch higher than you usually use.

The geometry isn't too complex, and this

game is extremely smooth even at high res-

olutions. Given the variety of characters you

play, you will also need to set up controls

for each. Before heading into the game, hit

the options menu to do so.

>1 MINDROVIR
INSTALL \MindRover\mrdemo1 05.exe

TECH SUPPORT www.mindrover.com

CATEGORY Strategy

COMPANY CogniToy

REQUIRED Pentium 200, 32MB RAM, 3D Accelerator, DirectX 7

I

f, at heart, you are a kid who likes to

experiment with circuits, wires, and explo-

sives (and hey, who isn't?), then you are

required by the gaming gods to install this

gem of a demo.

In an industry overpopulated by copy-

cats, this game is an answer to our prayers.

It's unarguably unique. You con-

struct robotic tanks, outfit them

with sensors, thrusters, and

weapons, and then let them
loose to fend for themselves in

a 3D arena against the opposing

Al vehicles.

If it sounds like you need an

engineering degree, you don't.

The two tutorials in the demo
will guide even the casual

gamer through the motions of

building an intelligent tank

capable of winning lap races

and a game of tag. You'll learn

to mount sensors to the front

of your tank and angle them to

detect enemies on either side.

and then to trigger the appropriate

thruster to steer toward the foe. You can

even hook up speakers to voice sound
effects when a sensor fires or a rocket

missile is launched.

Once the tutorials have been tapped of

their worth, you can experiment with

more components in a testing arena, and

even send created robots over E-mail to

battle with friends' creations. If you're

feeling really auspicious, you can even

submit your vehicle to a contest — all with

this demo!

STAR TREK: ARMADA
INSTAlL\Armada\afmada_demo.exe

TECH SUPPORT www.st-armada.com

CATEGORY Strategy

COMPANY Activision

REQUIRED Pentium 200, 32MB RAM, DirectX 7

A rmada is a 3D RTS that behaves much
like its faithful 2D cousin. The demo

allows you to play through the first couple

of missions as Captain "Cue Ball" Picard of

the Federation.

By his account, the Dominion

War is over and the Federation

is enjoying downtime. Rumors

of renegade Dominion ships

that refuse to accept the peace

treaty has brought the

Enterprise out to protect an out-

post. As it turns out, the

Dominion is the least of the

Federation's worries.

We don't want to ruin the

story for you, but Borg ships

come from the future through a

temporal distortion, chasing the

USS Premonition, and Captain

Picard ends up being yelled at.

What's worse, the Borg don't fly

around in cubes anymore, but spheres!

Surely, civilization is doomed.
Well, not if you can help it. As with most

new RTS games, the keys can get rather

complicated, so do take a look at the

README. Most ships have special abilities

that you can activate with the icons in the

center of the screen. The Enterprise can cap-

ture and man derelict ships by beaming the

crew over to them.

10 PC GAMER September 2000
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THE CD

INSTALL \Addons\Quake3\WFA-PCGamer.exe

TECH SUPPORT www.captured.com/weaponsfactory/quake3J

CATEGORY Action

COMPANY Weapons Factory Software

REQUIRED Quake III Arena

F
or all intents and purposes, this is Team

Fortress Classic for the Quake III Arena

engine, although neither party really wants

you to hear that. One side owns the license,

and the other has made significant adjust-

ments to the game design, but at PC Gamer

we cut through the bureaucracy to give you

the straight dope. Mmm...dope.

This 80MB add-on includes 22 new

Capture the Flag maps and eight player

classes, in addition to a new Referee charac-

ter that can kick players and change maps.

Play as Recon, Marine, Cyborg, Sniper,

Engineer, Arsonist, Gunner, or Assassin in

order to cut through enemy lines and

retrieve the treasured flag.

WEAPONS FACTORY ARENA

RED FACTION MOVIE
INSTALL \Movies\RedFaction.mov

TECH SUPPORT None

CATEGORY Action

COMPANY THQ

REQUIRED A standard QuickTime video player

C heck what's shaping up to be one of the

coolest first-person shooters ever. Red

Faction uses Geo-Mod technology to create

completely interactive environments. What

do we mean by "fully interactive?" We're

talking about crumbling, walls, collapsing

bridges, and more.

Everything is fully destructible. Rockets

blast holes in walls and tanks can crash into

sniper towers, sending them toppling to the

ground. Even the water is fully interactive:

ditches fill with water as it rains, lava flows

to where ever you divert it, and your bullet

casings will bounce realistically off surfaces.

Check out this movie and see for your-

self how varied the action will be!

POOL OF RADIANCE MOVIE
INSTALL \Movies\MQ10Jogos.bik

TECH SUPPORT None

CATEGORY Roleplaying

COMPANY Mattel Interactive

REQUIRED A "Bink" video player— radtools.exe in Wlovies folder

I

f you haven't heard of this game, you're

not a fan of Dungeons & Dragons. A
decade ago, the original Pool was the first

game officially to incorporate the popular

roleplaying game license, and the upcoming

sequel promises to be the first game to use

the new Third Edition AD&D rules.

This is the intro cinematic, and it uses a

newfangled video format called "Bink." (It

appears all the clever names like MPEG and

AVI were already taken.) Your system proba-

bly won't know what to do with this file, in

which case you should install radtools.exe

from the \Movies folder on The CD. Once

that is done, you should be able to launch

the movie by simply double-clicking the file.

INSTALL\Elink\Setup.exe

TECH SUPPORT {800) 395-8410

CATEGORY Online Service

COMPANY Earthlink

REQUIRED 486 or better, 8MB RAM, 14.4Kbps or faster modem

E arthLink ( www.earthlink.net

)

has really

hit Internet-superstar status this year

with numerous industry accolades, winning

PC Computing's MVP Award and making

Fortune Magazine's Fortune E-50.

Now you can get 250 free hours of

Internet service for one month, and unlim-

ited access and membership perks for only

$19.95 per month thereafter.

EarthLink membership has pretty much

everything you need for the ultimate

Internet experience. You get unlimited

access, a generous 6MB of web space for

your own site, a free Web page builder, and

a Personal Start Page to bring you the

Internet just the way you want it, every time

you log on.

You'll also get free E-mail, multimedia

plug-ins, your choice of browsers, and a free

subscription to bLink Magazine, EarthLink's

members-only publication — featuring

Internet tips, news, and reviews, and even

a regular column for gamers! As if that

weren't enough, EarthLink also has its

own online gaming site ( www.thegames

arena.com ).

If you ever find yourself with a question or

two, EarthLink is renowned for its customer

service and round-the-clock tech support.

They provide over 2,300 local access numbers

nationwide and speeds up to 56K, making an

EarthLink connection as solid as you can get.

And you can use the free EarthLink Fast Lane

software to continually improve the quality of

your Internet connection.

Check EarthLink out on the this month's

CD. With the free, easy-to-install software,

you can plug into EarthLink today and enjoy

250 free hours.

www.pcgamer.CDm
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Visit www.esrb.org

or call 1-800-771-3772
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Death can strike anyone.
For the right price.

» You never know when death will come—unless you make a few special

arrangements. Because once the Hitman takes your assignment, someone
takes a bullet. It’s not a righteous way of life, but we all have to make a living.

Even if it means making a killing.

• Plan your assignment to account for multiple completion paths to each mission.

• Access black market weapons, decoys, traps, and personnel from an innovative

currency reward system.
• Artificial intelligence that redefines the genre of the "Thinking Shooter".

• Learn how to become a more proficient hitman through a comprehensive

weapons and agility training session.

• Gripping and mature plot driven by stunning cinematic visuals.

CODENRME HI

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #190

1003.



Like blowing stuff up? Then we've got the game for you!

conclusion that the genre of first-person-

shooters was about to get a much-needed
kick in the pants.

What was it, you ask, that convinced me
that Red Faction will make a very big splash

when it hits store shelves next year? It's a

new-fangled bit of code called Geo-Mod—
essentially the engine that will power Red
Faction. What this brilliant new piece of pro-

gramming brings to the table is the ability to

perform real-time, arbitrary geometry modi-

fication. Don't worry— when I first heard

that phrase I had no idea what it meant

either. Simply put, this engine is capable of

simulating advanced physics effects on the

environment— if you shoot something you

put a hole in it relative to the size and trajec-

tory of the projectile that hit it.

For instance, you can fire a rocket into

the ground and it will leave a crater (to be

used as a solitary fox hole). Fire off a few

more rockets into the same hole, and you'll

have a nice little trench for yourself to hide

in. In other words, the environments are

completely blow-up-able (for lack of a

better description). Of course, it goes much
deeper than shooting holes in the ground.

Is that sniper in the tower bugging you? No
problem...blow up the tower's base and

F.V.I.
CATEGORY; Action

DEVELOPER: Volition

PUBLISHER: THO

PERCENTAGE COMPLETE: 35%

RELEASE DATE; Spring 2001

IN A NUTSHELL: Half-Life meets Total

Recall in a game that puts you smack in the

middle of a Martian revolt. In your role as a

blue-collar miner on the Red Planet, it's your job

to see that the revolt doesn't fail. At your dis-

posal will be a wide selection of weapons and

a game engine that features truly deformable

terrain... no scripted destruction here.

WHAT'S SO SPECIAL?: The new Geo-

Mod engine created for Red Faction delivers

fully destructible environments. . .and we do

mean fully destructible. Bridges collapse, tow-

ers topple, and walls crumble in real-time as a

result of your actions. New strategies will need

to be developed to deal with this amazingly

interactive game. There's also a mix of vehicles

to commandeer, ranging from subs to cars.

EXCLUSIVE!
I
GAMEPLAY MOVIE ON THE CD

s we made ourselves comfort-

able in the demo room for THQ's
unveiling of Red Faction, I

figured I'd get the toughest

question out of the way straight

off. "So, what is it about this FPS that's

going to set it apart from everything else?"

Without hesitation, Rob Loftus, the associ-

ate producer, responded, "Take a look at

this!" Flalf an hour later, I had come to the

A
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watch the little camper fall from his nest to

a (well deserved) death. Stuck in a room

with no keycard/key/lock combination?

Blow a hole through the wall. Need to get

inside a pipe? Blast it open. The possibilities

are endless. "We wanted to give the player

the power to destroy whatever he wants,

not just pre-determined objects," says Alan

Lawrence, lead designer for Red Faction. To

emphasize the level of Volition's achieve-

ment in getting this engine functional. Epic

Game's tech guru, Tim Sweeney, had

described deformable terrain as "the holy

grail of first-person gaming." From this

showing. Volition "chose wisely".

go with it?" Luckily, Volition has proven

time and again that it is a very capable

development house. After all, it did bring

us the excellent Freespace games. With Red

Faction the group plans on surpassing any-

thing it's done in the past with the goal of

dethroning the current king of first-person-

shooters, Half-Life. To do this, a full-time

writer is tasked with ensuring a deep and

involving storyline. There will be in-game

cut scenes, as well as in-game dialogue to

keep the narrative going and draw you in.

"We're focused on creating a realistic and

consistent world for Red Faction , with the

goal of creating the most immersive FPS to

date," Lawrence says.

The story follows a man named Parker,

a miner on Mars who works for a large

conglomerate known as the Ultor

Corporation. Apparently, a deadly disease

known as The Plague (that pro writer is

earning his com! — Ed.) is spreading

through the miner population. Already

stuck with inhumane living conditions, the

miners decide that this is the final straw. A
rebellion breaks out and Parker gets caught

up in an epic struggle to bring down the

Ultor Corporation and find a cure for the

deadly plague. Of course, this won't be

easy; Ultor is a very large company with

great influence, power, and almost unlim-

ited resources. And like any megalomania-

cal conglomerate worth its salt, it reeks of

pure evil. As should be expected, Ultor uses

its influences to bring in a group of merce-

naries to stamp out the rebellion.

So what's a poor miner to do when faced

with overwhelming odds? Get guns, of

course. . .lots of guns. While the list of avail-

able weapons is not finalized yet, it has been

confirmed that there will be around 15 of

THE PHYSICS OF LIQUIDS AND GASES
tructures aren't the only things that

you can realistically interact with in

Red Faction; liquids and gases

also behave as they would in real life. If

you see a stream of water, you can fire a

rocket into the side of that stream and the

water will flow into the new hole you just

made. You can even completely redirect

that stream of water and make it go any-

where you want. Smoke from pipes will

travel in the direction that the wind is

blowing, and sparks from electricity will

bounce off the floor. None of this is pre-

scripted; it's all on the fly. Even your bullet

casings will bounce off surfaces realisti-

cally. For every action, there's a perfect

reaction delivered by this impressive

engine. Blow the support columns of a

bridge and it will collapse, crushing any

and all enemies beneath it. Needless to say,

the Geo-Mod engine is unlike anything

we've ever seen before.

However, as an old wise man once said

(actually, it was just Rob Smith), "What

good is an engine without a killer game to

While it is equipped

with tons of weaponry,

the APC is already a

deadly killing machine

without them.

www.pcgamer.com
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Shhhh! Be vewwy,
vewwy quiet. I'm hunt-

ing bunny wabbits.

them. Definitely making the line-up are a

handgun, an assault rifle, a sniper rifle, and a

rocket launcher, and the others will maintain

similarities with real world weapons. Volition

plans to ensure that all the weapons will have

a satisfying and visceral impact— a direct

result of the negative responses to Unreal

weapons. The assault rifle fires either in

bursts or at full-auto, and has a distinct chat-

ter that will be familiar to anyone who has

been exposed to the real thing (and lived!).

The sniper rifle is fairly standard issue,

but is sure to please. The true head-turner

will be the rocket launcher. This compact
tool of destruction comes complete with its

own infrared scanner. A screen attached to

the launcher displays a red glob whenever
an object that gives off heat is in range.

This allows you literally to see through

walls. For example, you could be walking

down a hallway watching the scanner and
spot the bad guys, even if they're hiding

behind something. You can then use the

rocket launcher to blast through the wall

and take those sorry sods out to pasture.

Of course, the infrared scanner will have a

limited range. Volition is still hard at work
on the rest of the arsenal, but you can be

assured that the final lineup will be more
than adequate for your fragging needs.

Finally, there are the vehicles: sub-

marines, APCs, and various flying vehicles

round out the selection. You can use the

KNOW YOUR SURROUNDINGS

w e all know how dumb the artificial intelli-

gence in games can be: mowing down
hoards of tangos in Rogue Spear as they run

toward the sound of your MP5; watching as your

Al buddies in Opposing Force run right into laser

trip mines and cringing as they get stuck behind

some rubble, unable to continue due to their sheer

stupidity — nearly every game suffers from some
form of Al brain-lock.

The development team for Red Faction faces

all the usual Al obstacles. . .along with brand new
ones brought about by having a fully destructible

environment. Luckily, it appears that Volition is

doing a great job so far. Enemies will actually take

advantage of the destructible terrain— if you’re

behind a wall, they'll blast through it to get to you;

if you blow a hole in a wall, they’ll be smart

enough to shoot at you through it. For once, the

enemies are actually fully aware of their surround-

ings. If the developers nail this element, it will only

raise the level of immersion that’s so crucial to

making a game a mega-hit.

APC to ram through walls, and it also has a

mortar mounted on it to get rid of other

pesky barriers. One of the most impressive

parts of the demo was the underwater

sequence where piloting submarines serves

up some deep-sea action. The effects are

incredible and will remind many gamers of

The Abyss (but not that crappy ending).

Enemy subs actually implode when
destroyed, and the light sources are incred-

ible. There's even plankton in the water to

help give you a sense of motion.

With a promising storyline and the Geo-
Mod engine in its corner, this could be one

of the biggest hits of 2001. The engine

should open up previously unexplored

areas in the genre and add some much-
needed innovation. If the rest of the devel-

opment schedule is as productive as what's

already been accomplished, we'll have to

dust off some of the superlatives reserved

for the likes of Half-Life.

— Li C. Kuo
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Gratify your need to gather

Socket gets you connected online. Interact via text or voice. Find and launch shared
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SCOOP!

Surprise! An all-new, stand-alone Half-Life engine Valve game, and no one's heard of it. Until now.

his has got to be one of the all-

time great stories of the gaming

industry: Valve Software, the "It"

developer behind Half-Life and

Team Fortress Classic, is releas-

ing a new, boxed stand-alone game next

month, and nobody but PC Gamer knows a

thing about it at press time.

How did this happen? How does the

industry's hottest developer ready its first

follow-up to Half-Life without anyone glom-

ming onto it? The answer is one of the most

inspiring rags-to-riches stories any amateur

game designer could ever hope to hear.

Gunman began as a total conversion mod
for Half-Life, designed by a team of amateur

mod-makers with no professional experience

among them. The mod was good enough to

attract Valve Software, who funded the total

conversion and planned to include it on a

disc of Half-Life add-ons. But soon it became

clear that Gunman was even more special

than that; it will now become a full-fledged

retail product from Valve and Sierra, inde-

pendent of the Half-Life universe.

This "amateur" development team calls

itself Rewolf Software, and its members are

scattered all across the globe— some mem-
bers haven't even met each other. Rewolf's

lead designer. Herb Flower, was painting

cars for a living before the Gunman project.

Flower says, "Being scattered usually

makes it very difficult for a complex project

like this to succeed. When a monster goes

from a simple sketch to completion, it

involves coordinating the 3D modeler and

animator, skin artists, sound designer, pro-

grammers, and finally the level designers. We
use ICQ and message boards to keep in com-

munication, and an FTP to share files."

He adds: "Many team members saw this

as a way to get into a very exclusive indus-

F.Y.I.
CATEGORY; First-person Shooter

DEVELOPER: Rewolf

PUBLISHER Valve Software/Sierra

PERCENTAGE COMPLETE: 80%

RELEASE DATE: October 2000

try where 'prior published products' is the

most important line on any resume."

Professional-level skills are definitely on

display in the alpha version we've been

playing. The graphics are top-notch, partic-

ularly when it comes to the enemy models.

Dinosaurs, cyborg bandits, hover-choppers

...there is a bunch of cool stuff here.

You're one of the renowned Gunmen,
the do-gooders of the western spiral arm of

the galaxy. As hostile organisms called

Xenomes begin attacking different planets,

you assume command of the Gunmen and

head off to wipe out the nefarious beasts

and their mysterious human creator. The

action will take you across four worlds: a

desert West, a Rust techno-wasteland, a

Mayan ruin world, and finally the starbase

home of the Xenomes' mastermind.

The game will feature driveable vehicles,

including a tank that tilts and tips to follow

the off-road terrain and has independent

movement and turret-aim controls.

It's all pretty impressive, and it would

still be impressive coming from an estab-

lished pro developer. It's amazing to think

that a game of this scale was produced by a

group of trans-global amateurs. The most

intriguing Rewolf factoid: the 3D modeler, a

South African named Renier Banninga, did

some of his work from a laptop on his

parents' yacht. "It was really interesting

working with him as he'd disappear for a

week, and show up in another part of the

world suddenly," says Flower.

Rewolf's success is certainly encouraging,

but Flower does have some advice for aspir-

ing mod-makers. "I'd say that the mod com-

munity has too many chiefs, not enough

Indians. Learn a skill. Starting your own is

often frustrating because of the lack of dedi-

cated artists and programmers willing to

devote their lives to someone else's big idea."

— Daniel Morris

PC GAMER September 2000 Hi
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SCOOP!

A new RPG from the makers of Fallout? Say no more! We're in!

very gamer should be excited to

learn that the Arcanum team

includes three of the people that

worked on the original Fallout—
including Tim Cain, Fallout's lead

programmer and designer. But this doesn't

mean that Arcanum is a re-hash of older,

established ideas (not that it would neces-

sarily be so horrible in this case, since

Fallout kicked some major post-nuclear ass).

Quite the contrary. Arcanum's world is one

of the more interesting and unique settings

in recent memory. Its combination of magic

and science is an intoxicating blend of fan-

tasy and pseudo real-world machinery that

screams "play me" just on premise alone.

Humans, Elves, Dwarves, Ores, and

other races all live together in a world

steeped in alchemy— but with a twist.

There's an industrial revolution taking place,

and as a result, magic and traditional fan-

tasy-type weapons aren't your only choices.

Depending on the character type you

choose, and how you play your character,

you'll be able to use all sorts of "modern"

inventions ranging from steam engines, to

muskets, to full-blown machine guns. Be

careful, though, because there's a price to

pay depending on how you specialize. If you

play a magic user, he won't be able to use

much— or any— of the cool "high-tech"

weaponry, armor, or devices you might

come across. Similarly, a technologist won't

be able to use (or will be much less adept at

using) magic and magic items.

Aside from technology and magic, the

designers say that there will be many differ-

ent ways to play Arcanum. You can use

force, be a smooth talker, or be a thief and

make it all the way through the game. "All

of these characters are viable in Arcanum

(as are other magic-technological varia-

F.Y.I.
CATEGORY: Roleplaying

DEVELOPER: Troika Games

PUBLISHER: Sierra Studios

PERCENTAGE COMPLETE: 70%

RELEASE DATE: Fall 2000

tions), and each has his advantages and dis-

advantages. Each will play through quests

in different ways and will employ different

solutions to the same problems," says Cain.

Multiplayer is a must these days, and

Arcanum's developers, recognizing this, are

adding it to their game. In order to do this,

however, some minor continuity problems

had to be sorted out. "The multiplayer game
must maintain the same time flow for each

player character," says Cain. "So, there can-

not be a world map to travel on (as there is

in the single-player game), because if one

player travels for two game days across the

map, he certainly doesn't want to wait for

his other buddies to finish two game days of

playing before he can start moving again."

Even so, the meat of the game remains rela-

tively untouched in multiplayer, and friends

should still be able to go on quests coopera-

tively or in competition, and will even be

able to share experience and treasure.

As a unique slant on an established game

style. Arcanum is shaping up to be a must-

have title— and one that we're all looking

forward to here at PC Gamer.

— Greg Vederman

www.DailyRadar.Gom
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NASCAR Heat
Uniting a divided genre, four wheels at a time

wo disparate camps— those that

favor the arcade aspects and those

that demand the nuts-n-bolts real-

ism of a true simulation— make

up the fan base of racing games,

and it's the rare game that can appease both

sides. EA's latest Need for Speed game,

Porsche Unleashed, proved it possible, even

winning over resident gear-head Andy
Mahood, but this is the exception proving the

rule. After spending time with NASCAR
Heat, we think this may be another exception.

Developed by Monster Games, Inc. —
the same folks who brought us the outstand-

ing Viper Racing— Heat makes no bones

about its simulation roots. "We have spent

four years coding the physics engine behind

NASCAR Heat, and have worked hard to get

the most accurate tire data, suspension

geometry, car setups, etc. In addition, the

tracks and cars are the most accurate ever

put into a NASCAR game," says Richard

Garcia, MGI's president and former princi-

ple of that other racing sim developer.

Papyrus. In our test drive, the stock cars

responded perfectly to throttle, brakes, and

lateral G-forces, and minutiae such as shock

rebound, trailing throttle over steer, or

spoiler angle are tweakable.

Now, Papyrus' Grand Prix Legends (GPL)

was so accurate (read: difficult) that only the

truly dedicated could make it around the

track without ending up a decal on a road-

side object (though Mahood made it around

in record speed while drunk...show off). As a

result, a lot of potential buyers were scared

off, prompting Papyrus to alter its plan to use

the GPL engine for NASCAR 3.

Garcia claims that such mind-numbing

difficulty will not be the case with Heat.

"We have added a driving model that is

based on the simulation model, but has the

F.Y.I.
CATEGORY: Racing

DEVELOPER: Monster Games, Inc.

PUBLISHER: Hasbro Interactive

PERCENTAGE COMPLETE: 80%

RELEASE DATE: September 2000

driving aids needed to make it easier to get

around the track. The end result is an expe-

rience that feels realistic, but is more fun

for the beginner to drive," he says.

It's a subtle, yet telling, point that Garcia

makes. Heat defaults to arcade or "Normal"

mode, not simulation, giving new drivers the

option to dive straight in and cut competitive

laps within minutes of install.

In another nod to immediate action

addicts, NASCAR Heat includes thirty-

some driving scenarios called Challenges.

These pop you into the middle of the last

lap at Daytona or a timed run through

Watkins Glen's famed "esses," and teach

you to master the test. It's a great way to

learn to drive, and big-time fun.

Hasbro aims to enhance that fun with a

full-blown NASCAR license covering tracks

such as Darlington, Charlotte (without the

collapsed walkway), and Daytona, as well as

the drivers that race them: Dale Jarrett, Jeff

Gordon, and Dale Earnhardt, among many
others. There is even a special "Race the Pro"

mode that pits gamers against the actual lines

laid down by Winston Cup drivers.

"We spent a lot of time at the various

race tracks while gathering data for our

game," explains Garcia. "Many of the driv-

ers tried out NASCAR Heat, and we
recorded their best laps. With 'Race the Pro,'

the player can race against these recorded

laps. It is really interesting, as some of the

racers (Dale Earnhardt Jr. and Bobby

Labonte) are awesome, while others. ..well

they do better with the real thing."

Garcia is obviously proud of his creation,

"We feel we really got the sport right...I like

the drivability." he says. "I think we got the

right balance between realism and playabil-

ity." We're inclined to agree with him, and

think this may be another step in the uniting

of racing's two camps.

— MarkH. Walker
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SCOOP!

Anarchy Online
It's not often that you hear a producer say he hopes that his game will be pirated

ome of us have considered replac-

ing EverQuest in our lives with a

debilitating heroin habit; not

because we advocate illegal drug

use, but we think heroin is less

addictive and we don't have to see our habit

reflected on every month's credit card state-

ment. Sensing our weakness, game designers

have begun to orchestrate exotic new experi-

ences that will keep thousands of us online

and strung-out for months.

One of the most interesting new drugs on

the horizon is being cooked up in European

labs. Based in Norway and Ireland, developer

Funcom has been hard at work for three

years on a massively multiplayer RPG called

Anarchy Online— a game it hopes will stand

out from the crowd, while still having the

power to separate us from our cash each

month. Instead of rehashing ye olde elf and

goblin tale. Anarchy Online takes place on a

distant planet, centuries in the future.

The year is 29,475, and the planet is Rubi-

ka, a jerkwater dustbowl on the outskirts of

the galaxy. The planet is divided between

the massive Omni-Tek Corporation, which

terraforms for resources, and the rebel clans

who despise the corporation's plutocracy.

Players can choose to work for either side, or

try to remain neutral as long as they can.

While most online RPGs are completely

open-ended. Anarchy Online will have a four-

year story arc that will come to a real conclu-

sion. The developers have already created a

"story bible" for the basic structure.

"When the game launches," says pro-

ducer and lead designer Tommy Strand, "we

will have several writers that will create

'episodes' to take the story further. In the

story arc, there are several planned events

that will change the face of history, but much
of the experience will be left up to players."

F.Y.I.
CATEGORY; Online Roleplaying

DEVELOPER; Funcom

PUBLISHER: Funcom

PERCENTAGE COMPLETE: 80%

RELEASE DATE: End of 2000

What will also be left up to players is an

impressive range of characters to create. AO
has four basically human "breeds," each with

their own strength and weakness. Within

each breed there will be at least 12 profes-

sions, with the possibility of more being

added as the game progresses. In addition,

there will be six abilities— such as strength,

agility, and stamina— and more than 60

skills. You can choose to be anything from an

urban, Omni-Tek bureaucrat, to a wasteland

drifter who carries out contracts from clans.

But the amazing individualization in

Anarchy Online extends beyond the traits of

your character. There will be a surprising

level of interaction beyond the standard clan

formation. Funcom has included "tuxedos

and wedding dresses for players who want to

get married, as well as 40 other motion-cap-

tured social animations," Strand says. That

sounds great to us, but what about the anti-

social animations? Those will be in there too.

AO's character models will boast roughly

1,000 polygons each with three different ani-

mation zones. "It is possible to walk, wave,

and get shot in the head without interrupting

any of the animations," says Strand.

Visually, AO will be powered by the third

generation of Funcom's proprietary 3D

engine. Among other features, the engine will

be resolution-independent, meaning players

will be able to play AO at any resolution that

DirectX and their video card can handle.

With such good attributes, it's not surprising

that Strand wants to get the game out there.

"We are probably going to be the only ones

out there encouraging people to pirate our

release CDs so they can give them to as many
friends as possible," he says. In other words,

give 'em a taste just to get 'em hooked.

The beta test begins late this summer,

and the release is planned for the end of this

year. So start saving up...you may have

another habit to support in the near future.

— Jim Preston

www.pcgamer.com
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SCOOP!

Shadowbane
Nations will rise, and more importantly, nations will fall in Shadowbane

here is a strange paradox with

most massively multiplayer online

games — they bring together

thousands of people in a gaming

experience that is still fundamen-

tally a single-player exercise. While clans and

parties can be formed to go adventuring,

rarely do the group dynamics ever get so

large that it genuinely affects the game's

world. That should change with Shadow-

bane
•,
an online RPG that is going to put all of

its emphasis on guilds and nations rather

than individuals and parties.

The code is from Wolfpack Studios, an

Austin-based team that has been together for

a year and a half and into online gaming

since the beginning. "Our first game," says

Patrick Blanton, the lead system designer,

"was a local dial-in game with seven modems
attached to it. Not exactly what you might call

'massively' multi-user, but certainly a great

way to get started." They were impressed by

the kind of community bonds that could be

created by MUDs, but feel that recent online

games don't bring people together.

To capture that spirit, they are building a

game that places the emphasis on epic battles

between huge groups of gamers. Shadow-

bane will feature two types of player groups

— guilds and nations. Guilds will be groups

of players that unite for a common cause, like

gold hunting or conquest. Most guilds will

have to have at least 20 people, although

exceptions will exist, because the goal is to

have people feel a part of something much
bigger than their immediate collection of

friends. This will be emphasized by nations,

which are a geographical collection of guilds.

Nations, however, don't just run them-

selves. Guilds will have to work together to

share information and resources if they are to

protect themselves from the expansionist

F.Y.I.
CATEGORY: Online Raleplaying

DEVELOPER: Wolfpack Studios Inc.

PUBLISHER Gathering of Developers

PERCENTAGE COMPLETE: 50%

RELEASE DATE: Summer 2001

threats of other nations. But do the develop-

ers really expect everyone in the guilds to

work together for the betterment of the

nation? "Hell no," says Blanton honestly.

"What we do expect is that mismanagement

and poor leadership will cause many of the

nations to collapse. This is actually one of the

things we're looking forward to."

The hope is that simple human nature will

take over and lead to all sorts of messiness.

Players can change guilds at any time, or

start their own by buying a charter. Guilds

will have to compete to be the ruling guild in

each nation. Within each nation, there will be

two kinds of cities — "safe havens" and "free

cities." Safe havens will be free from player

conflict; they can't grow in size or power, and

they can't be destroyed.

Free cities, however, can be destroyed

through coordinated, massive sieges. Blanton

estimates that the sieges will last anywhere

from 24 to 78 hours and beyond. The attacks

will last days not only to emphasize the epic

scope of the battles, but mainly because, "It

isn't much fun to log in one morning and find

your home in shambles," he says. If you do

find your guild under attack, you better get to

work. These won't just be minor skirmishes,

but potentially multinational world wars

where the skies are filled with flaming

arrows, lighting bolts, and massive boulders

from the trebuchets. "Nations will fall, armies

will rise," Blanton says, "and the outcomes

will be picked up by a half dozen online gam-

ing sites, probably on a daily basis."

But what if the player just wants to avoid

all that bloodshed and wander the earth like

Kane? It's possible, but not recommended.

There will be a number of pre-fab guilds in

the safe havens that players can join and not

worry about the hassle. Besides, some guilds

will bestow special abilities on their mem-
bers, so going solo won't be very good idea.

There is no word on the cost of Shadow-

bane, or who is going to host it, but Wolfpack

expects it to be competitive with other online

games when it ships next summer.

— Jim Preston
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SET PHASERS TO FRAG

The Quake III Arena engine goes to

new frontiers for the first time!
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NEWS PR

Microsoft Jumps
Halo heading to X-Box (and probably not to PC) ®

Bungie upped its value to

Microsoft by garnering plenty of

press coverage from the PC

magazines (including our three-

page preview and a cover on the

UK edition of PC Gamer

)

for a

game that may never see the

light of a PC day.

I

t’s an ominous headline, to be sure. Though

Microsoft has historically pursued companies

with technology that outstrips its own to

improve its software portfolio, and despite already

assimilating FASA Interactive and Access

Software into the collective, the purchase of

Bungie was a surprise. Problems with Oni's devel-

opment (now a Take 2 property— see sidebar)

and the disappointing sales of the excellent Myth

series (also jettisoned to Take 2) certainly hin-

dered Bungie's demand to be a big-time player in

game development and publishing. "We were

thinking about what we would do over next few

years to grow and survive,” says Alex Seropian,

Bungie's CEO. "It was very obvious that this would

change things for the better in a big way."

With Microsoft's vast pool of resources, Bungie

is able to thrust itself to the forefront of game

design... but noton the PC. "We're catapulted to

the top in a new area," says Seropian of Bungie's

position within the X-Box development setup. And

that means that Halo is heading to X-Box.

Ed Fries, head of Microsoft’s game division,

confirmed that Bungie's Halo team "will be working

closely with the X-Box team." Our question is how

closely? "We need to decide whether [Halo] will

run on X-Box," says Seropian," and figure out how

it will work with the controller, and see the depth of

the focus. We need to see how the networking

works, so there are a lot of questions to answer."

All parties involved have dodged the pointed

question of whether Wa/o will be an X-Box-only

title— the standard response has been, "no deci-

sion has been made yet." We suspect, however,

that the decision will be simple once the Bungie

team (currently relocating from Chicago to

Seattle's Redmond campus) gets down to the

details and irons out those control and networking

issues. "Most games we release for X-Box will be

exclusive. Only a few very special games will

work well on both PC and on X-Box," confirms

Fries, leaving the door open for Halo to be one of

those "special" titles.

It's inevitable that the Halo engine would have

been made available for licensing had Bungie

remained independent, but that door would now

appear to be closed to external developers.

"Actually, we haven't discussed this, but histori-

cally we’ve never licensed any of our first-party

games group technology to anyone else," says

Fries. But historically, Microsoft hasn't had a lot of

games technology that anybody would really want.

With the X-Box as Bungie's future focus, will

Microsoft's impressive developer stable turn

their attentions to the new platform? "We are

focused on creating great games for both PC

and X-Box," says Fries. "The vast majority of our

X-Box projects, either internal or external, are

with new teams."

Bungie joins those teams and will retain its

own identity as well as bungie.net— important

concerns for a company that had struggled to gain

the recognition it felt it deserved as it drifted inde-

pendently in the PC publishing business. Most of

the 50 employees that make up Bungie's three

design teams (Oni, Halo, and an unannounced fan-

tasy game using the Halo engine) will relocate to

Redmond. "It was a joke throughout our history

that we would be bought by Microsoft," says

Seropian of Bungie's proud independent roots.

Well, the joke could be on the PC gamers who

have been treated to inklings of Halo's promise

these past two E3s. With enthusiastic press cover-

age still ringing in their ears, they may see the rug

pulled away for the new console system. Well

wait, patiently, and keep the faith that Halo will, in

fact, be one of those "special" games (or that the

X-Box control and networking mechanics fall flat,

leaving the PC as the only platform for online

action gaming)! We can hope, can't we?
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EYEWITNESS

...Take 2 Takes Two
Oni and Myth — the ones that got away

M icrosoft's purchase of Bungie was com-

plicated by Take 2's 19.9 percent stake in

the Chicago-based developer. The upshot is

that Take 2 now has the rights to Oni and the

Myth franchise, as well as "two free Halo

engine licenses," according to Mike Wilson,

whose Gathering of Developers (now owned

by Take 2) will work with Bungie's west coast

Oni team. "We’ve been trying to figure out a

way to work with Bungie since westarted. We
never thought it would happen in quite this

way," says Wilson of the new arrangement.

But how does he feel about the fact that

Oni 's problems have lead to numerous fea-

tures (including multiplayer) being dropped

from the project?

"The design changed drastically mid-

stream, to be sure, but the changes made

weren't from any weird external or internal

pressure. ..they were made so that the game

could be completed and be fun," says Wilson.

Myth's future is uncertain. "If we can find

the right team, we'll look to continue the fran-

chise for both PC and Mac most likely, since

the game (and Bungie in general) has a strong

Mac following," Wilson offered. As for the

games set to use the Halo engine, Wilson

says, "There's no word yet on what will hap-

pen with those."

As Bungie works on making the Halo

engine play nicely with X-Box, we must ques-

tion whether this affects the Gathering's plans

for producing PC titles or having to stick

strictly with the X-Box. Wilson assures us:

"We will continue to produce great content

for all viable platforms. Great teams and great

content have always been our focus and will

continue to be through this transition period."

NOW AND THEN
The Top-Selling Games Today...

The Sims

Electronic Arts

Vampire: The Masquerade— Redemption

Activision

RollerCoaster Tycoon

Hasbro Interactive

Vampire: Collector’s Edition

Activision

Age of Empires II: Age of Kings

Microsoft

RollerCoaster Tycoon Corkscrew Follies

Hasbro Interactive

SimCity 3000 Unlimited

Electronic Arts

StarCraft

Havas Interactive

EverQuest: Ruins of Kunark

989 Studios

...And This Time Five Years Ago

Rank Game and Publisher PCG Rating

1
Myst

Mattel Interactive
95%

2
Star Wars: Dark Forces

LucasArts
92%

3
MS Flight Simulator w/scenery pack

Microsoft
l\I/A

4
Doom II

GT Interactive
90 "

5
Heretic Shareware

GT Interactive
IU/A

6
Full Throttle

LucasArts
90%

7
Descent

Interplay
96%

8
MS Flight Simulator

Microsoft
l\l/A

9
NASCAR 1

Havas Interactive
94%

10
SimCity 2000 Collection

Electronic Arts
95 %

Eidos Interactive announced that

it was in the early talking stages

with various potential pur-

chasers that could lead to a buy

out. Infogrames has shown inter-

est, but as of yet, no offers have

been made for the company with

an impressive line-up.

After two years in development,

Jane's Attack Squadron has

been cancelled. Electronic Arts

dropped the game after devel-

oper Looking Glass Studios

closed down. However, an

unnamed developer has

expressed interest in the game.

Zombie will be bringing out a

free expansion pack for Spec

Ops 2. It will add 25 new mis-

sions, new multiplayer modes,

and fix various bugs. Owners of

the game will be happy to know
that the Al pathfinding has also

been addressed.

Talonsoft has obtained the rights

to publish Metal Fatigue on

American shores. This real-time

strategy game had been in limbo

ever since Psygnosis announced

that it was no longer going to

publish PC games. It should be in

stores now.
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EYEWITNESS

Capcom Says Yes to the PC
Dino Crisis and Resident Evil 3 are on the way

O ne of the largest and most successful console

developers is bringing two of its greatest hits to

the PC: Dino Crisis and Resident Evil 3: Nemesis.

The two PlayStation bestsellers are getting a hi-res

facelift, a smart move that is often times neglected with

ports. Resident Evil and Resident Evil 2 were also ported

to the PC some years ago, but with mixed results. While

all of the gameplay elements were intact, the pre-ren-

dered backgrounds— which looked so great on our tele-

vision sets— looked terrible when blown-up to fit our hi-

res monitors. But, bucking the trend of PC developers

moving in to the console space, Capcom told PC Gamer
that other titles could make the leap to the PC. In fact, a

massively multiplayer PC RPG called Raynegard is being

developed by Capcom in Japan, though there are cur-

rently no plans to bring it to the US.

Resident Evil 3: Nemesis is a prequel/sequel as it

takes place after the original game, but before the second

one. It follows Jill Valentine, one of two playable charac-

ters from the original Resident Evil, and chronicles the

events leading up to the eventual fall of Racoon City, the

town where all three games take place. The PC version

will have all the hidden features of the PlayStation version

unlocked right off the bat, such as the Mercenaries mode,

all the alternate costumes, and the "Arrange" mode that

starts you off with a big gun and tons of ammo.

Dino Crisis marks a change for Capcom as it tossed

the pre-rendered backgrounds so prominent in the

Resident Evil series and went for a full 3D engine. You

control Regina, a member of a Special Forces group sent

on to an island research center to investigate the disap-

pearance of an important genetic scientist. As if the title

isn't already a dead giveaway, the group soon discovers

that the island is overrun with man-eating dinosaurs. The

dinosaur animations blew away PlayStation owners and

have come over to the PC side looking better than ever.

All the easter eggs in the console version have also made

it over to the PC, and, as with Resident Evil 3: Nemesis,

they are all available as soon as you install the game—
no unlocking here!

Both games are nearly complete and should be on

store shelves around the time you’re reading this.

Another great golf game for the

virtual duffer.

EARTH 2150

RECOMMENDS
Games that are just chock-full of gaming goodness:

DIABLO II

It's Diablo II— what else do we
need to say?

ALLEGIANCE

The best massively multiplayer

space combat game ever!

PGA CHAMPIONSHIP
2000

Strategy fans should be all over

this one.
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Agetec are rumored to be inter- :

ested in bringing the Dreamcast

fighting game Soul Calibur to the

PC. The ideal focus would be in

online duels, but this has tradi-

tionally proved near-impossible

to do. More information on this

as it comes in.

The Unreal engine-powered,

first-person shooter known as

New Legends, being developed

by Infinite Machine (LucasArts

alum Justin Chin's company),

has been dumped by Infogrames

Infinite Machine is currently

looking for a new publisher.

An online game based on the
'

movie Independence Day is in

the works from Mythic

Entertainment. The game pits

earthlings against aliens, allow-

ing up to 20 players to play at a

time. Beta testing has begun at

www.MothershipGames.com

Infogrames has hesitantly

announced that Duke Nukem
Forever will be released some-

time during the second quarter

of 2001. Those of us who are

less gullible expect it to

arrive around the same time as

the rapture.

y
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EYEWITNESS

WAITING IS THE
HARDEST PART

F
inally, some sanity! Ultima

Worlds Online: Origin has taken

the coveted number one spot. This

month's prize goes to Joel Eisen-

kramer, who just can't wait for Team

Fortress 2. Vote for your most antici-

pated game by sending us an E-mail

at eyewitness@pcgamer. com with

"Waiting is the Hardest Part" in the

subject heading. We'll randomly pick

one lucky winner to receive a free

game. Please, only one entry per

month, per person. Winners will be

notified by E-mail. See additional

rules on page 40.

1. Ultima Worlds Online: Origin. ...22%

2. Team Fortress 2 18%

3. WarCraft III 13%

4. Baldur's Gate 2 11%

5. Duke Nukem Forever 7%
6. Tribes 2 5%
7. Black & White 3%
8. Halo 2%
9. C&C: Red Alert 2 2%
10. Shadowbane 1%

COMINGS & GOINGS

Programmer in Da Hood

id Software— Jim Dose recently left

Ritual Entertainment to join up with id

Software to work on the recently

announced new version of Doom.

Dose has worked on S/TV and Quake

Mission Pack 1: Dissolution of

Eternity. Ritual is currently develop-

ing Heavy Metal F.A.K.K. 2.

Firaxis— Firaxis has hired Mike

Gibson as Director of Development.

Gibson has been in the industry for

ten years and has worked with

Disney Interactive Victoria,

MicroProse, and Sanctuary Woods.

He will be working on Civilization III

and Sid Meier's Dinosaurs!.

Synaptic Soup— Vince Farcjuhar-

son, Rik Heywood, and Karl

Wickens have formed a new devel-

opment studio called Synaptic

Soup. The trio worked on

Interplay’s Evolva. Between the

three of them, they have worked on

such titles as Syndicate Wars,

Dungeon Keeper, and more.

The Future of Delta Force
NovaLogic to release Land Warrior this fall

ova Logic's Delta Force was a truly innovative

game; for the first time ever, gamers were given

the opportunity to snipe at targets as far as a

thousand meters away. While games like Rainbow Six

introduced us to the world of Close Quarters Battles,

Delta Force showed us what it was like to take part in

medium and long-range melees. The sequel, Delta Force

2, brought even more detail by enhancing the voxel

engine (voxel stands for volume pixel, a technology which

played a large part in allowing the game to take place in

those wide-open expanses) and enabled partial 3D accel-

eration. Both games sold fairly well, so it's no surprise

that NovaLogic is now hard at work on the latest addition

to the series: Delta Force: Land Warrior.

For those of you that aren't gun nuts like our assistant

editor Li Kuo, Land Warrions the name of a new hi-tech

weapons system to be employed by soldiers of the near

future. This system outfits ground infantry with integrated

video sights, head-mounted displays, laser range finders,

GPS navigation, and more. The emphasis of this system is

on small squad-based tactics rather than large troop move-

ments, which lends itself well to a gams like Delta Force. It's

a safe bet that the Land l/Var/rar system will be modeled

very closely on its real-world counterpart. In fact, Delta

Force 2 managed to catch the eye of the US Army, which

asked NovaLogic to develop a modified version of the game

that their soldiers could use for training.

The gameplay will he a bit different this time around, as

you will take control of five set characters rather than just

being a nameless soldier. This gives NovaLogic the opportu-

nity to include a character driven storyline, something that

was missing in the earlier games. As usual, there will be

plenty of new weapons and features, the biggest of which is

full support for 3D accelerators. 3dfx cards will now be sup-

ported [Delta Force 2 required 32-bit color support, which

ruled out any 3dfx cards). The voxel-based engine has been

scrapped in favor of a brand new engine, but it will still be

able to create the vast, open landscapes that Delta Force is

known for, as well as create detailed interiors for some truly

intense CQB. Of course, multiplayer options will still be avail-

able, as will NovaLogic's Voice-Over-Net technology. Delta

Force: Land Warrior :should be out sometime this fall.

Old-school console gamers Red Storm Entertainment stated Interscope Records has author- A prime time game show pitting

will be happy to hear that Mega that its space-sim, UFS ized MasterPlan, a mod devel- contestants in Unreal Tournament

Man Legends is on its way to Vanguard

.

has been put on hold oper, to create a Quake III: Arena deathmatches will be airing on

the PC. This 3D action/roleplay- with no word on when or even if modification. This mod gives English TV this fall. Realistic

ing game was first seen on the work will continue. UFS players the chance to death- weapons like the enforcer hand

Sony PlayStation. Fans of the lit- Vanguard was a game that put match on an all-new level using gun and the sniper rifle will be

tle blue robot can buy the game players in the captain's seat of Eminem and Dr. Dre character removed from play. . . can you say

this fall. massive space battleships. models. Bring the noizel politically correct?
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Fly 11 tricked-out planes in 24 thrilling missions.

Customize your wings with rockets, machine guns and more.

The 1930s am t what they used to be

America lies in pieces and air power is

king. It s a shoot-or-get-shot-down world

You’ll dogfight ruthless air pirates

Rescue saucy pinups. Dodge flak from

dicey femmes fatales. And mix it up with

other aces online. But remember, one thing

still holds true—don't get mad. get even.

www.microsoft.com/games/ciimsonskies

Microsoft Zone. om
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Dogfight opponents online in cutthroat multiplay.
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Crichton Version 2.0
Timeline leaps to PC, thanks to Eidos

A fter tweaks, changes, and problems, it

seems that the game based on Michael

Crichton's Timeline book is full steam

ahead. Eidos Interactive arranged publishing

rights for the game as the creator of Jurassic

Park and "EFT flexed his interactive bent by

founding Timeline Computer Entertainment, Inc.

However, certain problems with either the

game’s direction or focus caused Eidos to pull

the plug. But over the recent months, it seems

that these issues have been resolved, and devel-

opment continues.

The extent of Crichton's direct involvement is

unknown, but he's likely to oversee the progress

occasionally. The game will loosely follow the

novel, putting you in the shoes of students travel-

ing back in time to find their lost professor. Most of

the game will take place in feudal France, so play-

ers will have to avoid feuding factions of French

and Englishmen. Looking at the screenshots, it’s

probably safe to say that the game will be played

from the first-person perspective. So far we've

received no word on a release date, but we'll have

more information for you soon. Stay tuned!

Calling in the Delta Force

In anticipation of Delta Force: Land Warrior, we've

managed to snag some goodies from NovaLogic to

give to you... our friends... our readers. Five lucky

winners will each get a copy of Delta Force and

Delta Force 2, as well as a Delta Force t-shirt, and a

.50 caliber Delta Force 2 dummy round (the same

kind that are used in the .50 caliber Barret sniper

rifle, only it's a dud so you can't go around blasting

apart cars with it). Five runner-ups will each get a

Delta Force t-shirt.

To enter, just send an E-mail to

eyewitness@pcgamer.com with "Delta Force

Contest" in the subject heading. Include your

address so we have someplace to send the prize if

you're picked. All entries are due by September 15,

2000. Only one entry per person. See additional con-

test rules below.

CONTEST RULES
No purchase is necessary, and only one entry per household,

per month, will be counted. Anyone can vote, but only U.S.

residents are eligible to win prizes, and the offer is void in FL,

Rl, Puerto Rico, and where prohibited by law. Your chances of

winning depend on the number of entries we receive.

There Can Be Only One
Highlander game headed to PC

O kay, maybe there can be a few thou-

sand if Kalisto Entertainment has any-

thing to say about it. The develop-

ment company behind Nightmare Creatures

and Dark Earth has just announced that

they're working on an online multiplayer game

based on the way-cool Highlander franchise.

For those of you who may have missed the

original 1980s' classic, Highlander is about a

group of sword fighting immortals who can

only be killed by decapitation. The movie

starred Christopher Lambert as Connor

MacLeod, and Sean "Scot" Connery as Juan

"Spanish" Ramirez, MacLeod’s mentor.

While the original was a hit, two appalling

sequels and a so-so television series have

tainted the franchise. Kalisto has managed to

secure the game rights for both the movie and

the TV show. Little is currently known about

the game other than that it will take place in

the Highlander universe and that it will be an

online game. We'll keep you posted as we do

that thing we do and get the latest details.

B
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EYEWITNESS

THE PCG RELEASE METER
Look! Over there, just over the horizon.Jt's games, lots of games! Uh-oh, looks

like some of them might get delayed, but that’s expected. Go to www.gone-

gold.com to get the latest info on release dates. Please send any news of

release dates to laporte@gonegold.com.

TITLE PUBLISHER DATE PROGNOSIS

Heavy Metal FAKK 2 G.O.D. 08/01/00 Rocking on

Start Up 2000 Interplay 08/01/00 Accruing soon

Homeworld: Cataclysm Sierra 08/04/00 Almost home

Reach for the Stars Mindscape 08/10/00 Hope so

Submarine Titans Strategy First 08/15/00 Already golden

Special Ops: Platinum Pack Ripcord 08/15/00 At the rally point

Arcatera UbiSoft 08/15/00 Let the adventure begin

Dragon Rider UbiSoft 08/15/00 Right as rain

Sanity: Aiken's Artifact FOX 08/16/00 Should make it

Time Machine DreamCatcher 08/16/00 Clocks in on time

IHRA Drag Racing Bethesda 08/18/00 Green light

Super Hornet Expansion Titus 08/18/00 Lands around now

Dirt Track Racing: Sprint Cars Wiz Works 08/19/00 Should be good

Sydney Olympics 2000 Eidos 08/19/00 Torch is lit

4x4 Evolution G.O.D. 08/22/00 Probable

Ford Racing Empire 08/22/00 Good so far

NASCAR Heat MicroProse 08/23/00 Hope so

Grand Prix 3 MicroProse 08/23/00 On time

Madden NFL 2001 EA 08/23/00 In the end zone

Star Trek: New Worlds Interplay 08/23/00 Make it so

Soldier South Peak 08/23/00 Possible

Age of Empires II: Conquerors Microsoft 08/25/00 Pretty firm

Star Trek Voyager: Elite Force Activision 08/27/00 Possibly

SWAT 3: Special Edition Sierra 08/31/00 Probable

SWAT 3 Battle Plan Sierra 08/31/00 Lock 'n load

Starship Troopers Hasbro 09/01/00 Please be ready

Heroes Chronicles: Underworld 3D0 09/01/00 Super

Crimson Skies Microsoft 09/01/00 Looks good

Arcanum Sierra 09/03/00 Squeaks in

Deep Space 9: The Fallen S&S 09/12/00 Yes

MS Golf 2001 Gold Microsoft 09/15/00 Green is good

POD Racing 2 UbiSoft 09/15/00 Probable

Batman Racing UbiSoft 09/15/00 Holy lateness Batman

B-17 Flying Fortress MicroProse 09/15/00 Give it to us!

Legend of the Blade Masters Ripcord 09/15/00 Next month

Baldur's Gate 2 Interplay 09/15/00 We hope so

Metal Gear Solid Microsoft 09/15/00 Bet on it

Riddle of the Sphinx DreamCatcher 09/15/00 About now

Jet Fighter IV Talonsoft 09/20/00 Should be good

Sims: Livin' Large Maxis 09/20/00 Count on it

STARS! Supernova Empire 09/24/00 Hopefully

Blair Witch Project G.O.D. 09/25/00 End of next month

NHL 2001 EA Sports 09/27/00 We're ready!

Need for Speed: Motor City EA 09/27/00 Go! Go! Go!

Sacrifice Interplay 09/29/00 Firm

Skip Barber Racing Bethesda 09/30/00 Should be

Strip-Tease
Introducing Player Vs. Player

Have we got a treat for you! Starting this month, Scott R. Kurtz's comic strip

PvP will be a regular feature of the Eyewitness section. Who, you ask, is Scott

R. Kurtz? What the heck is PvP? Read on to find the answers:

PCG: So... PvP... what’s it all about?

Scott R. Kurtz: PvP (Player Versus Player) chronicles the lives of the senior

staff of a computer games review magazine (like PC Gamer, only fictional). It

appears daily atwww.pvponline.com.

PCG: Where did the idea come from, and how long have you been working

on it?

Kurtz : The idea came when a gaming website approached me about hosting

one of my comic strips. I jumped at the opportunity, and PvP was born. The

strip ran for a year with a small following. I re-launched it in June of 1999 and

it started gaining popularity steadily. Now it's my full-time job.

PCG: How many people have contributed to PvP?

Kurtz : PvP is me; it's a one man operation. I write and illustrate the strip

daily, as well as create and maintain the PvP website. However, PvP would

not be successful if not for its readers who have formed a strong and loyal

community. There are PvP chat rooms, forums, and even an EverQuest guild.

PCG: Introduce us to the characters: who's who, and who does what?

Kurtz: Cole Richards is the straight-laced Editor-in-Chief. Brent Sienna is the

pretentious and sarcastic art director. Jade Fontaine is the only female mem-

ber of the senior staff, and never lets anyone forget it. Francis Ottoman acts

as the magazine's resident tech support guy and power gamer. Robbie and

Jase are two ex-jocks who do nothing but sit on a couch and play sports con-

sole games all day. Finally there's Skull, the lovable bumbling Troll who acts as

the magazine's intern.

PvP By Scott R. Kurtz

©2.000 SCOTT R. KURTZ VVWWPVPOWLftJg.COM
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EYEWITNESS

Soldier of Fortune

THE PCG PLAYLIST

i

t's all about Team Fortress Classicl.5, baby! Ever since the new patch

came out, our offices have been a constant battle zone. We like every-

thing from dustbowl, to warpath, to the classic hunted maps. Sans PCXL,

the folks at DailyRadar.com have proven themselves to be some serious

competitors. Here's a look at what we've been playing this month:

NEXT MONTH

"Who do you want to be today?"

g’% omputer games are the great escape, pitching you into positions of power.

Every time you play, you test your mettle, your wiles, your willing, your

guts, and your instinct. We'll showcase the new games that give you some of

the most intense command experiences possible. Have you got what it takes?

lympic fever will be in full force as the greatest athletes in the world

VJr compete for the coveted gold medal in Sydney, Australia. We won't be

there, but that's because playing PC games has yet to become an Olympic

sport (though if synchronized swimming and beach volleyball can make it,

there's hope). Join us for the first PC Gamer Olympiad and see who's the best.

GAME FACE

SHOW US YOURS. Who are you people? We want to know. What do you

play? What are you looking forward to? Would you like to see your mug

adorning these pages? If so, send a photo and tell us the games you're

playing, you love, you hate, you can't wait to see released to gameface@
licgamer.com and you could be famous...

Adam

YoungBlood

DAN I've always enjoyed a good conspiracy theory.

Now that Deus Ex has finally reached my hard drive.

I'm knee-deep in shadow governments, army-engi-

neered plagues, quarantine centers, and secret

genetic experimentation. The other thing I'm playing

these days is "Taps" for Incite magazine.

SMOKE After my Mets humiliated Mike Salmon's

Orioles four games to two in the High Heat World

Series, I loaded up one of my favorite games that had

just received a makeover— SimCity3000 Unlimited.

Being able to replace each individual building really

gives every city its own unique feel.

LI After realizing that I'm a poor Team Fortress Classic

player, I delegated myself to the role of The Hunted. I

haven't had this much attention given to me since grade

school. Now I have an entire entourage wherever I go. It's

nice to be taken care of. Sure, the assassins are a downer,

but I guess that's the sacrifice that you need to make.

JEREMY The 1.5 patch has given Team Fortress

Classic new life, praise God, and it has been just like

old times around here. I'm convinced all offices should

institute Hunted Friday. Little brings a group of cowork-

ers together like a game of terrorists versus body-

guards, with your boss as the president.

JOE Still recovering from my car accident last month,

I spent a week at home beating the computer at NHL
2000. I'm glad Team Fortress Classic is back; the long

nights in the Imagine offices have been a blur of

designing the mag and sniping heavy weapons guys.

Or is it the other way around?

CHIAKI I can't stop playing Boarder zone. I love it. I

love the sport. All summer I dream of flying down a white

giant, and this is the closest I can get to that for now. My
friends finally got me to play Unreal Tournament on the

Internet for the first time. I got my ass kicked all over the

place, but now I have a taste for blood!

GREG Destined to be the sleeper hit of the year, MDK2
offers a truly fun, unique experience. Sure, it has its

tedious bits (i.e. the Doc's levels), but overall, it's a rip-

roaringly amusing game that’s had me laughing out-loud at

almost every turn. Be warned, though; it's a console plat-

former at heart, so don't go in expecting Heretic Hot its ilk.

Tribes Gala 2000
The Super Bowl of Gaming?

B y the time you read this, hundreds if not thousands of people will be

taking par in what is being called the "end-all, be-all" tournament of

Tribes. Two final teams will compete on-stage and at least $20,000 in cash

and prizes will be given out to the various winners. Also, Tribes 2 will be on

show, and there is a possibility of a quick Tribes 2 mini-tournament.

Tribes Gala 2000 will take place in the San Francisco Bay area at the

Santa Clara Convention Center. It begins on August 11 and continues till

August 13. For more information, visit http://tg2k.gameevents.net.

LISA Coconut Monkey was gracious enough to let me
play a preliminary build of Gravy Trader this month. I

signed a non-disciosure agreement before CM gave

me the disc, so I can't describe Gravy Trader to you—
but I assure you that you won't believe your eyes when
you see it!

ROB Forays with the PC Gamer troops into Team Fortress

Classic games only reinforced my firm belief that Quake III

remains a permanent fixture on my hard-drive. It's so much
faster and more visceral (and I kinda suck at TFC). MDK2\s
also a tremendous joy, updating elements of the brilliant

original in one of the most fun games we've seen.

Tribes Gala 2000 will

also be an opportunity to

see Tribes 2 in action

and demonstrate your

Tribes' chops.

PC GAMER September 2000
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Now, for the first time, you can summon allies over

the Internet as you prepare for the ultimate battle.

Face sinister monsters, devious traps and cunning

enemies. The power is in your hands, the

outcome is uncertain. Do you have what it takes

to become a Legend?

New 3D gaming worlds powered by

the advanced LithTech™ gaming technology.

•

Six new characters ready for battle with

different skills, spells and advantages.
•

Customize your character with scores

of armor, weapons and abilities.

Richly detailed single player campaign and story.

Cooperative and Deathmatch

multi-player action over the Internet

www.mightandmagic.com
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DESIGN LAB

Ladies and Gentleman,

We Have a Winner
The judges have spoken, a winner is proclaimed, the search is over.

S
ome eight months ago, PC Gamer unleashed one of the most popular features in the maga-
zine's history. We gave you, the readers and game players, the opportunity to pen a game
design that we would thrust under the critical eye of some of this industry's most creative

thinkers. Judging by the number of entries we received, nearly every one of our 375,000 readers

entered...twice. Ultimately there has to be just one winner. After resubmitting the six monthly

winners to our esteemed panel ofjudges, those luminaries voted and have spoken as one to

declared one overall champion (it's on the next page if you're too impatient to wait).

The talented creator of the winning entry will be spending a week at the offices of ION
Storm, where he'll be able to get first hand experience at a game design company.

For the remaining finalists, we offer a hearty congratulations— keep those thoughts bubbling,

and heed the insightful comments offered by our judges as they assessed the entries.

Does this mean the end for the Design Lab? Hell no. It's your ideas that will keep this industry

pushing the boundaries of game design and technical possibilities. We're working on another

epic contest as we speak, and in the meantime we'll continue to print your entries.

So here are five runners-up — the games that piqued the interest of the judges every month,

and that earned the right to be included on this auspicious occasion.

Month One
Winner: ROBOT WARS
By: Chris John
Judge: Chris Sawyer
I am writing to you to explain my amazing

idea for a game, called Robot Wars. First of

all, you design your robot. You have a whole

range of different motors, weapons, and

materials to use to make your creation. A
good idea would be to have a fixed amount of

money to spend, depending on which mode
you selected. Then you enter the tournament.

You battle through all the rounds, playing

games like the Gauntlet, where you have to

guide your robot around lots of different

obstacles. When you reach the final, you com-

pete against various other types of robots.

All of this would have to be 3D, of

course, with an overhead-view option for

particularly bloody (Oily, surely— Ed.)

battles. The multiplayer aspect would be

amazing, catching on quickly all across the

Internet. There would also be the possibility

of a multiplayer-only game (as this is

increasingly popular with developers). In the

midst of battle, sparks could fly and flamers

could torch heat-vulnerable robots. All the

robots would respond differently— this

would be determined by where they were

hit, and by what hit them. Depending on the

strength of material they're made out of, bits

could fly off and dents could appear. It's all

quite clever, and could work out very well.

Chris says: There's a lot of potential in this game

design. The overall concept would work very well,

and it offers plenty of long-term gameplay. It wouldn't

be easy to develop, though— a great deal of thought

would have to go into the building blocks that make

up the robots, and their effect.

Month Two
Winner: PT Boat
By: Kenneth A. Mauder
Judge: Gabe Newell

World War Two, South Pacific, battle sim;

need I say more?

Picture this: You're in command of your

PT Boat, with the roaring sound of your

engines in your ears as your patrol squadron

is closing in on a Japanese convoy making a

night run through "The Slot." Bullets are clip-

ping your deck; you can see the deck guns of

the escort vessels flashing in the darkness as

they try to divert your torpedo run. Puffs of

Ack Ack blossom all around you. The boat to

starboard takes a direct hit in a beautifully 3D
rendered explosion. You glance down and see

the target distance closing but you can't fire

just yet. Your gunners are raking the enemy
decks with their twin 50s. "Fire One! Fire

Two!" "Let's get the hell out of here!" Turn

your boat and go like hell. Available with

career mode and with historic missions. Now,

this is a game that I would buy.

Gabe says: Kenneth's suggestion makes me think of

Wave Race with guns. It's basically a pretty sound

game concept. I'd stay away from career mode and

JH PC GAMER September 2000
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DESIGN LAB

historic missions and just focus on it being a fun

action game. This is a very implementable and

saleable game concept— / think this is the one most

likely to actually ship.

Month Three

Winner: Blaze
By: Jon Gina
Judge: Cliff Bleszinski

In Blaze, you assume the role of a firefighter

and respond to the fire alarms as they come
in. When a call comes in, you receive informa-

tion about the fire in a planning mode and

must choose the appropriate apparatus and

manpower to combat the blaze. Once on

scene, the mode switches to first-person and

you must use the proper equipment (axes, lad-

ders, etc. ) to reach the fire and extinguish it.

The objectives would be to save the preset

number of lives and/or property. The intensity

of the fires would increase as your character

advances from probie to veteran, having

fought residential fires, industrial fires, haz-

ardous materials incidents, and so on.

The game would allow you to choose your

role at the fire scenes as your skill levels

increase, allowing you to perform ladder

operations, rescue, or sit back as the incident

commander and orchestrate the entire opera-

tion. Multiplayer options could be added for

cooperative play where players come from

different firehouses to fight the blaze.

Cliffsays: This sounds a bit like Burning Rangers, a

Sega game that came out a few years ago. I'm not

sure if a title like this would really work well as a "first-

person shooter, " / think it might work better as a third-

person action/tactical game where you can see how

much "on fire" your character is. Ouch!

The biggest issue facing this design is that fighting

flame after flame would get old after a while, even if

you're fighting in different environments with different

challenges. You'd have to implement a tightly woven

story in which one pyromaniac has the city under

siege or one of your own guys is the perpetrator. For

the multiplayer element, why not let someone play the

role of the pyro?

This is a great example of design driving technology.

A game like this would need the best-looking fire you've

ever seen, or the fear factor wouldn't exist. I'm going to

give this one my thumbs up, as a Rainbow Six meets

Burning Rangers meets Backdraft would be terrific.

Month Four

Winner: JailUS
By: Stephen Cutliffe

Judge: Rob Pardo
It is the 22nd century, an era of relative peace

and stability following the end of World War
Three. Assassination has become the favored

tool of corporate and international conflict.

You are Mitch Kane, codename Janus—
assassin, saboteur, diplomat. You have been

chosen by ARENA, an international bio-tech-

nology corporation to infiltrate an experimen-

tal "City-Sphere" called Nova City. Your pri-

mary goal is to sabotage the city's infrastruc-

ture and assassinate the "Mayor" of Nova City,

a self-aware bio-computer. Your mission

occurs during a conference of the leaders of

the world's 12 most powerful countries. You
have been given the secondary task of inter-

acting with (not necessarily assassinating!)

some or all of these leaders in order to further

ARENA'S hidden political agenda. Whether

you do this depends on your choices.

Key features include: combines roleplaying

elements with intense first-person action; non-

linear environment— go anywhere, do any-

thing; the storyline changes depending on

your actions; interaction with NPCs furthers

the plot (tip the musician, give the little girl a

sucker, and don't shoot the guy in the wheel-

chair!); weapons aren't always the best way to

deal with a sticky situation (talk isn't cheap)....

Rob says: Sounds like a game in the same vein as

Half-Life, which is a great example to follow. Make

sure to focus on the core elements of your game. For

example, if it is first-person action, then make sure this

area is solid and fun first, and add in interactive story

elements second. Be careful with too many non-linear

elements. Freedom is great, but if a player doesn't

know what to do next to complete the game, they will

become frustrated and stop playing.

Month Six

Winner: Ho Chi Mirth Trail

By: Chris Hope
Judge: Will Wright
You are an elite North Vietnamese soldier in

1967. Your mission is kind of like Apocalypse

Now in reverse. You must make your way
from North Vietnam to Saigon along the Ho
Chi Minh Trail and confront a highly placed

Viet Cong operative who may or may not be

cooperating with American advisors.

I see this as a Half-Life-type first-person

shooter, but with stealth, as in Thief, at a pre-

mium. Most of the action occurs during the

trip down the trail, although the climactic end-

game sequence occurs in urban Saigon.

Among the obstacles and mini-missions

you have to deal with are: finding and captur-

ing a downed American pilot, setting an

ambush for a Platoon-style patrol, fighting off

tigers and elephants, helping villagers defend

against a renegade band of Viet Cong bad-

asses, sneaking into an American base and

sabotaging helicopters and arms depots,

shooting down a helicopter or two, navigating

a tunnel network, etc. You would have to

travel narrow paths, cliff-side ledges, slippery

mountain streams, mined roads, exposed rice-

paddies, through the upper canopy of the jun-

gle, Tarzan-style, and, in the final sequence,

the streets and sewers of urban Saigon.

Weapons and tools would include the obvious

AK-47, machetes, and whatever you can pilfer

from the enemy forces you encounter.

Will says: This idea sounds really cool. I'm not sure

that I'm the best person to critique this since I've

never done a first-person shooter, but this does sound

like something I would consider buying. My favorite

part of this idea is the role reversal that puts you in the

shoes of a Viet Cong. There have been so many films

and such showing the Vietnam war from the U.S. per-

spective that I would find the view from the other side

to possibly be quite illuminating.

I think I'll have to pick this as the winnerjust

because I have a gut feeling that it could be more mar-

ketable than Inoculant (another entry for this month)

and would be a much easier concept to communicate

to the gamers.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY DAN FRAGA

www.pcgamer.com
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The Grand Prize

Winner
Month Five

winner: Metro City
By: Bobby Slade,
Lawrenceville, GA
Judge: Will Stahl

I would create a persistent online RPG uni-

verse with a story revolving around comic

book super heroes. The venue would be a

large urban city, complete with skyscrapers,

red light districts, gothic churches, and

sewer catacombs. To begin, you would

decide between a good or bad persona. You

would then develop a theme for your char-

acter by distributing an allotted amount of

game points among your attributes that

would ultimately decide if your character

had energy, mental, physical, weapon, or

skill based powers or a combination.

Those choosing to follow justice would

bust up pool halls to flush out nefarious king-

pins about town. Likewise, those choosing to

thwart the law would be preying on simple

pedestrians, shop owners, armored cars, or

banks. Rewards would consist of game points

(applied toward attributes) and merit badges

(bragging rights) for the law enforcers and

game points and reputation banners for the

criminal types. Secondary skills might consist

of gambling, weapon maker, detective, and

informants. The capture of a Kingpin, a big

bank robbery, or other notable current events

would be displayed in form of a newspaper

headline when you sign on into the game.

Will says: I really like this idea Bobby! Who wouldn't

want to create a super-hero and fight evildoers. Why

not add some sim elements and concentrate on mak-

ing a really detailed and functioning city, complete

with intricate NPC inhabitants— "The SuperHero

Sims" anyone?

I like the idea of creating a theme for your char-

acter and deciding which attributes are "super. " /

think it is equally important to choose your heroes

weaknesses as well. There could be some correla-

tion— if your hero can control electricity perhaps

he’s vulnerable to water? Be sure to throw in some

real funky, off-the-wall abilities as well!

As the player progresses through the single-player

game, fighting crimes, his character's abilities (and

weaknesses) can grow. Perhaps this can be reflected

in his costume? The computer can keep track of the

player's accomplishments and gradually introduce

more difficult adversaries who exploit the hero's weak-

nesses. Eventually an "arch-enemy" can be created.

Multiplayer could be something like Baldur's

Gate, where a small group of players work together in

the city. They can form their own “Justice League"!

I'd play, as long as I'm notAquaman! Kudos.

So there you have it.

Should we be surprised as online gaming

starts turning a profit that a massively mul-

tiplayer game idea would scoop the prize?

Not really — especially when looking at the

list of the top ideas that were presented

every month. But Bobby Slade had the idea

with the most creativity. Congratulations,

and we'll be in touch shortly about

fulfilling your prize!

pen

Among the thousands of entries that PC
Gamer received for the Design Lab contest,

there were several popular themes that you

seem to want to play. Here are some of the

topics suggested the most...

BANK ROBBERS
Cops and robbers is big, and the chance for a

massively multiplayer option of warring

gangs and good guys was one of the most

popular submissions.

s face it, there

hasn't been a good

superhero game
in...forever. All the

potential genre-

busters (Bullfrog's

Indestructibles,

MicroProse's

Guardians of Justice

and even GT
Interactive's

Youngblood) failed to

get released. Perhaps

the popularity of these

designs should tell

publishing companies

something.

No doubt, Boba Fett is one of the coolest

characters in movie history. Amazing numbers

of you wanted to see a game where you do

the dirty work (for a good cause) but with a

cool sense of style.

ASSASSINS
On the flip side of the bounty hunter idea is the

simple task of being a paid-for-hire assassin.

There’s no cool here, just cold, calculated strat-

egy and one-shot endings.

Recreate high school? Are you guys nuts? A
sure sign of the life many lead, you want the

fantasy of being able to court the popular

cheerleader, and stomp on the jock who's

always giving you a hard time.

HOW TO ENTER

Describe your game idea in no more than 200 words, along

the lines of the entries featured on these pages. Try not to get

bogged down in specific details— your space is limited, and

we're just looking for a general overview of the concept and

central design. The judges will be looking for originality, the

potential for a playable game and that all-elusive "coolness"

factor. You may provide art, either computer-generated or

sketches/drawings, to help flesh out your ideas for us (and

illustrate these pages!).

We'd prefer to receive entries via E-mail, so we've set up

a special address for this contest: design@pcgamer.com. Send

your designs along with any attached artwork. If you'd prefer

to use snail-mail, the address is PC GAMER DESIGN CONTEST,

150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005. We cannot return

entries, so please do not send original artwork. Your entries

will be edited for clarity and/or length.

LEGAL STUFF — READ IT!

By submitting your game design idea to PC Gamer, you

acknowledge that your design will become public domain

— which basically means anyone can read it, take inspi-

ration from it and use it for their own purposes. You also

acknowledge that neither PC Gamer nor any of the com-

panies affiliated with this contest has or will have any lia-

bility for the use of ideas submitted and/or published.
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The legacy of authentic DdtD adventuring

continues: New from SSI, the company

that practically invented DM) role-playing

on computers, 3D adventuring in the

Forgotten Realms unlike anything

you 've ever experienced. The Pool of

Radiance, once thought inactive, now

emanates a force making all it touches

undead. Discover the power behind this

vile resurgence and defeat it. Explore, as

you never thought possible, the ruined

Elven City of Myth Drannor

one of the most mysteri-

ous and dangerous

places in the

Forgotten Realms.

fitted 3D animating

ters and monsters.

NOTTLE

DRAOONKIN LEADER $ RARBARIANMAGE

1XVEL7

New spells and
minimized pop-up

I
interface.

fooial^DkT,ce New character classes

and races: Sorcerer, Barbarian

and Half-ore.

KUIDS OF myCl) 'DRADOOR

RATING PENDING i

©2000 Mattel Inc. and its licensors.

All rights reserved. The SSI logo is a
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P ^ f mfr | Interactive and the Mattel Interactive logo

fc j are trademarks of Mattel. Inc. DUNGEONS &
BlMMa L dragons, d&d. forgotten realms and

E sR b rTiHTT?flW5 the Wizards of the Coast logo are registered trade-

marks and POOL OF RADIANCE is a trademark of

Wizards of the Coast. Inc. and are used by Mattel under license. 3dfx Interactive and the 3dfx

Interactive logo are trademarks of 3dfx Interactive. Inc. in the USA and other select countries.

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.



The Legacy Continues with the NJp-117
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New Combat Systems,

Tactics, Skills and Heroic feats

Random Quests and

Dungeon Areas
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our tfjtrst for conquest
goes unquencfieti no longer.

Five new civilizations to lead or conquer: Aztec, Mayan, Huns, Spanish,

and Korean. Four new campaigns to emerge victorious: Attila

the Hun, El Cid, Montezuma, and the Battles of the Conquerors.

Your challenge: Expand your empire and rule the world.

www.microsoft.comlgamesIconquerors
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Due to delays in the game's production, the PC version of TWINE did not have the

levels populated with characters. Some of the images here are using the PS2

engine (which will look substantially similar to the PC version). These screens

were mocked to give you a flavor of the gameplay to expect. They are a fair rep-

resentation of the look to expect in the final PC version.
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ames Bond is the greatest action hero in movie history. With not Bond." For TWINE's core gameplay, you'll be engaging in

19 "official" movies under his belt (1967's Casino Royale and "activities that inherently mean espionage," says designer Alex

1983's Never Say Never Again are considered "unofficial"), Mayberry. You'll be in disguise, you'll be using gadgets, you'll be

the books and videogames, and marketing muscle that's seen skiing down mountains, and, oh yes, appreciating the marvels of

some of the world's biggest brands back the debonair spy, the female form. So it's the Bond experience all right — it's just not

Bond is as powerful a franchise today as ever. Okay, so The World all-out bullets and bazookas action, primarily because Barbara

Is Not Enough (TWINE

I

was not an Oscar contender — Denise Broccoli (widow of Bond's legendary producer, Albert R„ and owner

"Christmas Jones" Richards should stick to pool scenes (ahh, Wild of the Bond property) thinks that post-Columbine, games need to

Things )
— but it still raked in nearly S400 million worldwide in just be more careful about their depictions of violence,

the last two months of 1999. To be fair. Bond never walks into an encounter packing Uzis and

Converting the franchises' success to the gaming arena gar- bazookas. His trusty Walther PPK is all that's needed out of the

nered incredible results with Goldeneye, one of the few reasons to gate — any heavier weaponry is always picked up along the way,

own a Nintendo 64. But TWINE won't be taking Goldeneye's balls- used until it runs out of bullets, and discarded until the next action

to-the-wall action skew, bad guy-infested locales, or excessive moment. Style, wit, that oh-so-English attitude, shapely babes, and

armory (though pretty much all the weapons seen in the movie will the coolest gadgets known to man — that's Bond, and that's what

be in the game). It's hard to argue with the position that "that's just EA's TWINE is all set to deliver.

PC GAMER September 2000 55
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S
een the TWINE movie? Yes? Well, essentially you've seen

the progression of the game, too. Starting where the

movie starts, and ending where it ends ("I thought

Christmas only comes once a year." Brilliant!), the game follows

the plot of the movie very closely. Thankfully, the designers are

able to take sufficient artistic license with how the scenes play

out to ensure a compelling gameplay experience.

Nowhere is that point made more apparent than in Bilbao,

the opening scene of the movie. "We needed to expand the

level," says producer Ric Neil. So, Bond meets the banker,

Lachaise, in the lobby of the bank, needing to get information on

the dead MI6 agent (all presented through in-game engine cut

scenes). Now you take over and must move through the lobby

and get up to the penthouse.

This doesn't involve shootouts — it involves tapping a phone
(using a "Q" branch cell phone) to find the information you

need, and stunning guards with gas. By using a ventilation duct,

getting on top of the elevator, and popping a couple of curious

guards at the top when the doors open, you get to the first level

goal with a tiny amount of gunplay, but plenty of traditional spy

activities. Stealth will play an important part in some areas, with

the design team considering turning the health meter into a

sound detector so that you can judge how much noise you're

making on different surfaces (a la Thief).

You'll explore fantastically detailed levels. The office building

looks absolutely incredible; doors will open into rooms where

NPCs bark questions about why you're barging in; the corridors

will have other characters going about their business, and you'll

find traditional locked-door puzzles requiring Bond-style meth-

ods of getting around them.

To that end, EA is employing the help of John Cleese, who
appeared in TWINE in the role of R — the heir apparent to the

inimitable Q (Desmond Llewelyn died in a car accident in

December, 1999). Cleese will lend his voice to the game, prodding

you in the right direction with pointers on how and where to use

the array of over 20 gadgets. If you end up wandering around for

a set time (perhaps about three minutes), R will pop in with a

suggestion such as "How about looking for the telephone junc-

tion box, James" to make sure you're not stuck for long.

m

,
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O
ne of the best traditional scenes in every Bond movie is

the visit to the Q lab where Bond is outfitted with the

very latest in deadly hi-tech gadgetry. Setting the style

and pacing of the game early on, you'll have the chance to use

the cell phone tap device to listen in on conversations, a safe

decrypter, credit card lockpick, and night vision goggles. Many
of these devices are used throughout the course of the game,

but the piece de resist-

ance is the x-ray glasses.

Used in the casino sec-

tion, the game designers

are definitely planning on

letting you have as much
fun with them as Bond

did. "In [the casino] mis-

sion you're sneaking

around Zukovsky's guys,

looking at women and

cheating at cards," cre-

ative director Dave Luoto

tells us gleefully. With the level of detail going into the main char-

acter models, such as Elektra, making a close inspection of her

shape in fetching lingerie is a dirty job but someone will have to

do it ("Barbara's [Broccoli] okay with that," confirms Neil).

The casino level also shows off some of the creative directions

that the puzzles can take. "There are three different ways
through [one keypad puzzle]," says Neil, "you can use the

infrared glasses to see fingerprints ["and then pick the dimmest
to the lightest prints to get the right combination," Luoto inter-

jects], overhear a conversation, or use the phone tap."

Cheating at blackjack should also be plenty entertaining

and is a good example of a mini-game that you have to play to

earn the money necessary to progress in the plot. Here's

another example: when strapped in a torture chair by Elektra,

you have the credit card lockpick and can use it to get free, but

you're taking damage from the shocks as you do this, thereby

creating a sense of urgency. Little touches such as these

should enable TWINE to offer a variety of gameplay styles and

formats throughout its course (and thereby appeal to as wide

an audience as a property of this stature requires).



The "pig" scene in the movie has been enhanced for the game, throwing in a few

henchmen who need to be despatched while Christmas works her nuclear magic.

T
WINE certainly promises to change pace through its 11 mis-

sions. From the stealthy maneuvering through the bank

building in the opening mission, you move on to pilot a

speedy little boat on the River Thames, emerging with a splash

from the MI6 building that has been faithfully recreated in amaz-

ing detail. This race will also incorporate in-game cut scenes,

switching from gameplay to movie-style camera angles to capture

the intensity of flying the boat through the air after hitting a ramp.

Skiing down a mountainside is a Bond staple, and the scene

from TWINE brought up some technical issues for the design team.

“Quake III is not a great outdoor engine," says Mayberry. That has-

n't stopped the team from prepping a level that aims to capture

the intensity of a race, combined with the gunplay necessary to

down enemy "parahawks." Later in the game, the seemingly mun-

dane issue of racing on a "pig" down the narrow pipeline doesn't

seem to offer much gameplay entertainment— but add in another

"pig" with bad guys, and the timer that Miss Christmas is working

against, and suddenly ft's a challenge. The pipeline itself had just

been polished with a metallic shading effect and it looked great,

reflecting skies that likewise were incredibly realistic.

Of course. Bond is nothing without his car. BMW's heavy

branding deal includes this game, so you'll get to drive the Z8

in a very limited fashion (just forward and backward on the

rickety dock walkways). But the car's arsenal of rockets come
in handy for dealing with buzzing choppers that are immune to

standard weapon fire. In this same conflict, the puzzle and daz-

zle effects have to be scripted together to match the movie,

taking away some dynamic gameplay: Bond has to shoot a gas

pipe and then fire a flare that ignites in a fireball, engulfing the

chopper and bringing it down. Sure, it's going to look great.

but seeing the helicopter hover dumbly, waiting for its doom,

isn't going to present much of a challenge.

There will be moments of manic gunplay, however. Neil con-

fessed that some of the early missions might have to be adjusted

to add action content. That's not going to be a problem in some

areas, particularly a villa that looks fantastic and has plenty of evil

henchmen to "dispatch with extreme prejudice," according to

Luoto. With bullets flying (and leaving different marks on differ-

ent surfaces) the Bond action experience will still be intact.

PC vs PS2
"The company mandate is PS2 above everything else," says Ric Neil, producer of

the PC and PS2 versions of TWINE. Ignoring the comedy value in that corporate

policy (PC gamers rest easy— a movie of Metal Gear Solid

2

was the only PS2

I
J

title of any real note at

jttt release by the end of

39p 2000, the PC version has

^
- completely the 3D ren-

< derer for the PS2 version,

"we’re still discovering

Straight from the movie: the river chase... what the box can do,"

explains Neil, "and we re

apfsd, w » restrained by memory."

That said, the PS2

JJ s:||; version of the game will

add solid detail to the

& ft 1; game worlds by using the

f ^ new console's ability to

> show more polygons on
%

screen. The polygon

deficit will be made up

on the PC version by the

larger available texture

size, which will allow

higher resolutions and
...the casino (with those x-ray glasses)... more detail. It also

appears that TWINE's PC

level designers have time

to kill (or get in extra

practice, depending how
you look at it), since they

released a collection of

12 Quake III maps
recently— "all created

outside work hours," they

claim (or maybe they

cooked them up while

waiting for the PS2 prob-

lems to be resolved).

..the casino (with those x-ray glasses)..

...and avoiding grenades from parahawks.

Cover

Story
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Unlike the movie, where one card wins SI million, playing a blackjack mini-game

pushes the plot. The x-ray glasses will help you cheat and see the next card.

Engine's Ready
Using the Quake ///engine immediately gives TWINE a head start in the looks

department. The EA team has taken the core code and added many new ele-

ments: skeletal animation (including 15 different body zones for characters, front

and back), a particle system that will be showcased in explosions, fountains, and

bullet hits, and a text-based scripting language (unlikely to be made available to

the mod community— "We

haven't figured out how to

make it available, but most of

the team wants to do it,"

confirms Neil). What's likely

to have more visual impact is

the detail in the facial ani-

mations that are planned.

Each character will have a

dozen or so facial move-

ments including eyebrow

raising and squints as well

as the mouth movements

Escaping this chair will be a mini-game. matching the voice work.

I

n a reversal of the usual American stand on violence and

sex (violence okay, sexuality bad), EA is downplaying the

gunplay for TWINE, though sexy ladies are A-okay. Aside

from the principal characters of Elektra and Christmas, there

will be plenty of other fine female figures. In fact, ensuring

that the game does capture Bond's movie character, one cut

scene will introduce Bond at the side of Elektra's bed,

straightening his tie. Style elements like this must make the

final cut, though everything has to get the blessing of

Broccoli's company and MGM before being set in stone.

The 54 people working on the project makes this EA's

biggest team ever. Is this testimony to EA's commitment to

the PS2 platform or to the Bond franchise? "Both," says Jon

Horsley, executive producer for the franchise, "but it's mainly

down to the content requirement for all these angles. We

want to appeal to the game player — not the

film viewer."

It's a shame that the PC version is being

held up while the PS2 issues are ironed out, but

that could be a good thing for content, as Ric

Neil confirmed that "spy versus spy" and CTF

modes of multiplay will be included. And hav-

ing seen the early build working on the PS2 and

the PC, the limitations of low TV resolutions

were evident, as the PC version was far crisper.

Though we're going to have to wait until

early 2001 before TWINE is finished on both

platforms, it looks like there will be a greatly var-

ied spy caper at the end of it. "The breadth of

Bond is very great— there are ski chases, casinos, shootouts —
and this presents a problem in working on all that content, but

the possibilities of that breadth are tremendous," says Horsley.

Absolutely. ..and so long as we get to say "Martini. Shaken, not

stirred" just once, then we'll be happy. BCG
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AS THE BEATLES USED TO SAY, MONEY CAN'T BUY YOU LOVE.

BUT CAN LOVE FOR GAMES BUY YOU MONEY?

0
. pportunities abound.

^ The PC Gamer mailbag

is constantly overflow-

ing with eager tykes

wanting to know how
W to get in to the game
' biz. Who doesn't want to

get paid for something that

they already do as a hobby? Now, more

than ever before, enterprising individuals

are grasping for the American PC gaming

dream. Invigorated by a wide variety of

game styles, and with freeform online com-

munities providing a friendly forum for sup-

port, gamers are getting involved in their

hobby, and getting paid for the privilege.

By accident, vague design, or flat-out

ambition, these gamers are adding some

coin to the ol' bank account. Not always a

ton, mind you — a lot depends on the

winding path of your gaming obsession. In

some cases, it's down to the risks you're

willing to take. Risks, you say? Well, yes.

Sometimes you end up moving on from a

good day job to follow your gaming muse.

Or, in the case of people trading EverQuest

or Ultima Online items for cold hard

American cash, they court getting bounced

permanently from the games.

Really, did anyone realize the impact

that some of these games would make? I'm

not talking millions in royalties for the

developers, but the thousands of employ-

ment opportunities that fans stumbled into

as the hobby exploded. A deferential doff-

ing of the hat is in order to Doom, Duke

Nukem 3D, and Quake — all of which con-

tributed way more to the gaming commu-

nity than hours of gaming pleasure.

These games created the chance for

opportunistic gamers to make money doing

stuff you were doing just for the fun of it.

And that's not too shabby, eh? Especially

when you consider the amount of time you

can spend on games or game-related activi-

ties. If you're going to do it anyway, getting

paid never hurts. So, let's meet some people

who are in greener gaming pastures.

BY DON ST. JOHN

PC GAMER September 2000

www.pcgamer.com
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tT Mr In a country where Dorilos chips

feature StarCraft characters, it's no

surprise that Korea. is also where

the hardest of the harBcore pro

players can be found.

NERVES OF STEEL,
REFLEXES OF GOLD

M ark Larsen was a 10-year-old

playing a lot of games a few

years back with hours invested

in Duke Nukem 3D and Quake. Typically

enough, as Quake ushered in the online

play revolution, he jumped In. "I met a

bunch of people over the 'net," Larsen

says, and he hooked up with some clans.

Eventually, he and his buddies decided to

hit a LAN event in Washington, D.C.

Con, where "we got killed, but had a lot

of fun."

By this time, Larsen says, he was
playing a lot, and when he caught wind

of the Ground Zero tournament in New
York, he thought he might be good
enough to enter. A few mild parental

arguments later, he entered with two

weeks to spare.

Good call: Larsen, playing as

Wombat, took home the tournament's

$10,000 first prize. Not bad for someone

who's headed for his junior year in high

school in Roselle, IL, eh? And that's been
the case for plenty of other players

who've joined the pro ranks as outfits

like the Cyberathletes Professional

League and the Professional Gamers
League have sprung into being. (And, in

the case of the PGL, sprung back out.)

Tournament play has also led to other

opportunities for some gamers. Kornelia

Takacs, a brutally efficient Quake player

who's a regular on the CPL circuit, has

done guest appearances at the GameSpy
booth at the past two E3 shows. The top

players have been courted for endorse-

ments for a variety of gaming peripher-

als, getting couriered around the coun-

try to different events, and collecting a

modest pay packet for the privilege

(reputedly worth in the region of $10,000

to $20,000 a year for the top seeds).

OVERSEAS COMPETITION

I
t's not just here in America, either:

The CPL has since started outlets in

Europe and Asia, and the mania in

South Korea for StarCraft has opened up

opportunities for gamers there as well.

Guillaume Patry and Jerome Rioux have

certainly found that out. The two Quebec

natives, still in their late teens, have

moved to Korea to ply their trade as

StarCraft pros. "This is really the only

place where I could do this and make the

kind of money that's available here,"

says Patry, who's been in Seoul for nine

months now. "I play about three hours a

day, but that's between tournaments;

there've been as many as two or three a

week." Patry's winnings? "Not too bad,"

he says, grinning. We'll say: Patry,

whose handle is X'Ds-Grrrr..., scored

$12,500 for a second-place finish in the

Korean Sports Seoul tournament, as well

as $10,000 for topping the battle.net

Brood Wars championship. StarCraft

developer Blizzard sponsored a Korean

tournament at the beginning of the year

with prize money near $34,000, includ-

ing an $8,300 pot for the winner; their

Korean tournament partner, KBK, has

also sponsored a number of tourna-

ments to promote its growing chain of

game rooms.

"It's sure different from Quebec," says

Rioux, who plays as (s)Thor and, like

Patry, went over to South Korea at the

beginning of the year to participate in

tournaments. "But it's such a great

opportunity, and we really like the people

we've met over here."
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Of course, they didn't expect that

they'd be friends with a movie star. But

that's the case for Ki-Seok Lee, better

known to Korean StarCraft fans as

Ssamzang. Lee is currently turning his

prowess as a StarCraft wiz into a role in a

Korean movie loosely based on the

StarCraft phenomenon. "It's amazing

how this has developed," says Ssamzang,

who has a huge following among Korean

youth who rabidly track the latest

StarCraft developments. "It's nothing

I planned, and I'm just seeing what

happens next," he says. "But it all comes

from the game; I always remember to

keep that as my focus."

Focus is what ends up being the

watchword for pros. Larsen, who was

the 1999 CPL champion, puts in serious

time when he's gearing up for a tourna-

ment. "I play a few hours a day, every

day, and in the summer that probably

goes up to five to six hours," he says.

Rioux cites a similar schedule: "When
I'm not in a tournament, I still do a few

hours every day, just to keep up."

Does that kill the fun? Hah. "I still

enjoy it a lot," says Larsen.

IT'S MOD TO DO LEVELS

R
obin Walker had a problem,

if you can call it that, not

uncommon to many hardcore

gamers. "I didn't really do anything

else," he says, laughing. "I probably

spent way too much time playing games.

I played the same ones as everybody

else: Doom, Duke, and then when Quake

came out, that was it."

'•> TmsT

Working as a contract programmer

for NEC in his native Australia, Walker

and his friends John Cook and Ian

Caughley had another idea: to do a total

conversion for Quake that they decided

to call Team Fortress. "We had the idea

to do something that would involve

command points, that would end up

being kind of a two-on-two Doom level,"

Walker says. So the three hacked out the

original TF, with Caughley dropping out

a while later and leaving the effort to

Walker and Cook. Meanwhile, they were

getting so much feedback from quickly

addicted players that they formed a

small company, simultaneously modify-

ing TF and planning a second version.

You know the rest of this story, right?

Today, the pair is still doing TF. . .but as

employees at Valve Software, which liked

their work so much that they swallowed

the pair's firm and put them onto Team

Fortress for Half-Life. Walker and Cook

are perhaps the classic example of hobby

work that turns into an industry-level job.

It was hardly planned, but it became

apparent that TF could lead to something

cool, says Walker. "We felt that ifwe kept

working on Team Fortress, something

good would happen," he says. "It was a lot

of work, and it still is." Those hours can

turn in to lucrative salaries. A lead pro-

grammer at a prominent company can

expect to make in excess of $100,000 a

year, with bonuses on top.

But is it better than contract pro-

gramming in the corporate world?

"Completely! I'm having so much fun. I'd

never go back to that," says Walker.

Hr

Robin Walker's work on

the original Team

Fortress (inset) has taken

him to the creation of

Team Fortress 2 to: Value.

MAKING MODS

M od making and level design requires

incredible dedication, as well as

tremendous talent. With hundreds of

gamers trying out game editors, the design-

ers who get noticed are the ones with real

flair and polish in their products.

Neil Manke's USS Darkstar for Half-Life is

as intense as the original game.

An incredible amateur-to-pro story is

embodied in the creation of Gunman.

Weapons Factory Arena brings the

essence of TFto the Quake ///engine.

r .mm 1

Stephane Roncada turns his pro circuit

involvement into level design for MM2.

1
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PRACTICAL SKILLS = JOBS

H
appy accidents have happened

to any number of mod, level,

and TC designers whose work
has caught the eye of developers and

publishers in the industry, even when
that completely wasn't the goal. Jack

Davis is a designer working on

Activision's Dark Reign 2 at Pandemic

Studios; a few years ago, he was a col-

lege student and part-time music

instructor who had no plan whatso-

ever to get into the games industry.

That changed when his work on

Quake II single-play levels attracted

some attention. "I'd been playing with

editors back through Doom and Duke,

and with Quake II, I did some stuff that

I really put some thought and work
into," Davis says. "When I distributed

it on the 'net, I started getting some e-

mails back. A lot, in fact."

"I started fiddling with the editors

so I could get more gameplay

from the games." — Neil Manke

The attention led to offers to work

on add-on packs; his first pro job came

with the first SiN add-on. Wages of

SiN. Before Davis knew it, he had a

job, "I ended up at Eight Cylinders, for

about eight weeks until the game I was
working on got canceled." he says.

"But then I heard from Pandemic, and

now I'm having a great time."

For Stephane Roncada, his story is

a total merger of his real life and his

level-building activities. The French

native is a pro motocross racer who's

on the regular tour here in America,

and along the way, he got hooked on

Motocross Madness. "It's such a cool

game; it completely had the feel of the

real thing, and I should know,"

Roncada says.

With an interest in pursuing com-

puting in his spare time, Roncada

started to use Motocross Madness’

level editor to do his own courses.

When Robb Rinard, lead designer on

MM2 at developer Rainbow Studios

saw these, he contacted Roncada and

eventually hired him to design all the

Supercross tracks for MM2. Was
Roncada stoked? "Completely. I've

been playing games since I was little,

and I always wondered how you make
a game," he says. "I was just having

fun with my tracks, and now I've

learned so much from working with

the MM2 guys." So much so, in fact,

that he hopes to make game and level

design his life after motocross. "I can't

do that forever," he says.

So, it there any mod-maker who's

making a living from this without join-

ing a company? Well, Neil Manke is

that rarity. Manke is the talent behind

the immensely popular PC Gamer
Presents: They Hunger conversions for

Half-Life (TH2 is on the PC Gamer CD).

Without ever landing at a company, he

makes a living he calls "modest" but

comfortable. "Hey, my house is paid

for," he says, shrugging. "So that's one

reason I can afford to do it."

Manke's former day job was as a

carpenter, and he says that was just a

job, nothing more. "I always loved

games, and I would never play a game
over and over; when I was done. I'd

move to the next one," he says. "So I

started fiddling around with the edi-

tors on various games so I could get

more gameplay out of them."

That turned into a variety of mods
and add-ons for such games as Quake

and Soldier ofFortune, but Manke says

Half-Life and TFC are the best ones for

him to work with. "Valve has managed it

so well," he says, "they really support

their gaming community."

THE TANGLED WEB

R
ich LaPorte has been sitting for

a while. The former New York

City police officer sustained an

on-duty injury that's left him perma-

nently disabled, and he had to endure

nine operations in the aftermath.

Beyond family support, he credits one

thing in particular with helping him
endure that period: "Games got me
through that. No question," he says.

LaPorte, a longtime hardcore

gamer in several genres, got wonder-

ing when games were coming out, and

he couldn't always find a ready

answer. So, with some free time and an

interest in learning Web design, he

decided to start a site in the summer
of 1998 devoted to tracking the

release dates for PC games. Today,

GoneGold.com is considered an

authority for finding out when that

eagerly awaited title is ready for the

shelves. (It's where PC Gamer gets its

release list from, for instance.)

For LaPorte, that's a totally

unplanned surprise. "It snowballed. I

envisioned this as a one-page thing,"

he says. "But people started asking for
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more stuff, and I just kept going with it

and getting more help from the fans."

His forced retirement and the resultant

disability pension have allowed him to

put serious time in, and GoneGold has

grown into a site that attracts advertis-

ing and what LaPorte terms a surpris-

ingly steady deal from CompuExpert,

the site's retail affiliate.

The Web site that becomes a going

concern is an ongoing trend, and many
of the likes of Blue's News and Old

Man Murray have become must-sees

in the world of gaming. And the ante is

going up pretty seriously: Just take

MegaGames.com, which over the

summer scored a $12 million sale for

20-year-old founder Harsha Jayasekera.

But LaPorte says that keeping the orig-

inal focus is what gives running a site

its flavor. "I do this because I like it,

and because it's a nice way to give

back to the people who support this,"

he says. "And I just like knowing when
something's going to come out."

Squad-based gamds (such

as Counter-Striked are

extremely popular at LAN

centers, tyhere having

your teamrttates or erfe-

mies nearby adds a huge

amount to the experienced

"Because people love to go hang

out," says Jerry Staton, who co-owns

Shockwave Gaming Center in Granite

City, IL, not far from St. Louis. "It's a

place to go. And you can't really laugh at

your buddy after you've fragged him

unless he's sitting right there."

Staton and his nephew, Victor

Peralez, are betting that there are

enough gaming addicts to support

Shockwave's business, open since last

September. And it is a business:

Building a viable business takes a care-

ful balance of budgets and necessities,

such as rent on the center's lease, com-

puter maintenance, competition, and

staying on top of the newest games.

That's not to mention a funky market-

ing plan, given the center's young

demograhoic. "I don't think they read

the papers too much," Staton says.

"We find that most of our business is

word of mouth."

That growing buzz is doing the job,

though, and Staton says that people

who come in generally come back. "It's

a lot easier playing a huge game of

Counter-Strike if it's all set up for you,"

he says. "And fortunately, once we get

'em, it seems that they're hooked."

Starting the center was Peralez's idea,

Staton says, but for him it was a nat-

ural crossover from his former day gig

doing computer upgrades: "I built all

the machines here," he says. And LAN
party experience convinced him that

people would always want the chance

to play together when they could.

Surprisingly, Staton doesn't fear

broadband too much. "We're starting

to get cable modems in the area, but

the service isn't always reliable, and it's

WHERE EVERYBODY KNOWS
YOUR.. .HANDLE

Y
ou might think that a LAN
gaming center would face an

uncertain market, what with the

popularity of clan-driven LAN parties on

one side and the growth of broadband

gaming methods like cable modems and

DSL on the other. So why do it?

I«1373962Hj

not the same thing anyway," he says.

"We're finding that we have a lot of

people who do both — play over CMs
and then come in here because they

want the social aspect."

As for money? "We're getting

there. It takes time to build this sort of

business," Staton says. "And it has to

be profitable. But we're growing."

NOT QUITE A FREE MARKET

I
n 17th-century Holland, a strange

fad erupted: people were buying

and selling tulips on a scale that

would rival a Donald Trump purchase

today. Yes, that's right— tulips. As in

flowers. There was even a stock market

for tulips, which eventually crashed

and wiped lots of people out.

Sound silly? Well, any sillier than a

thriving market in EverQuest and

Ultima Online items? Because that's

certainly one way that gamers have

found themselves making some excel-

lent coin these days — by auctioning

key EQ and UO items on eBay.

THE TALL DOLLARS
Retail chains and publishers use LAN centers

to help promote new releases such as Evoiva.

lajhat kind of money can you make as

VV a pro gamer? Well, if you've got the

skills to compete in the Cyberathlete

Professional League's upcoming

Babbage's S100.000 Event in Dallas.

Texas, Dec. 14-17, you could get your shot

at the following placement prizes:

Babbage's CPL $100,000

Tournament

i $25,000 8 $3,000

2 $15,000 9-12 $1,500

3 $10,000 13-16 $1,000

4 $7,500 17-24 $600

5 $6,500 25-32 $400

6 $5,000 33-64 $200

7 $4,000 65+ Squat
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"eBay for me is definitely worth it;

I've made about $3,000 in the past

month, and that's just selling off my
account without any active playing," says

"prexus99," a regular on eBay auctions

for EverQuest items — what kind of

name is "prexus99," anyway? Well, it's a

pseudonymous one that won't get him
kicked out of the game; Verant, which

runs EverQuest, has made selling items

in the real world an offense punishable

with a ban. Hey, we did mention there

were risks to these endeavors.

For the daring, it can be worth it,

though; EQ monsters only dump
choice items at sporadic intervals, and
usually in out-of-the-way places like

deep dungeons. Coming up with the

one you really, really, really want can

be tough if you have to spend your

time living a real life. Inevitably, the

rarest items command high premiums.

"The most I've gotten per a single item

was $450," says prexus99.

Why buy these accoutrements of

power, anyway? "For one thing, it can

be really tedious waiting to get these

things," says "Bob," another regular

EQ item seller. "To be sure you can get

something really rare can take a lot of

camping, or you have to be really

lucky. For some people, doing it this

way really lets them enjoy the game
without having to spend all that time."

Bob says he's a semi-regular on the

eBay auction scene, and he's doing well.

"It's nothing I'm making a living on, but

there are people who do, and the money
is pretty good," he says. 'Tve been doing

this for six months, and I've made more
than $2,000 so far. It's nice extra money."

There are those who make it their

job, so to speak, and "Jimmy" is one of

those. "I don't really play too much

anymore — maybe once in a while if

I'm in the mood," he says. "But mostly

I'm in there working. It's too good not

to — you wind up thinking, 'Hey, I

could be making money here.'"

THE DARKSIDE

A
re there any drawbacks to scor-

ing money in the industry? For

some, yes. If you've turned your

love of gaming into a job, what you
inevitably have is... a job. And like

everyone, there are days when you'd

just rather not go to work. "I play

some other games like Counter-Strike

and StarCraft when I can," says Larsen.

"But then my dad will actually say

sometimes, 'You should be practicing

Quake III.' Y'know, because there is a

lot of money involved."

"EverQuest was fun when I started,

but for a long while now it has been
extremely boring — basically like a job

in most respects," says prexus99. The
need to camp for long, tedious hours

to get the choicest items can rob the

game of its elementary fun, he says.

Bob agrees, but says he's chosen to

strike a balance. "It can literally take

days — both in the game and in real

life — to get some things; it can really

be boring to do," he says. "I decided to

take a back-seat approach and make
sure I made the game more enjoyable.

When I have anything left over, that's

when I put it up on eBay, and that's

often enough that I do okay."

Even when you have to show up to

work, though, it's revolving around

games, and for most people that's fine.

"One of my bios said that I wanted to

make mods for the rest of my life,"

says Walker. "And I get to do this

every day with incredibly talented, cool

people." For some, the old cliche

works just fine: Do what you love, and

the money will follow.

PliB

Players on EverQuest:

fcl Ranger] Aradune (Human)

There are 1 player(s) in qrg.

You say 'hello
1

You say 'Excuse me, lady, I was looking to purchase some rations.

Aradune bows.
You say Would you happen to have any for sale today?'

VI

Some accounts have been sold on eBay for several thousand dollars. For

an increasing number of players, trading this way is turning in to a job.

eBay trade is not just about playing and selling. Middle-men have emerged,

buying items from players in the game, then selling them online.

iBBStSfAMCBS

TOLD 47

A first level EverQuest character is kitted out with incredible items. Either "twinked" from another

character, or bought for cold hard cash, this kind of trading is starting to unbalance gameplay.
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REVIEWS
YOUR ULTIMATE GUIDE TO NEW GAME RELEASES

Up in Smoke

T
he offices of PC Gamer can be an

unpredictable place. But for two

and a half years now, one constant

has always been the curmudgeonly

presence of our beloved "Smoke,"

Rob Smolka.

Alas, all good things must come to an

end, and so it is with the tenure of our

senior editor. Smoke is headed downstairs

to help launch a new Imagine magazine

called T3 (Tomorrow's Technology Today)

as its managing editor.

So join us in a reflective

moment to scan some of the

more memorable highlights of

Smoke's watch:

• Smoke shakes his head unim-

pressed as over two years' worth

of games are brought in for demos.

• Smoke shakes his head unim-

pressed as Morris returns from the

lunch run with yet another

botched McDonald's order.

• Smoke nods his head approv-

ingly as Jeremy returns from the

lunch run with yet another perfectly exe-

cuted McDonald's order.

• Smoke writes fourteen consecutive Point

After columns about High Heat Baseball.

• Smoke refuses to participate in any 3D

shooter LAN matches, claiming seasickness.

But he once worked for a steamship line!

• Smoke consumes, given an estimated rate

of two cheeseburgers and one order of

nuggets per day, 1,400 cheeseburgers and

8,200 Chicken McNuggets over the course

of his time with the magazine.

The grizzled, hard-bitten for-

mer steamshipman has a soft side,

though, and his sardonic wit and

relentless misanthropy are merely

the varnish on one of the maga-

zine industry's true professionals.

He's an original, and we'd be nuts

to lose him completely— which is

why you can continue to look for-

ward to his column and reviews.

So good luck, Smolka the

Hutt: you can't be replaced, or

even contained.

Hardware Requirements
With each PC Gamer review in this issue, you'll find two very important pieces of informa-

tion: the game's minimum hardware requirements and the hardware configurations we
recommend as the least you'll need to really enjoy the game. While a game will run on the

minimum system the manufacturer specifies, it might not run all that well. Because of this,

we test each game on several systems so we can bring you a more realistic assessment of

what you'll really need.

IMEW AI\ID IMPROVED RATING SYSTEM
Only the greatest should be rewarded with our coveted Editors' Choice award, and this tweak to the

rating system reflects that. Now, at a glance at the score box on each page, you can see where the

game fits in to the great gaming scheme of quality.

100%-90% EDITORS' CHOICE
We re battening down the hatches and limiting our

coveted Editors' Choice Award to games that score

a 90 or higher. It s not easy to get here, and darn

near impossible to get near 100. Games in this range

come with our unqualified recommendation, an

unreserved must-buy score.

89%~80% EXCELLENT
These are excellent games. Anything that scores in

this range is well worth your purchase, and is likely

a great example of its genre. This is also a scoring

range where we might reward specialist/niche

games that are real breakthroughs in their own way.

79%—70% GOOD
These are pretty good games, which we'd recom-

mend to fans of the particular genre, although it's a

safe bet there are probably better options out there.

69%-60% ABOVE AVERAGE
A reasonable, above-average game. It might be

worth buying, but probably has a few significant

flaws that limit its appeal.

59%—50% MERELY OKAY
Very ordinary games. Not completely worthless, but

there are likely numerous better places to spend

your gaming dollar.

49%-40% TOLERABLE
Poor quality. Only a few slightly redeeming features

keep it from falling into the abyss of the next category.

39%-0% DON’T BOTHER
Just terrible. And the lower you go, the more worth-

less you get. Avoid these titles like the plague, and

don't say we didn't warn you!

GAME OF THE MONTH
Each issue, we select a very special

game as Game of the Month. This is

reserved for the product that

most completely captured our

hearts and minds. To earn this mark,

your game can't merely be Editors'

Choice quality...that's a given. We're

looking for something spectacular.

And for this issue, the winner is...

EDITORS' CHOICE

Every month, we honor the

best games we see with our

Editors' Choice award. It's

not easy to earn, and there

are a lot of excellent games

that fall just short of the

honor. So when you see the

PCG Editors' Choice logo on

a game at a local software shop, you can bet

it's among the best.

CHOICE

COMBAT MISSION

www.pcgamer.com
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REVIEWS
Roleplaying REQUIRED Pll 300, 64MB RAM, 150MB hard-drive space, DirectX card

DEVELOPER ION Storm WE RECOMMEND Pill 500, 128MB RAM, 750MB hard-drive space. Glide card

|

PUBLISHER Eidos MULTIPLAYER OPTIONS None

DeusEx
Ambitious, assured, and

awesome...Deus Ex is a

game guaranteed to please

just about everybody.

G

o buy this game. That's all I really

have to say about Deus Ex. A whole

bunch of "Go buy this game." I'll run

on about its depth, innovative design,

atmosphere, and all that stuff, but the

bottom line is this: Get it.

Deus Ex began its life as another tremen-

dous game idea in the head of Warren

Spector. That's not such a big deal— a

tremendous game idea runs through his head

.1 A

s
'

\ I
Subverting the myth of French rudeness, these

Parisian cops are quite polite. He called me "sir."

every single day. But this

one stuck in his noggin for

some reason, and it got

sketched out into a design

doc. And from there it was

sent into full-fledged pro-

duction in the Austin wing

of ION Storm. And for a

couple of years, Spector

and his team worked with

complete freedom, well out

of the ION Storm limelight, just plugging

away at their game.

And now it's here, and it's fantastic.

The game looks and plays a lot like

System Shock 2, which of course derived

from Spector's own System Shock. A first-

person 3D game rendered with the Unreal

engine, its graphics are on par with the

best of last year's action games, but Deus
Ex isn't a game intended for accelerator-

monkeys. Its emphasis is squarely on story

and character development.

You are J.C. Denton (that's your code

name, anyway and it's how everyone will

refer to you throughout the game). You've

just been inducted into UNATCO (United

Nations Anti-Terrorism Committee) as a

badass special agent, working for the same
agency that employs your equally badass

brother Paul. Your broad charge is to wield

the committee's unilateral power to fight a

terrorist cell calling itself the National

Secessionist Forces (NSF). As a bizarre

plague ravages the populace, the NSF is

hijacking shipments of the antidote.

Needless to say, there are wheels turn-

ing within wheels. In the game's early

missions, you drop the hammer on NSF
forces in New York City, retrieving a stolen

cache of the antidote. But before you get a

chance to feel good about busting up the

NSF hijacking, it becomes clear that these

"terrorists" might not be the threat they've

been made out to be, and that your brother

is in grave danger from UNATCO itself, and

that UNATCO may just be a front for a

darker government agency, and...

The threads of conspiracy just keep on

unraveling, and weaving together in new and

surprising patterns. There's no way to

divulge even tantalizing hints about the

game's labyrinthine plot without spoiling

secrets, so I won't even try. Let's just say that

each and every one of the classic conspiracy

theories — Area 51, the Illuminati, men in

black, secret quarantine centers. Majestic 12,

shadow governments, etc. — plays a part in

the massive, deliriously complex storyline.

Best of all, the game's many branches

lead to a wide variety of "Choose Your

Own Adventure”-style side alleys, many of

which send the rest of the story off in a

direction that will seal off yet other side

alleys. It will take some 100 hours of inves-

tigating before you explore every route to

the three possible endings.
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To quote Arnold Schwarzenegger in Predator:

"What. ..the hell.. are you?"
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WE'RE FREE-FORMING

D
eus Ex is set up as a truly ffee-form

game. You're free to make a surprising

number of choices within each mission,

and while the game is linear in the mission-

to-mission sense, you could still end up play-

ing through an unrecognizable version of the

same game your buddy loaded up and ran

through. They'd be like discussions of parallel

universes; you'd both have visited the same

locales and encountered the same characters,

but the variations made possible by your

decision-making will quickly spread a rip-

pling butterfly effect over the game.

The different approaches distinguish

themselves early. There is no set way to

approach any mission objective. You can

go in stealthily, sticking to the shadows and

silently subduing guards before hotwiring

a security keypad. Or you could get

through the same door by coming in with

guns blazing and then punching through it

with a heavy weapon. Unlike shoot-'em-up

3D action games, or even critically

acclaimed stealth-fests like Thief, Deus Ex

makes no preconceptions about what

approach you'll take to the game world.

You're free to get it done any way you can

— with the understanding that your

choices will have real repercussions later.

For example, if you pulverize an enemy

with a heavy weapon, you won't be able to

retrieve important items from the corpse. If

you skip side quests, you might be missing

a critical keycode and be forced to find a

different route around a locked door (but a

route will be there, somewhere).

J.C. Denton will evolve according to your

choices, as well. Being a cybernetically mod-

ified agent, you'll continually upgrade your-

self with augmentations picked up through-

out the game. Each "aug" you pick up has

two possible applications, and once you pick

which one will be incorporated, the other

becomes unavailable. Thus, if you pick up a

leg augmentation, you might have to choose

between a Stealth aug and a Speed aug. One

will make you near-silent, the other will

make you incredibly fast. Bit by bit, you'll

mold yourself into a carefully customized

character. (You'll also have to deal with the

classic cyber-moral dilemmas about the

shifting nature of humanity. Spector keeps

you on your toes.)

There's an awesome amount of weapons,

skills, and augmentations available. Even a

partial list would be exhaustive. Pistols,

sniper rifles, crossbows, combat knives, high-

power GEP guns; stealth legs, light-amplifica-

tion optics, even invisibility— you can even-

tually earn the ability to do just about any-

thing. You earn experience points with suc-

cessful completion of mission objectives, and

through bonuses for discovering locations

and successfully using skills. You can then

spend these points on increasing your profi-

ciency in any skill (you're either Untrained,

Trained, or an Expert in a skill) from among a

list that includes computers, demolitions,

marksmanship, medical, and others.

IT'S A CONSPIRACY
Just a small sampling of some of the twisted

conspiracy theories trotted out for Deus Ex:

ROSWELL'S LEGACY
Did the U.S. government

recover alien corpses at

a UFO crash site in 1947?

Is the government in col-

lusion with aliens today?

ILLUMINATI
Is a top-secret interna-

tional cabal of Satanic

WM; 1 industrialists secretly

:m manipulating world

events? Fnord.

THE FEMA SURPRISE
Does the Federal

Emergency Management

Agency exist only as a

means to one day sus-

pend the Constitution?
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You are the last line of defense against an

overwhelming enemy assault. Blast away at land,

sea and air forces as they rush you from every

direction. Clear the beach, defend your post and

pray that the supply plane comes in time!

IT AIN’T NO BEACII PARTY!
• Aim in on landing troops, helicopters, tanks, grenades,

jet fighters, bombers and more!

• In your face hardcore photo-realistic 3D action!

• Wave after wave of intense enemy assaults!

AVAILABLE NOW!

Wizard « CD
DIGITAL INC. ROM

TEEN

©2000 Digital Fusion, Inc. All rights reserved. Published and distributed by WizardWorks, an Infogrames Inc, company. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.



MAN OR MACHINE?
An example of the

"not subtle" approach

to getting around an

enemy base.

MORE THAN AN INVENTORY

B
ut Deus Ex is more than just an impres-

sive collection of stuff. The genius of

the game is the endlessly clever uses

you can put everything to. At times, it

seems like the game is reading your mind
— the myriad of combinations and experi-

ments always seems to yield a new and

thrilling result. In fact, the limited inventory

space puts a premium on thoughtful selec-

tion of items.

The whole game world is a laboratory

for your personal approach to mission-

solving. When hostages need to be rescued

from a subway platform wired with explo-

sives, you can use Electromagnetic Pulse

grenades to disable the bombs and then

subdue the guards without injuring the

hostages. Not feeling so humanitarian? You

can just sneak into an airshaft, set up a

sniper's nest with a clear view of the explo-

sives, and shoot them — triggering an

explosion that kills everyone in the place.

You won't win too many friends with the

latter approach, but there's nothing stop-

ping you, either. It's truly a free-form game.

As a result, there's nothing frustrating

about Deus Ex. You won't be stuck any-

where for long. Can't figure out how to

electronically bypass a door? I guarantee

there's a way to sneak around it from

another entrance. Security bot too tough to

tackle head-on? There's got to be a security

control panel where you can rig the bot to

switch off (or even program it to attack its

human confederates). Every goal has at

least several routes to successful comple-

tion, and it's all a matter of taste to deter-

mine which route you'll go. I had a lot of

trouble figuring out electronic bypassing,

and wasn't too keen on

head-on battles, so I

invested all my experience

points in stealth and snip-

ing. I always found a

sneaky way to slip past my
enemies or take them out

from a safe distance.

This was really reward-

ing to me. It's unusual to

find a game that seems to

be tailoring itself to your

preferences as you play it.

All of these wonderful

features are in service of a

story that keeps surprising

you, too. There's no time to

get bored with Deus Ex;

too much is coming at you

all the time. Characters

Welcome to the wonderful and existentially trou-

bling world of cybernetic human augmentation.

Repair bots and medical bots are where you

can repair damage and implement augmenta-

tion upgrades.

Handy eye-amplification augmentations will let

you see bad guys in pitch darkness.

When you uncover the nasty secrets behind

your cyber-augmentation, I guarantee you

won’t be happy about your status as half-man,

half-machine.

drop tantalizing hints about the machina-

tions going on around you. You overhear

scripted snippets of conversations that lead

you off down absorbing side alleys of plot

exposition. By the end(s) of the game (there

are three variant endings, depending on

different branches at key points in the story),

you'll be able to fully appreciate the careful

construction and elaborate choreography of

the plot— a minor miracle when you con-

sider just how much freedom you're granted

within the structure of each mission.

www.pcg3mer.com
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ENTER THE CONSPIRACY

W
arren Spector demonstrates a gleefully

encyclopedic knowledge of conspiracy

theories (his Austin offices contain a

library of kook lore, and he obviously mined

it for everything it was worth). As you juggle

the horrifying implications of each new plot

twist, you unearth a hilariously breathtaking

mosaic of apocalyptic intent. The plot will

take you from New York to Hong Kong to

Paris to Vandenberg Air Force Base in the

middle of the desert. You'll have a chance to

ally yourself with any number of shady inter-

national consortium types, to make friends or

enemies of Triad gangs, and even rub elbows

with strange beings that may or may not be

cloned descendants of extraterrestrials. This

thing packs all the convolution of The X-Files

onto one little CD-ROM.
A wealth of detail fills out every nook and

cranny of the game world. The urinals work.

There are beer bottles on the tables in the

taverns, which you can pick up and take if

you want. There are rats scuttling in the alley-

ways. It looks and feels like a living, dynamic

world, and you always have the sense that

your actions will alter it profoundly. Which
they will, creating an atmosphere of dire

importance whenever you try any stunt.

Deus Ex earns huge points for ambitious

scope, dynamic design, and engrossing story,

but has a few significant weak points that

keep it out of the range of truly stratospheric

review scores. The foremost is the clunky

level of writing and voice acting displayed in

almost all of the dialogue. There's lots of fas-

cinating stuff being thrown around in every

conversation, which is why it's a shame that

the lines themselves are obvious and stilted,

and delivered by flat, run-of-the-mill "game

voices." Denton is the worst offender: it's

annoying to be voiced by such a monotonous

mummy of a voice actor. Before too long, I

was spacebar-jumping ahead of his dialogue

as soon as I could read it on the screen.

Another problem is the game's chug fac-

tor: there are slowdowns to be tolerated on

almost any system (although Glide-based 3D
cards will fare much better than GeForce

cards, which can barely process the game).

Load times are long and distracting, espe-

cially when you're moving in and out of sec-

tions of each location. Saving takes forever,

as does reloading (which you'll be doing a lot

of; even on the easiest difficulty setting,

expect to croak at least a half-dozen times

before you successfully complete each mis-

sion). It's a testament to how good this game
is that I played the majority of the game on a

non-Glide system and loved every bit of it.

Also, there is an unavoidable amount of

crate-stacking and jump-puzzling to be

waded through. There was a compromise

made when it was decided that pick-ups

would be located in crates strewn around the

world; whether you're wandering the side

alleys of Hell's Kitchen or the markets of

Hong Kong, you're never very far from a

random crate filled with lethal weaponry or

biomechanical augmentation equipment. It

might have been a necessary evil in order to

;

^ cl

s a ps 5
Could this well-dressed guy be part of a conspiracy?

With props like this in his office, its a safe guess.

facilitate gameplay, but 1 can't help but think

it's a bit silly, especially in a game that's oth-

erwise so rigorously real-feeling.

These are small annoyances, though. Deus

Ex is a joy to play, a veritable treasure chest of

gripping gameplay and plot surprises. It's a

first-person 3D RPG that will satisfy action

fans, roleplaying freaks, adventure gamers,

and most anyone. Deus Ex is fantastic.

— Daniel Morris

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Huge; replayable; intricately assembled

plot; a whole bunch of fun.

LOWS: 3D card incompatibilities; slowdowns;

clunky dialogue and voice acting.

BOTTOM LINE: A must-own. ..a rare and reward-

ing game for fans of any genre.
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W hen your back is against the wall, whose hands will you place your life

in? That is one of the questions you'll face in Baldur’s Gate II:

Shadows of Amn. Immerse yourself in a world of intrigue, adventure

and fierce combat where sometimes the only thing standing between you and

certain disaster is a loyal ally. Allow yourself to trust, you may just allow

yourself to live.

Control high level, advanced characters with powerful magic

and formidable combat skills - nothing short of walking gods.

kk New weapons and AD&D proficiencies (including a two-

weapon fighting style) create unique combat options for players.

Visually astounding 800x600 resolution brings the Forgotten

Realms to life. 3D acceleration sets environmental and magic

^effects ablaze.

'he ultimate multiplayer experience in the sequel to the

toleplaying Game of the Year.

'wJnterplay.com/bgate2

BALDUR S GATE II: SHADOWS OF AMN: Developed and ©2000 BioWare Corp. All Rights Reserved. Baldur’s

Gate, Shadows of Amn, Tales of the Sword Coast, Forgotten Realms, the Forgotten Realms logo, Advanced

Dungeons & Dragons, the AD&D logo, and the TSR logo are trademarks owned by Wizards of the Coast,

Inc., and are used by Interplay under license. All Rights Reserved. BioWare, the Bioware Infinity Engine and

the BioWare logo are the trademarks of Bioware Corp. All Rights Reserved. Black Isle Studios and the Black

Isle Studios logo are trademarks of Interplay Entertainment Corp. All Rights Reserved. Exclusively licensed

and distributed by Interplay Entertainment Corp. All other trademarks and copyrights are property of their

respective owners.
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among us. I heir evil thoughts puls;

across time and space, disrupting

and eventually corrupting even the
.

strongest of minds. One man, Agent

Nathaniel Cain, stands against then

risking his own sanity to save ours.

women, Cain is about to learn the

ultimate lesson...that evil's relative.

Animated Violence

Earn 80 Talents [Psionic weapons]

such as Eye of Ra, Fireball and Mummy's

Revenge to destroy your opponent

Large-scale multiplay Deathmatch

and Insanity modes

Over 20 story-driven single-player levels

with suprising twists and turns

© 2000 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. LithTech' game engine ’’1998-1999 Monolith Productions, Inc.

All Rights Reserved. Fox, Fox Interactive and their associated logos are registered trademarks or trademarks of

Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. LithTech Sanity Aiken's Artifact are trademarks of Monolith Productions, Inc.

Windows is a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association.



AIKEN'S ARTIFACT

Download the demo
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A SOLDIER ISN'T BORN

BRING TRUE-LIFE COMBAT TACTICS

TO YOUR RAINBOW SIX™ BATTLES'*

You don't become a member of Team Rainbow

through luck, heritage or twist of fate.- You

only do it through hard work and intense

training. Now you can learn combat tactics

from true military experts—then test your new
skills in one of nine brand-new game levels. So

by the end, you'll be the deadliest weapon on the

Rainbow Six battlefield.

• NINE ALL-NEW LEVELS FEATURING NEVER-

BEFORE-SEEN MISSIONS AND GAMEPLAY

• STAND-ALONE FUNCTIONALITY—DOESN'T
REQUIRE PREVIOUS VERSIONS OF RAINBOW
SIXOR ROGUE SPEAR

• CUSTOM MISSION FEATURE ALLOWS YOU TO
CHOOSE GAME TYPE, MAP AND DIFFICULTY

• GAIN CERTIFICATES IN COMBAT SUBJECTS
INCLUDING HOSTAGE NEGOTIATION, KIT

SELECTION. INTEL PHOTO ANALYSIS AND MORE

TWO CDS NINE

© 2000 Red Storm Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. Covert Operations Essentials is a trademark of Red Storm Entertainment, Inc. Red Storm Entertainment is a trademark of Jack Ryan Enterprises, Ltd.

and Larry Bond. Other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #682



Action REQUIRED Pll 233, 24MB RAM. 500MB hard-drive space, 8MB 3D card

DEVELOPER Bioware WE RECOMMEND Pill 333, 64MB RAM

PUBLISHER Interplay MULTIPLAYER OPTIONS None REVIEWS

but others will find it offers plenty of game-

play (though absolutely no replay value). And
I'd argue that even a small dose ofMDK 2

offers tons of entertainment— healthy doses

of humor (that are genuinely funny), great

cut-scenes (the Jack Kirby-inspired opening is

fantastic), and an impressive variety of envi-

ronments. Check out the demo if you must,

but take our word for it— this could be the

best console-style game for the PC this year.

— Stephen Poole

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Psychedelic graphics; great characters;

humor that never wears thin.

LOWS: Too much platform-jumping; slightly clunky

adventure-game interface.

BOTTOM UNE: A top-notch action-arcade game

with a sly, dry sense of humor.

Bioware jumps into the

action-adventure genre with a

mad scientist, six-legged dog,

and janitor, with great results.

T
hough it developed a cult following

and garnered great reviews, MDK
never got its commercial due when it

hit PCs three years ago, thanks in no

small part to the fact that anyone

interested in action games was hop-

ping on the Internet for the adrenaline rush

of multiplayer Quake. (Buy MDK if can you

find it; it's one of the best single-player games

ever— Ed. ...and cult member)

Even so, it was surprising to learn that

Interplay tapped Baldur's Gate creator Bio-

ware to replace Shiny Entertainment for

MDK 2's development. After putting the game

through its paces, though. I'm convinced

these guys could produce a front-runner for

whatever genre they choose to conquer.

The original game focused solely on Kurt

Hectic, a janitor-turned-superhero with a

paraglider strapped to his back, a chaingun

welded to his hand, and a sniper scope built

in to his helmet. The sequel throws a new
alien invasion at a trio of heroes, all of

whom you get a chance to control in differ-

ent stages of the game.

Kurt's still here, with the same getup and

essentially the same gameplay: blast anything

that moves until the coast is clear, shoot

something to open a new area, then coast (or

float upward if fans are available) to a new
area for some more mile-a-minute runnin'

and gunnin' action. When he does pause for

breath, using the sniper scope and variety of

mortars, grenades, and homing missiles adds

a strategic angle. It also gives Kurt a chance

to get a close-up on the crazy antics of the

enemies who dance, scratch, and chat while

on guard duty. Kurt runs and soars through

environments depicted with surreal, mind-

bending 3D graphics: imagine something

H. R. Geiger would come up with if he'd

dabbled in psychedelics and decided to use a

full-color palette. Though he spends some

time dashing down corridors, he eventually

reaches larger environments that yawn into

impressively massive expanses.

Max, a cigar-chomping, six-legged dog

(four of which can tote uzis!) and Kurt's boss.

Dr. Hawkins, each get to do their part to stop

the new alien incursion. Max's segments are

out-and-out triggerfests— and shouldn't they

be, since he can pack such firepower?— but

he's got a couple of hoverpacks you'll have to

master in order to complete his levels.

The levels featuring the ditzy Hawkins are

the most problematic: by combining items

you pick up and carry in

both hands, you create

weapons and tools needed

to fight enemies and make

your way past obstacles. It

seems like a good idea, but

the heavy emphasis on plat-

form jumping puzzles and

the clunky interface— a

left- and right-hand affair

that's not only clumsy but

entirely dependent on trial-

and-error— is an exercise

in frustration.

Hardcore fans might

find the game slightly short.

MDK2
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Roleplaying REQUIRED Pll 233, 64MB RAM, 800MB hard-drive space, D30 3D card

DEVELOPER Nihilistic WE RECOMMEND Pill, 128MB RAM, 1.4GB hard-drive space

|

PUBLISHER Activision MAXIMUM PLAYERS 4 (3 players plus Storyteller)

Vampire: The Masquerade

Redemption
The most eagerly anticipated

roleplaying release this year

needs a little redemption of

its own.

R

oleplaying fans have been waiting

a long time for Vampire: The

Masquerade. After more than a

year of tantalizing previews, devel-

oper interviews, and a multiplayer

beta, we were ready to lock our-

selves in the building when the final gold

disc made its way to our office. Imagine the

disappointment, then, when Vampire came
up well short of our inflated expectations.

Normally you can't hold it against a game
when it fails to live up to its pre-release

hype, but with goals this lofty, you can't

help but feel a little let down.

Nihilistic Software used the Vampire:

The Masquerade license from White Wolf
Publishing as the framework for this ambi-

tious RPG. The pen-and-

paper roleplaying game
breaks up all the world's

vampires into 13 different

clans, each with different

abilities. While the pen-

and-paper game focuses

more on modern-day

vampirism and the politics

behind the bloodsuckers,

the computer game starts

off in medieval Prague.

You are Christof Romuald, a crusader

fighting for the glory of God, injured in a

skirmish and left behind to heal in a con-

vent. Christof awakens to see the beautiful

nun Anezka tending him, and falls madly in

love with her. After recuperating he rids

the local mines of a demonic pestilence,

bringing him to the attention of a clan of

vampires in town, the Brujah, who then

Embrace him, turning him into what he

hates most— a vampire.

The story tracks Christof's struggle with

the newfound evil within him — he is a

God-fearing man who has now become

what he perceives to be a child of the devil.

Christof's main drive, however, is Anezka,

and he'll end up chasing the love of his very

long life through Prague, Vienna, and even-

tually modern-day London and New York.

The emphasis on story is what really

drives Vampire's single-player campaign.

Unfortunately, the path is very linear— no

matter what options are chosen in the dia-

logue trees, one way or another Christof

goes from one quest to another with little

deviation. The narrow path keeps the story

tight and compelling, but leaves you with

very little game affecting decision-making.

The big decisions involve what weapons
and gear to equip, and how to spend expe-

rience points on character statistics.

Eventually the party will grow to as many
as four characters, each of which can be

controlled independently.

The control interface is a breeze; the

mouse steers the characters and makes inter-

action with the game world very intuitive.

But here, some of the gameplay mechan-

ics start to fall apart. The entire game takes

place in real-time, which means that while

you're controlling one character, the AI

The real-time combat gets a

bit hairy at times, but the

forthcoming patch from

Nihilistic will let players

pause the action and assign

commands to the party.

wjamREVHjiflm

THE SDK

B y the time this issue hits stands, Nihilistic

will have released the Storyteller software

development kit, or SDK. The SDK will contain

tools for aspiring programmers/Storytellers to

create their own chronicles from scratch.

Players can use a Java-like language to create

their own scripts, as well as plug-in for Maya

(a 3D editing program) that will let players cre-

ate their own 3D models. Look for it at

www. nihilistic.com.
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By the end of the

medieval portion oftlie

game,your party "HmSs ;

mammoth arse(ml

takes over all the others. You can take some

degree of control over the AI by selecting

ready items in characters' quick-item slots,

the chosen quick disciplines (spells), or the

characters' current aggression state (defen-

sive, neutral, or aggressive). Unfortunately,

the AI leaves a lot to be desired. Casting dis-

ciplines drains energy from a character's

blood pool (which is replenished by snack-

ing on the locals), and during battles, AI

characters are much too eager to cast use-

less disciplines and increase the odds of

inducing frenzy (where they go mad
because of a lack of blood).

Or, instead of concentrating on more

powerful enemies, they'll pick on smaller

targets and allow themselves to be pelted

with fireball attacks by enemy mages. In

some cases, the AI characters will even

walk fully into the sunlight, regardless of

the shadowed path right next to them.

(Sunlight is bad for vampires.)

Carefully monitoring aggression modes

can make things a bit easier, but there's no

happy medium. The defensive mode leaves

your characters standing around doing

nothing. Aggressive makes them run off

and hunt for enemies — which usually gets

them killed in short order. And even neu-

tral, the most common setting, often sends

them in pursuit of fleeing enemies —
straight into a nest of new threats.

All of this wouldn't be too bad, however,

if you could save the game every few min-

utes. Amazingly, you can't. The game saves

in two different ways. Each time you enter a

new area (like going from the first-level

dungeon to the second), the game auto-

saves in a special slot. The only way to save

games in one of the 12 save slots is to

get back to the start-off haven, either by

running all the way back from whatever

dungeon you might be in, or by casting the

"Walk the Abyss" spell. Characters can cast

"Walk the Abyss" by picking up scrolls, or

by studying the discipline — which takes up

valuable experience points. However, we

THE LINGO

T
he various vampiric terms got you con-

fused? Use our handy glossary to decipher

the meaning of those foreign words:

CHILDE The progeny of a vampire.

CLAN A group of vampires with similar traits.

There are 13 clans, which reportedly date back

to the time of Caine's grandchildren.

COTERIE A group of vampires journeying

together. In normal D&D parlance, it's called

the "party."

THE EMBRACE The act that turns a mortal into a

vampire, usually by first getting blood sucked

out by the vampire and then the drinking of that

vampire's own blood.

HAVEN The safe home of a vampire. In Vampire,

it's where players can save the game, distribute

experience, and store items in the vault.

KINDRED The entire race of vampires. Also

used for a single vampire.

THE MASQUERADE The act of hiding the true

existence of vampires from the mortal race. In

other words, the reason why blood isn't sold at

local 7-11s.

SIRE The vampire that created another.

TORPOR The state of undead death. This can be

brought on by a stake in the heart or through

other wounds. Vampires in this game can come

back to life from Torpor through the use of the

Awaken discipline.
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REVIEWS

even found some areas in the game where it

wouldn't let us cast the spell. For a good
three hours of gameplay, the only way we
could save our progress was by running

from one level of the dungeon to another.

You enter a world of frustration. While

traveling through a level, picking up all the

treasure and defeating all the enemies, you

might walk around the corner to encounter

a terrifying beast that will demolish the

party with a few vicious swipes. Since

there's no way to save other than running

all the way back the way you came, you end

up losing a good 45 minutes of gameplay

this way. The next half-hour is spent curs-

ing while trying to retrace your steps, after

having loaded from the last level change.

What makes these problems even more
tragic is the sheer beauty and shining quality

\ - E
* i.i i

1
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Dance clubs frequented by Kindred like to deco-

rate with blood. Fetching, isn't it?

SAVE AND REVIVE

T
here's a way to work around some of the

game's problems until you can get a patch

installed. Simply right-click on the shortcut for

the game, click on Properties, and then add

"-console" to the end of the "Target" line (after

the quotation marks). Then, in the game, hit the

tilde (~) key to trigger the console, where you

can type any number of commands.

Our favorites are "revive" to completely

heal the selected character and "addthing

savecross." By clicking on a Save Cross, you

can save the game into a slot at any time. For

all the possible console commands, type

"commands" for a menu.

The brothel above the

Temple of Set has some

great architecture —
the building, we mean,

not the workers.

of the game. There has never been a more
beautifully created RPG. Not only are the

character models gorgeous, but the full-3D

backgrounds make them come alive. The

story goes through love, heartache, betrayal,

politics, and outright revenge. And the simple

play control is elegant and straightforward.

The multiplayer aspect of the game is

really its saving grace (though still flawed by

bugs). You can take on the role of Storyteller

in multiplayer sessions, creating your own
chronicles and major storylines for gamers

over the Internet using Won.net. It's hugely

cool (see the full scoop on the Storyteller

mode in the Alternate Lives column on page

148), despite the promised tools to let

budding Storytellers create their own levels

and characters not being there at the game's

launch (they should be available via a patch

by the time you read this). The game comes

with two ready-made Chronicles, and four

empty areas (Prague, Vienna, London, and

New York) where Storytellers can enter the

game and create monsters and NPCs on their

own. The game also comes with several

salons, where players can join in and simply

chat with each other. Unfortunately, all

games are limited to only four players, so the

scale of the adventure is always small.

However, the multiplayer portion of the game

as it stands is excellent, provided you get

people with the right attitudes in your game.

After having spent countless hours in

multiplayer and playing through the single-

player portion of the game, it kills me not

to give this game a higher score. However,

fresh out of the box, it's simply too frustrat-

ing to play, which will likely make most

The flame-throwing soldiers are the ones to take

out quickly— that fire hurts bad!

players quit after only five to 10 hours.

While it will likely get a lot better with

some patches coming down the line.

Vampire has far too many problems for me
to recommend it unreservedly.

However, it still has the potential to be

the best RPG ever created — and we'll keep

a close eye on the forthcoming patches

from Nihilistic to see if that happens.

— Michael Wolf

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Innovative multiplayer mode; gorgeous

graphics; intuitive interface; deep storyline.

LOWS: Buggy; bad character Al; lacks promised

features; inability to save at any time.

BOTTOM UNE: Fresh out of the box, it’s disappoint-

ing— but with patches, it could be the king of RPGs.
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REVIEWS
Action REQUIRED P233, 64MB RAM, 450MB hard-drive space, 4MB 3D card

DEVELOPER 14 Degrees East WE RECOMMEND Pill 500, 32MB TNT II Ultra or GeForce

|

PUBLISHER Interplay MAXIMUM PLAYERS 8

In which Pooh discovers

that all things under the sun

are equal and demand to

be killed mercilessly.

such as armor, speed, and strength, are

purely utilitarian. Other mutations will be

required to reach certain objectives or crush

the well-animated boss monsters. Still other

twists of genetic fate, such as the mucous-

shooting gun (whose sticky goop can be set

aflame), are just plain fun to behold. Building

the perfect genohunter is actually a very fun

challenge— had anyone known that evolu-

tion was this entertaining, thousands of

drool-filled sleep sessions in thousands of

biology classes could have been avoided.

— Greg Orlando

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Strong, colorful graphics; genetic

upgrades are cool; entertaining mayhem.

LOWS: Not much thinking required; hardly any

story at all.

BOTTOM LINE: Trade in your brain for some

neo-carnage and just enjoy the ride.

PC

E

volva is a gorgeous treatise on the

twin dangers of malleable DNA and

projectile-shooting weaponry. It takes

the Darwinian notion of survival of

the fittest and jams it straight down
your action-starved throat, eschewing

such fluffery as a complicated plot. For all of

its fancy genetic/scientific jargon, Evolva sim-

ply asks you to follow the basic philosophy

set forth by military geniuses from Alexander

to Patton— if it moves, kill it.

This 3D third-person perspective action

game goes heavy on character customiza-

tion and world exploration; its squad-based

play delicately intermixes fierce balls-out

fighting and group tactics.

Four genohunters, beings with the abil-

ity to absorb the genes of their vanquished

foes, are tasked with the exploration of an

eye-delighting world hued in chilly blues

and delicious greens. Each of these beings

holds a specific inclination at the game's

start: one is the brute force of the operation,

while his comrades claim agility, speed, and
intellect as their primary qualities.

Once involved in gameplay, though, you

can suck up scattered genes like a Hoover—
and then anything goes. The added genes

can be used to tinker with weapons and spe-

cial abilities in a continuing process of indi-

vidualizing your hunters and shaping the

squad into a fearsome killing unit. Toss some
armor onto a brutish genohunter and he can

absorb massive hits and pave the way for his

allies to make well-timed flanking attacks.

We guess we should now throw out a

figure that Interplay repeatedly tossed at

the feet of critics like some sort of grenade:

there are more than one billion possible

variations on the basic genohunter. We
must admit that this number is pretty

impressive, moreso because it could never

in a billion years be verified.

Mission-based play runs these hunters

through 12 scenarios, or you can go online

for a serious bit of multiplayer mayhem.
Straightforward play requires a unit to

storm an objective, kill the enemy with

extreme prejudice, tamper with the double

helix, and move on. Though the game can

be faulted for its emphasis on sheer destruc-

tive force, evolution and higher thinking

have never been any sort of bedfellows. A
simple control scheme allows players to

manage one hunter while simultaneously

guiding the others to a target. Players may
choose to control any warrior in the squad,

and a series of windows on the bottom of

the screen shows what the other geno-

hunters are doing. Unfortunately, the sup-

port members sometime

take a bit too long to travel

from A to B, and these

windows just seem to be

there to allow you to gauge

when to stop and let the

team catch up.

Killing bad guys allows

for mutation, and mutation,

simply put, drives this

puppy both long and hard.

You can morph your char-

acters at will by selecting a

special "evolution" menu.

Some increased abilities.
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Features three distinct civilizations to play

(two human, one alien)

—

each with its own objectives, histories. A dynamic environment creates the

units, technologies and strategies to master. ability to hide units and buildings in

caves, under cliffs or above opponents,
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offensive and defensive strategies.
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Tfje Tale is Legendary. Tfje Story is Votirs

Immerse yourself in the legendary

World of Darkness and build your own

tales of horror. Then join thousands

of Vampire : The Masquerade players

online, sharing and hosting the

twisted adventures you have created.

Let the feeding frenzy begin...
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Relive the pen— and—paper role-playing

experience with the revolutionary

Storyteller system, creating and

hosting your own online adventures.

Manipulate your World of Darkness

using real-time commands, including

adding monsters, controlling NPCs

and triggering events.

Customize a character of your own

and join in other players’ adventures

through WON. net's free

matchmaking service.
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Simulation REQUIRED P233, 64MB RAM, 3D accelerator card

|

DEVELOPER 14 Degrees East WE RECOMMEND Pill 500, 128MB RAM, 32MB 3D accelerator

|

PUBLISHER Interplay MAXIMUM PLAYERS 8 REVIEWS

Klingon Academy
This Academy needs to go

back to school. And go stand

in the corner for a while and

think about what it's done.

I

nterplay's Starfleet Academy was a disas-

ter where it counted most— it didn't

model Star Trek combat in the same way
the films and television series do.

Klingon Academy sets out to redress

those errors and bring honor back to

Interplay and their 14 Degrees East division

— building on its original iteration as

LucasArts' TIE Fighter did to X-Wing.

The story (as it is) concerns an elite acad-

emy founded by Star Trek Vi’s General Chang
(Christopher Plummer), designed to mold

Klingon captains into perfect warriors. There

are 25 missions divided into simulation train-

ing and live-fire Klingon Civil War missions.

An Instant Action mode and both co-op

and deathmatch multiplayer are offered.

Single-player mission design tends toward

simplistic hunt and kill or escort missions,

with the only real innovation being warping

between sectors. Sometimes you get to

choose in-mission branches. For instance,

when you're fighting against the Romulans,

you get a distress call. Do you stay or go?

David Warner reprises his role as

Chancellor Gorkon and Michael "Lt. Worf"

Dorn lends his voice to yet another Worf rel-

ative. Plummer and Warner earn their keep

in the FMV cutscenes with performances that

put the rest of the actors to shame.

Klingon Academy features eight flyable

Klingon ships, from giant battle cruisers to

the nimble Bird of Prey. Each features dis-

turbingly similar flight characteristics, but

DOUBLE TAKE

¥ Plummer as General Chang. Can you spot him

in one of his previous roles below? Here's a hint:

if you can successfully identify him from among

the characters below, you're a great big wuss.

03*k/s

3291k

0 0 0 0 4?

Mission Objectives

P Destroy *11 Cnemy sftips

Kills: 0/5
Cscorts; 2/2

It feels a bit strange to

be chasing the six of a

Federation starship,

since we're so used to

being the good guys.

M'KStBC IKS oejilS MM

different weapons and power levels. You'd

think flying a small craft would be a dramatic

difference from a cruiser that's supposed to

be twice the size of the Enterprise, but it

doesn't feel that way.

You'll face warships from among Trek

perennials like the Romulans, Gom, Tholians,

Federation, and a brand new race, the

Shakurians. Due to virtually brain-dead artifi-

cial intelligence, each race fights just like all the

others, with the only difference being the size

and style of the guns they fire. The main tactic

of all enemy races is to ram into you like a

blundering idiot, while firing its own weapons.

The flight model is much improved over

Starfleet Academy's where you basically flew

the ship like a dogfighter and Trek concepts

like engines, damage control, power alloca-

tion, etc., were downplayed in favor of the

action. Klingon Academy uses a VOS (Verbal

Orders System). Each station is assigned a

keystroke and you can give orders by choos-

ing from a sub-menu. For example: "More

power to the shields" translates to 1 (for engi-

neer), 3 (for power settings), 2 (battle: defen-

sive) in VOS. This is cumbersome, but gets

easier once you memorize the combinations.

This game has also been slowed down
dramatically, giving a much better illusion of

size and power, rather than speed and

maneuverability. It isn't perfect— the design-

ers keep things running quickly, probably to

avoid alienating action fans— but it's closer

to the pace we saw in The Wrath ofKahn.

KA is fully 3D accelerated, but ship mod-
els are jagged, starfields are lifeless, and plan-

ets, and other immobile objects are dull.

» o • i .4
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Star Trek Game 8: The Search For Good Gameplay.

Klingon Academy is better than Starfleet

Academy, but it would have only been

impressive had it been released two years

ago. As it stands, its bad AI, so-so graphics,

dull mission design, and uninspiring story

kills whatever positives one could find in the

inventive VOS system and improved game
speed. In short, Klingon Academy dies not

like a warrior, but like a lowly ptaQ.

— Andrew S. Bub

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Cool combat Interface; better control and

action than StarfleetAcademy.

LOWS: Unimpressive graphics; generally poor

voice acting; uninspired story; no honor.

BOTTOM LINE: Consider this a second strike for

the Star Trek Academy line.

www.pcgamer.com
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REVIEWS
Real-time Strategy REQUIRED P200, 32MB RAM, 306MB hard-drive space

DEVELOPER Massive Entertainment WE RECOMMEND PII 450, 128MB RAM, 470MB hard-drive space

PUBLISHER Sierra Studios MAXIMUM PLAYERS 8

Ground Control

Power Static)

Ground Control's intuitive camera system makes it simple to zoom

quickly in on the action and get a feel for what your troops are up to.

action can get a bit choppy when viewed

from on high, but it's all about those sweet,

sweet effects.

Once you hit the drop zone, the fate of

the battle lies entirely in your hands. You

set unit formations, attack postures, and

movement modes, then view the action

from an adjustable third-person camera

that's one of the smoothest yet imple-

mented in a real-time strategy game. Better

yet, you can use hotkeys for all these

squad-behavior commands, as well as for

ordering squads to deploy special weapons

like mortars and anti-aircraft batteries.

Generally, the AI for unit behavior is

adequate; units ordered to fire freely will

do so, while those told to hold a position

will go down with guns blazing. Not as sat-

isfying, though, is the fact that units told to

tTio intensely fast-

paced battles can

make controlling a

dozen squads a daunt-

ing task, so use the

hot-key commands.

In this unoriginal yet

entertaining RTS, leave the

construction to the drones,

and get ready for combat.

I

ts claims of revolutionary design

notwithstanding. Ground Control isn't

the first real-time strategy game to

chuck the nuances of strategic base

management and resource gathering

for the unadulterated adrenaline rush

of tactical combat. But while it isn't the

first to plumb this territory, its brilliant

graphics, high-powered combat, power-

fully efficient interface, and inviting multi-

player modes are enough to satisfy any fan

of the genre.

Set in the 25th century on the far-flung

planet Krig 7-B, Ground Control's back

story could be summed up tidily as Bible

versus Business. Squaring off against the

powerful Crayven Corporation's Security

Forces is the Pax Dei, the military arm of

the Order of the New Dawn — the Earth's

largest religion, and one that won't hesitate

to fight for what it believes God has

ordained to be theirs.

Thirty missions — 15 for each side —
comprise the single-player campaign; dur-

ing the course of those battles (and in

somewhat expected fashion) you gradually

learn that there is much more at stake here

than simply taking control of this rather

gloomy little planet.

Mission types cover the usual spectrum

of tasks: escort assignments, retrieving

important objects, rescuing friendly units.

defending bases, and of course full-scale

assaults on enemy installations, to name a

few. But while there are bases to defend or

attack, there's no production involved. Sit

through the briefing from your CO, then

pick which squads to load on a drop ship

(up to three in some missions) before land-

ing planetside— simple as that.

Force selection isn't merely a question of

deciding on a balance of air, armor, and

infantry units; after setting up your squads,

you can rename them and choose which spe-

cial weapons and other equipment will aug-

ment their standard loadout. Commanders

eager to draw blood can opt for an Autoload

function good enough for victory, though

choosing your own equip-

ment should yield much
better results.

Even on what we
would consider to be a

mid-range system (PII

300), Ground Control

delivers stunning graphi-

cal effects — multi-

colored explosions and

missile trails fill the sky

during heavy battles,

lens flare affects your

vision, debris rains down
after units explode, and

I ground troops are shred-

ded into a true war scene

of blood and gore. The

PC GAMER September 2000
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REVIEWS

COMBAT ESSENTIALS

D
on't think that Ground Control will be easy to

master just because you're not burdened with

construction and resource management. The

emphasis is on sound tactics. Here are five basic

tips to help fledgling commanders; though refer-

encing to Crayven Corporation units, the same

tactics apply to Order of the New Dawn forces.

Don't fall in love with terradynes. It's

tempting to opt for an assault force con-

sisting entirely of armor, but don't do it. Infantry

can reach the highest ground to achieve the

best line of sight (and line of fire), and can take

shortcuts over steep hills for surprise attacks.

Protect your artillery. These units areU utterly vulnerable to attacks from aero-

dynes and nearly useless against close-in

assaults by infantry or terradynes. The best

solution? Light terradynes, because they can

target both ground and air units.

S’# Configure and memorize hot keys. UseEJ hot-keys instead of mouse-clicks to

quickly access units, assess the situation, and

save your troops’ lives by making repairs or

unleashing special attacks.

Make the terrain your friend. Carefully

examine the mission map to determine

the safest, fastest routes of travel to objectives,

then set to avoid pathfinding problems. Use hills

to gain firepower advantages, entrances and

exits to valleys for laying ambushes, and jungle

cover to hide units from detection by aerodynes.

F3| Maximize the Command APCs abilities.EJ The APC can heal nearby units, so it’s a

good idea to keep it near those squads that are

most vulnerable to damage. The downside, of

course, is that those same squads might not

pack enough firepower to keep the APC safe.

A squad of infantry can take down buildings

with even standard weapons.

Jarred. my iidarters have been destroyed but the crystals were >n am SHiEiDED CONTAINER THEY COULD HAVE 6EFN TOSSED ANYWHERE BY THE Mission updates

W EXPLOSIONS YOU MUST MOVE THROUGH THE BASE WITH YOUR APC AND FIND
appear as video uplink

at various times

during each scenario.
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attack will frequently wind up firing their

ordnance into a sandy hill in a futile effort

to hit the enemy, rather than moving a few

yards to acquire a better line of sight on

the target. This is particularly maddening

when a valuable piece of special weaponry

is wasted blasting a crater in the ground.

One tip-off that the AI isn't quite all

there is the lack of a Skirmish mode for

practicing the multiplayer game against

computer opponents, but to be fair, even

the rigidly scripted single-player missions

are varied and challenging enough to prep

you for online battles.

Ground Control features support for

Internet play over WON.net, and its drop-

in mode — in which you carefully build

your initial assault team and then jump into

an ongoing battle — makes it one of the

most compelling real-time combat games
you can play online. Yes, it's a bit frustrat-

ing to enter a battle and get pounded to

shreds by someone who's been dominating

for the last 20 minutes, but the same can be

said for a game of Quake III or Unreal

Tournament. If that's not your thing, you

can opt for standard games where all play-

ers start simultaneously.

For some, the game's lack of options to

adjust game speed, save during the

middle of a mission, or issue orders while

the game is paused are major turn-offs,

especially since they've been implemented

in so many other RTS titles. More disturb-

ing, though, are technical issues: the ship-

ping version wouldn't install on some
users' systems, and even a second patch

hasn't satisfied everyone. I didn't encounter

that problem, but I did encounter random
lock-ups during battles — and the absence

Make sure you've taken out anti-aircraft defenses

before sending Aerodynes on a strike against a base.

of a mid-mission save meant I had start the

whole scenario from scratch.

But the developers at least seem intent

to address bug issues with future patches,

and the action's so intense that I'll just

learn to go with the flow of battle and

make do the best I can. That is, after all,

what real commanders have to do — and

while Ground Control might not win

awards for realism, it'll probably garner a

lot for being so damn fun.

— Stephen Poole

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Brilliant 3D graphics and pyrotechnics;

engaging tactical challenges; great multiplayer modes.

LOWS: No mid-mission save; lack of speed settings;

can’t issue orders while game is paused; some dicey AI.

BOTTOM LINE: Any problems are brushed aside

by the bent-for-hell mayhem and thrill of combat.
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Wargame REQUIRED P200, 32MB RAM, 140MB hard-drive space

DEVELOPER Big Time Software WE RECOMMEND Pll 300, 64MB RAM

PUBLISHER Battlefront.com MULTIPLAYER OPTIONS None

Combat Mission Beyond Overlord

White-knuckled action and

extraordinary realism: if

this is the future of PC war-

gaming, then bring it on!

A
s readers of my column already

know, PC wargaming is going

through a severe mid-life crisis at the

moment. Traditional, boardgame-

derived, top-down, hex-grid games

have reached an apogee of complex-

ity and have proven their suitability for simu-

lating huge campaigns; there's really not a

whole lot of room for major innovations. At

the opposite pole, pure real-time combat in a

true 3D environment only works for very

small, squad-level battles (a la Rainbow Six).

And serious enthusiasts have categorically

rejected such massive RTS designs as

WarCraft H and Age ofEmpires (for all then-

excellence in other ways) as templates for

realistic tactical wargaming.

For many wargamers, the question has

now become: where can we possibly go

from here?

Enter Big Time Software and Combat

Mission— a debut worthy of cheers and fan-

fare. In effect Big Time approached its quest

from a clean slate, eschewing "tradition" in

search of a dramatic new wargaming gestalt,

a total experience quite different from any

catalog of its separate ingredients. They

started off with one given: what features

would wargamers most want to see in the

"game of their dreams"? Over the past two

years. Big Time has created a design that,

while imperfectly realized in some ways, has

the potential to knock your socks off.

Combat Mission does not try to re-

invent the wheel. All of its three major ele-

ments have clear antecedents: Close

Combat was the first system to make
morale and human emotion an integral

part of gameplay, Tac-Ops pioneered the

system of "simultaneous execution" of

phased orders, and MicroProse at least

tried to integrate 3D action with tactical

planning when they

released Across The Rhine.

Having said as much,

however, I think Combat

Mission inherited its heart

and soul from Squad

Leader. It manifests the

same awesome blend of

fine-grained realism, tactical

finesse, and primal drama,

while providing you with

joyous freedom to romp

and plan and savor.

Before you even boot

up the tutorial, I urge you

to forget everything you've

learned from all previous

wargames in any format.

In this game, all planning

and all subsequent action

take place in a genuine 3D environment.

Most crucially, gameplay is utterly consis-

tent across the whole spectrum of camera

positions and views. Whether you get rid

of all the trees or not, make buildings

transparent or not, shut off the smoke or

not, and whether you choose to observe

the battle from the perspective of a soaring

hawk or down in the mud with the "trench

cam" view, makes absolutely no difference

to the program.

The system is truly elegant. While the

game is paused, each side issues orders to

all units — this allows you to plan tactics in

depth and harness them to a clear overall

strategy. You do not labor under the merci-

less pressure of a total real-time design.

And yet, "pressure" is an integral part of

combat, and dealing with it is one of the

things a good commander must learn to

do. You will feel it, and lots of it, during the

action phase of the game.

Once all the orders are given, you'll see

60 seconds of real-time action, which may
or may not develop according to your

plans. You can pan, jump, and zoom all you

like, but you cannot interfere. Those 60 sec-

onds can be very long; more than any other

game I've played. Combat Mission does a

spooky job of replicating that adrenalized

slow-motion effect that so many combat

veterans have written about (and if you
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Although the infantry are a bit crude-looking, the

vehicles and weather conditions are superb.

haven't been in combat, just think back to

your last car accident...same principle). I've

broken into sweats, cursed and cheered,

kicked myself in the ass for stupid orders,

and experienced blinding epiphanies of

insight, all within a single endless minute.

Before issuing the next set of orders, you

can replay that "Mad Minute" as often as you

like, from any vantage point (except that of a

hidden enemy unit). It's your own private war
movie, and you don't have to miss anything.

These replays often divulge exciting vignettes

you may have missed. (I saw a Sherman get

brewed up by a panzerschreck during one

action phase, but only after several replays

did I see the tank's crew jump out, run into a

nearby building, surprise the German anti-

tank team, and kill them with carbines and

.45s. Now, that's entertainment!)

You can issue simple orders or set up

waypoints for complex maneuvers involving

rotation, reverse steering, high-speed dashes,

ambushes, and specific targets you want your

units to engage. But since they are governed

by a remarkably realistic AI based on real-

world physics and sophisticated fuzzy logic,

units will deviate from your orders if a new,

closer, more threatening target suddenly

appears. In fact, I recommend letting about

half of your units rely on "opportunity" fire,

since they will respond more quickly to bad

surprises than units who have to decide

whether or not to override your orders.

Targeting and line-of-sight are perfectly

keyed to the 3D environment. By clicking for

a LOS reading, you get a lot of information:

range, probability of hit, accuracy of sighting,

level of enemy cover, plus changes of color in

the line that reveal gradations in terrain.

Forward observers handle artillery and air

support, and the accuracy of that support

depends on what he can see. If he can't see a

precise target, he can still deliver "area fire"

on suspected targets. Since the engine's algo-

rithms track every individual bullet and shell,

from muzzle to impact, even a round that

"misses" can cause casualties or suppression.

Combat Mission will no doubt evolve

rapidly (and custom scenarios are already

appearing on the Web), but given the state

of technology, there are some compromises

that just had to be made. The program

Bfe vs

WITTIVIAIM'S RAMPAGE

Unt Wittmann 7-1 Tiger

ELITE S- 5

.AMMO 4Oh 39a 5a

MOVING IN open ground BUTTONED [

Here, the SS "hero" begins his solo attack on the complacent British...

I

f you want a vivid example of how nasty the

Normandy campaign actually got, play the short

but sweet "Villers-Bocage" scenario, which pits

a single Tiger tank against a significant portion of

the British Seventh Armored Division (the leg-

endary "Desert Rats" of Tobruk). Commanding
that lone Tiger was a living legend, Obers-

nr r turmfuhrer Michael Wittman.

Lean, vulpine, and handsome,

Wittman was a poster hoy for

^ the Waffen SS. He was also

I the greatest tank "ace" of the

Hp • war. During two years of

Jv ^ hard service on the Russian

Front, he racked up 119 con-

firmed kills.

On the morning of June

13, 1944, Wittman attacked a British column near

the town of Villers-Bocage and absolutely tore up

the pea-patch. After hosing down dozens of "soft”

trucks, half-tracks, and Bren carriers with his

machine guns (killing or wounding more than 100

men), he destroyed four Cromwells, two

...And leaves in his wake abandoned guns,

mowed-down infantry and flaming British tanks.

Shermans, and three Stuarts in short order, totally

paralyzing a proposed British attack. He was a

marked man after that victory, however, and the

British finally lured him into a trap two months

later and bushwhacked him from all sides, liter-

ally pounding his Tiger to scrap. (Yesss— Rob)

pushes more polygons than Quake II, and
the vehicles generally look fine, but the ani-

mated soldiers are still quite stylized and

cartoony. Shell bursts resemble the generic

"spewing triangles" of yore. And the free-

dom of viewpoint conferred when you

goose your mouse around can be down-
right dizzying until you get used to it. There

will come a time when all the soldiers,

buildings, and tanks can be rendered

photo-realistically, but in the meantime.

Combat Mission delivers a near ideal com-

bination of historically accurate detail and

smooth playability. More excitingly, per-

haps, it breaks apart the existing mold and

points toward the wargames of the future.

Even in the space of a two-page review,

there's not enough room even to list—

www.pcgamer.com

much less describe — all the goodies

packed into this outstanding game. Just go

to www.battlefront.com and give 'em your

$45. You will not be sorry.

— William R. Trotter

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Real warfare in 3D; lots of features; forces

you to master real tactics; splendid manual; great fun.

LOWS: Currently, there is no TCP/IP mode; some
graphics compromises.

BOTTOM LINE: Fresh, and innovative; breathes

new life into tired and increasingly cranky genre.
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REVIEWS
Real-t'me strategy REQUIRED Pll 233, 32MB RAM, 450MB hard-drive space

DEVELOPER TopWare Software WE RECOMMEND Pll 400, 64MB RAM, 786 MB hard-drive space

PUBLISHER Mattel Interactive MAXIMUM PLAYERS 8

This is the best thing to

happen to the real-time

strategy genre in a long time

— and it's a lot of fun, too.

A
lot of people have spent years

deriding the real-time strategy

genre as a moribund stalking

ground for mindless, unimagina-

tive clones — but those naysayers

have now been shown up by Earth

2150. It's arguably the most significant RTS

game since the mold was created in 1992

with Westwood's Dune II.

In a post-apocalyptic future (don't

worry, keep reading) Earth's orbit is

quickly decaying. Three major forces

square off for territory in order to harvest

the enormous resource load necessary to

build an evacuation fleet before the Earth

spirals into the sun.

You play the campaign from one of the

three combatants' perspectives, with your

faction leader periodically issuing new
objectives. Your tactical-level decisions

about research, exploration, combat, con-

struction, and unit creation affect the short-

term goals of the objectives tree.

The three tactions are well balanced so playing as

each of them is enjoyable and adds replay value

The genuine object-oriented 3D engine

and graphics provide the most obvious

difference between Earth 2150 and other

RTS games. The deformable terrain is laid

out in a series of rolling hills, mountains,

and forests composed of real, individual

trees. Water isn't simply a blue boundary

between two brown zones; it's a deep,

dark, liquid chasm with shorelines. You can

rotate the camera vertically or horizontally,

and zoom it in and out. You can also set up

two smaller camera windows, and track

individual units, which helps you manage

multi-front operations (always a tricky

thing in RTS games).

But it's the way in which TopWare

follows through on the opportunities pre-

sented by this environment that makes

Selection 1
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Feeling a little exposed? Build some walls to add some extra protection for your buildings.
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Earth 2150 such a unique and fantastic

experience. Airborne units aren't simply 2D

objects with rendered shadows visually

hovering above a painted backdrop, for

example. They can actually move into and

out of buildings; and you can issue them

commands that reset their distance from

the planet's surface. Conversely, you can

eventually acquire units that can dig com-

plex tunnel systems, permitting genuine

underground warfare.

Weather changes occur in real-time,

affecting visibility and movement. There

are day and night cycles, complete with fog

rolling in after dusk in cooler regions. Your

units and buildings respond to the oncom-

ing night by automatically turning on

their lights — though you can set them to
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manual, if you want to go to blackout and
lessen the chances of suffering an airstrike.

The environment also changes to reflect the

passage of time: as Earth approaches the

sun, the oceans dry up, vegetation dies,

and volcanoes appear and erupt before

your eyes.

Ironically, the graphics are to an extent

responsible for what is the game's weakest

element — its pathfinding. This is a prob-

lem in many 2D RTS games, so it's not

surprising that a group of land-based units

on Earth 2150 's 3D terrain should have

trouble maneuvering across maps. Each
unit evaluates terrain angle and accessible

directions on its own, plotting a course that

(in good travel software tradition) is some-
times the most direct route, sometimes the

quickest, and sometimes the most scenic.

As a result, units often enter into battle in

piecemeal fashion.

Enemy AI is good, though, especially if

you consider the extra strategic dimension

afforded by 3D geography. Computer-

driven opponents won't usually dig ditches

to isolate their forces, but they perform

reconnaissance and place patrols well, both

building and researching sensibly. An ele-

ment of fuzzy logic keeps gameplay from
becoming completely predictable.

Earth 2150's sides are well-balanced.

The American-style UCS (United Civilized

States) forces own the latest guns; by com-
parison, the latter-day quasi-Soviets of the

Eurasian Dynasty are primitive. However,

the latter have kept their supply of old

nuclear weapons, which are devastatingly

effective. (As a sort of sub-game for the

Soviet side, nuclear arms constitute an

option that must be sparingly measured,

given the certainty of further orbital degra-

dation — after all, your main goal isn't the

elimination of your allies, but the safe evac-

uation of your society). The third force, the

Lunar Corporation, is space-based and
doesn't require units to harvest resources

or create buildings. But they can't modify

terrain, eliminating the ability to form or

eliminate artificial geographical boundaries

like ditches and tunnels; and much of their

power, which is solar, vanishes at night.

All the factions have distinctive research

trees, and they pursue individual strengths

and reactive schemes to their logical conclu-

sions. And since research is component-

based, you can also customize a unit's

weapon, shield and chassis systems in combi-

nation, opting for strategies that emphasize

different kinds of gameplay.

The real-time screen interface is relatively

easy to use. Units and buildings are designed

by clicking on the right side

of the screen, while all

other controls are accessi-

ble through the tabbed

folders at the bottom. There

are also a wide variety of

redefinable hotkeys. I

wouldn't really call Earth

2150 a breeze to use; it's

too complex a game for

that. But you can slow or

pause the game anytime,

examine every screen, and

issue commands.

Multiplayer Earth 2150

supports up to eight players

via LAN, modem link, or the

Microsoft Gaming Zone.

While campaigns aren't

available in multiplayer

mode, you can choose from

five other game types that

include a wickedly fun competition for money
or resources. There's also a map editor for

generating your own quick battles, either

against friends or the computer AI.

Impressive? You bet. Earth 2150 is good
enough to start its own series of uncreative

clones, which we will dutifully complain

about a year from now. But at the moment
we have a very engaging game on hand, and

I don't mind confessing that one bit.

— Barry Brenesal

wuiw.pcganier.Goin
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Adventure REQUIRED PI66, 32MB RAM (64MB for Win98), 5MB hard-drive space

DEVELOPER France Telecom/Canal+ WE RECOMMEND Pll 450, 128MB RAM, 16X CD-ROM or higher

PUBLISHER Dreamcatcher Int. MAXIMUM PLAYERS 1

Dracula Resurrection
Is it really possible for a French

game that combines a Dracula

tale with point-and-click game-

play to be decent? Surely not.

L

ike it or not, the French have been

keeping the ailing adventure game

genre alive over the past few years.

Publisher Dreamcatcher Interactive,

which has now positioned itself as

"The Adventure Company," is bring-

ing many of these games to this side of the

pond for those who still yearn for our indus-

try's oldest genre. Its latest offering is Dracula

Resurrection, and it's bloody fun.

The game begins seven years after the

end of Bram Stoker's 1897 novel, which

ended with the alleged defeat of Count

Dracula and the rescue of Mina Harker by

her husband Jonathan. The Harkers have

been living happily in England when one day

Jonathan finds a note from Mina saying she

can no longer resist "the calling." After fol-

lowing her to Transylvania, he realizes that

the Prince of Darkness is still very much alive.

BROKE-ASS VAMPIRES

V
ampires are supposed to be scary, but here

are some cinema vampires that we're fairly

confident we could take in a dark alley...

JASON PATRIC
The Lost Boys

Was anyone afraid of this

Teen Beat nancy-boy when he

sprouted fangs?

> > VALEK
Vampires

I can't believe it took James

Woods so long to kick this

Euro-punk s ass.

» BLACULA
Blacula

We realize it's a blaxploita-

tion comedy, but this vampire

is just poor.

JENNY WRIGHT
Near Dark

This is actually one vampire

we wouldn't mind taking in a

dark alley.

Dracula Resurrection is a traditional

graphical adventure where you navigate the

3D game world, talk to characters, and solve

puzzles along the way. It's played from a first-

person perspective with the left mouse-

button used to walk and select items, and the

right mouse-button bringing up the inven-

tory. Movement is somewhat limited— you

take animated "steps" from one location to

another— but to the game's credit, it features

a 360-degree "Phoenix VR" engine so you can

look around and soak up the atmosphere.

And as with many French-made games,

there's atmosphere in spades. The game's

beautifully rendered characters and environ-

ments are only outdone by its haunting

music, incredible sound effects, and convinc-

ing voice acting. Quite frankly, the many cin-

ematic cut-scene sequences threaded

throughout the story are some of the best I've

ever seen. Even more impressive is the fact

that all of this runs on a modest mid-range

Pentium, with a paltry four-megabyte install

(and no lag while trying to read off the CD).

Unfortunately, some of the puzzles don't

live up to its eerie charm. Finding items often

involves some serious "pixel hunting," which

can be frustrating since many of the locations

are almost pitch dark. (Of course it's dark; it's

a frickin' Dracula game, Saltzman —Ed.)

Secondly, most of the puzzles are novice-

level, which may frustrate veterans. The

game can be completed in about 20 hours.

My only other beef with Dracula

Resurrection is that it's a tad misleading—
there are very few actual encounters with

vampires in the game (or Dracula himself).

Even still, the story and pacing will keep you

hanging on for the climactic cliffhanger.

With so few options in the genre, Dracula

Resurrection's shortcomings can be over-

looked, and if you're itching for a solid adven-

ture-thriller to play with the lights turned low

and the speakers cranked, this is it.

— Marc Saltzman

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Incredible atmosphere; top-notch sound

effects and music; gorgeous 3D graphics.

LOWS: Pixel hunting; some really easy puzzles;

shortage of vampires.

BOTTOM LINE: A game that proves there's

plenty of blood left in this genre.
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Arcade REQUIRED PI 33, 16MB RAM, 120MB hard-drive space

DEVELOPER Gromada WE RECOMMEND Pll 450, 64MB RAM

|
PUBLISHER Bethesda Softworks MAXIMUM PLAYERS 4 REVIEWS

H

ad Gromada: The Revenge been
released back in 1995, it may have

been worth recommending, but as

it stands now, it's a day late and

several dollars too many.

Created by a Russian develop-

ment team of the same name, Gromada is a

top-down perspective arcade game in which

you pilot a tank around a hostile planet, bat-

tling alien ships and indigenous life forms.

U.S. publisher Bethesda felt it necessary to

tack on a story and purpose to this simple

concept through its website, since it's

YELTSIN'S ANALYSIS

Ml On behalf of all Russians,

I would like to sincerely apol-

ogize for Gromada. The devel-

opers have been sent to the

Gulag. Please remember that

we also gave you Tetris. Ml

increase in difficulty; plus, there are lots of

well-hidden power-ups and tank add-ons.

Graphically, the game features only two
resolutions to choose from —- 640x 480 or

800x600— and all the environments look

pretty much the same, save maybe for

slightly different color schemes and a few

different objects littered on the map. The

explosions look pretty good, however.

While Gromada supports multiplayer

play, I was unable to join in any online

games, because the Internet option is for IP-

address and there's no one playing this

game. Nor is there any support from popular

gaming networks. And like most PC gamers,

I don't have a LAN at home to play alongside

or against friends. Allegedly, the game
supports up to four players in deathmatch

play with a few multiplayer-only maps. But

like I said, I wouldn't know because there

doesn't seem to be any way to play it online.

Other beefs with Gromada include a

finicky camera that blocks off areas of the

screen (leading to surprise attacks from ene-

mies), the inability to save during levels, and
the complete lack of any music whatsoever.

Even though Gromada is suitable for

players of all ages and doesn't require a

fast PC to run, it suffers greatly from lack

of polish and originality. Even for a

nostalgic dip into the past, there are much
better (and similar) offerings out there in

cyberspace, including the classic FireFight

shareware hit from Epic Games.

—Marc Saltzman

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Easy to learn; modest system require-

ments; suitable for players of all ages.

LOWS: Outdated game design; no story; horrible

pathing Al; no music; no in-level saves.

BOTTOM LINE: Despite a few fun moments,

Gromada 's weaknesses are too many to forgive.

m There are moreThajf

. ^
’'25 different, kindsT)),

£ buildings, enemy*
vehicles and danger-

ous plants to fight

against in Gromada.

Gromada

, m
u~4

Will Gromada: The Revenge

usurp Tetris as the ultimate

Russian arcade diversion?

The answer is Nyet.

certainly nowhere to be

found in the game (there

are only brief and cryptic

text instructions prior to

each of the 20-odd levels).

Your customizable tank,

dubbed "Kassandra," can

carry up to four different

weapon types (including

machine guns, laser

cannons and self-guided

rockets), and in later stages of the game
can be outfitted with several different chas-

sis as well. In between levels, you can visit

the Service Bay to make optional changes

to Kassandra before resuming. Here you
add the additional fun goodies that

improve your killing punch.

Controlling the tank is easy enough,

unless you opt for the mouse instead of

using the four arrow keys. Then the brutal

pathfinding AI will get you stuck behind

trees, alien flora, and other objects at almost

every turn in the maze-like environments.

The missions juggle various search,

destroy, and navigation objectives. The mix
of raw action and tactical know-how
needed to navigate the planet's many
obstacles can be quite fun and challenging

at times. And to the game's credit, the

missions aren't repetitive at all and do
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REVIEWS
Action REQUIRED PI 66, 64MB RAM, 3MB hard-drive space, Direct3D card

DEVELOPER Fterodon WE RECOMMEND Pll 400, 128MB RAM, 500MB hard-drive space, AGP card

PUBLISHER Take 2 Interactive MAXIMUM PLAYERS 8

Flying Heroes
Unreal Tournament meets

Drakan meets Magic Carpet

meets my trash bin. Okay,

maybe that's a bit too harsh.

I

t's easy to see where the inspiration for

this Pterodon-developed action game

originated. Just take the tournament

concept made big by Unreal Tourna-

ment, the flying dragon dueling from

Drakan, and top it off with a dash of

Magic Carpet's magical airborne quirkiness.

Now don't screw it up...doh, too late.

Flying Heroes takes place in the "not too

distant past" in a land called Hesperia. It is a

time of strife and civil war for this fantasy

realm until- a prophet named Atlanton II

shows up and decrees that all feuds will be

resolved through Air Battles. Hesperia's

citizenry is now at peace, with brutal gladia-

torial air combat replacing Judge Judy as

the solver of conflicts. Coming soon on a

Fox network near you?

Anyway, Flying Heroes uses a graphics

engine that looks remarkably like Drakan,

which is a good thing. As you fly around on

your chosen means of well-armed air trans-

portation, you'll be treated to some terrific

vistas. There are grand castles, deep valleys,

towering mountains, and cascading Water-

Tails — everything you need to make a very

successful line of postcards.

BETTER FLYING HEROES

In the spirit of giving, here's our suggestions for

some better flying-hero games.

WONDER WOMAN
You always would be able to

see the edges of her invisible

jet, but otherwise this would

be a bad-ass action game.

THE FLYING NUN
Mixing Flying Heroes with

Messiah, Sister Bertrille

dispenses God's wrath on the

sinners below.

MAJOR KONG
We play as Dr. Strangeloves

hick bombardier, rodeo-riding

atom bombs to their targets.

Now that's gaming.

You'll get the chance to

fly around some extrava-

gant indoor settings

as well as take to the

great outdoors.

y, "'llu >
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The character models are unique— well,

bizarre might be a better word. At the begin-

ning, you join with one of four teams, each

with its own flying vehicles. This is where it

gets weird; vehicles range from the typical

(flying carpets, dragons) to the screwy (flying

teapots, barrels, and giant pigeons). After

selecting your team, you're given an entry-

level vehicle/animal and proceed to compete

in tournaments for money, with which you

can upgrade your weapons, learn new magi-

cal spells, and buy new rides. There's nothing

mind-blowing about the design, but it's fun.

Unfortunately, one major flaw bites a big

chunk out of this game's score: control. While

Drakan felt smooth and intuitive, controlling

your ride in Flying Heroes can be pure tor-

ture. Mouse control feels mushy, the shifting

camera angles fail to keep the action in the

best perspective, and it gives an uneasy, awk-

ward sensation at best. Another problem is

that the game is just a bit too silly. Sure, cre-

ativity is a plus, but a flying teapot? This kind

of design decision doesn't help the game jell.

In its attempt to combine attributes from dif-

ferent games, it seems to lose what made

each of them interesting. Flying Heroes just

didn't give me an incentive to keep playing.

Sure, the new rides and new weapons help,

but the play modes get dull fairly quickly.

Simple game modes from the standard

free-for-all deathmatch, to Tag, where every-

one tries to keep from being "it" for as long

as possible, aren't at all inventive. There's also

a few other modes with basic quests and

item-gathering, but no imagination.

Flying Heroes isn't terrible, but when you

start playing, you'll think of 20 things that

would have made it better. As a result. Flying

Heroes flew straight off ofmy hard drive.

— Li C. Kuo

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS: Nice graphics engine; lots of creativity in

the types of vehicles available.

LOWS: Clunky controls; a little too much silliness;

adds nothing new to its genre.

BOTTOM LINE: This is nothing spectacular; Flying

Heroes is just another game that'll come and go.

PC GAMER September 2000
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,£7 Earth Link' An Internet Partnership Sprint

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #112

©2000 EarthLink Network, Inc. Trademarks are properties of their respective owners. All rights reserved.

DISCONNECTED AGAIN. ENOUGH ALREADY.
There you are happily gaming online when you hear

that one little word you know so well,

“Good-bye.” Suddenly, you’re no longer firing

a laser-guided rocket at the back of your

buddy’s head. Instead, you’re left all alone

with nothing but your thoughts to keep you company.

And one thought in particular keeps popping up.

WHO DISCONNECTED ME AND
WHERE DO THEY LIVE?

How are you going to get back at your Internet

service provider for ending your session just when

you were starting to have fun? A million interesting

ideas run through your head but you won’t settle for

anything less than the “piece de resistance.” Ahhh.. .you’ve

got it. It’s time to take action. It’s time to make a call.

HELLO, EARTHLINK.
If you’re tired of your ISP disconnecting you, why not

return the favor and call EarthLink? You’ll find we have

what you’ve been looking for in an Internet service

provider all along. Like over 5000 local access numbers

in. the United States to help you get connected. And

a Fast Lane Internet monitor that automatically

alerts us if you’re having a problem with your

connection. So pick up the phone, call your

ISP and in a polite but soulless voice' say,

“Good-bye.” Then call us at 1-800-EARTHLINK or

visit us at earthlink.net. Because it’s your. Internet.

EarthLink”



Visit www.esrb.org

or call 1-800-771-3772

for more info.

"...one ofthe

biggest RPGs ev<

IGN.PC

www.activision.com

From the Creator of

WIZARDRY® V, VI, AND VII

D.W. BRADLEY
AcViVisioN<g>tta fro®its ISwrfte

Wizards 4 Warriors is a trademark of Heuristic Park, Inc. © 2000 Heuristic Park Inc. Published and distributed by Activision. Activision is a registered trademark of Actmsion. Inc. Wizardry is a registered trademark of 1 259130 Ontario, Inc. All rights reseed.

The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. All other trademarks and trade names are the properties of their respective owners.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #082



An RPO as Vast as Legend Itself,

In an enchanted medieval realm known

as the Gael Serran, an evil Pharaoh has

overcome a curse and returned to wreak havoc.

Only the legendary Mavin Sword —

a blade forged of twin metals,

one cursed by evil, the other blessed

by the divine — has the strength
'ft*

to bring his defeat.

Can you uncover the mysteries ofthe

Sword before terror reigns?

Encounter over 100 NPCs, battle 350

different characters and creatures,

wield weapons and cast

a myriad ofmagic spells.

Create a party of six adventurers from 15

different professions. Utilize 3oo

inventoiy items, including

customizable pieces.

Embark on over 100 quests, mini quests

and adventures in 200 hours ol

g'amcplav. battling' in real time

and turn based combat.

Over 200 hours ofgameplay with:

• 45 different environments • 3o skills and 15 stats

• 60 traits and 8 attributes • 10 races and 15 professions

• 150 character and 900 possible party combinations • 6 spell books and 120 spells







Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #152

I video games may be graphic, but until you've played them with a set of Yamaha

I % YST-MS30 speakers, you won't get the full picture. That's because Yamaha's exclusive Advanced Active

t I- servo technology elevates thundering explosions, bone-cracking punches and screaming race cars up

to catastrophic proportions. And just wait until you hear what this system can do for your /^\VAMAHA
favorite MP3 and CD music. This is no time to be squeamish. Get a Yamaha YST-MS30 I “I Ifllin gaa
speaker system and experience the full force of your computer's sound. THiWffYouRComTTRtaMSoim

www.yarnaha.corn Call (800)823-6414 x5313 tor literature. ©2000 Yamaha Corporation of America, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-6600
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HSCONTENTS

Vederman,
Greg
Vederman
As a bit of inside information, the

photo shoot for this month's hard-

ware cover was a grueling experi-

ence. The shoot I did with Tiffany

(the young lady that appeared on

the HS cover the last two months)

was relatively quick and painless.

This one, on the other hand, took

more than six hours! There were

just so many poses and outfits to

deal with. I think the effort paid off,

though. While I ended up looking

like a total dork, Janet, the woman

I'm pictured with, looks fantastic,

and I think we managed to capture

the feel we were going for.

As for the meaty bits of the Hard

Stuff, I've taken a look at a few new

gadgets for your upgrading pleas-

ure this month. Creative sent its

new 32MB GeForce 2 GTS card, and

Hercules (Guillemot) sent both of

theirs, too— 32MB and 64MB ver-

sions! Just in the knick of time,

Plextor sent its amazing new E-IDE

12/10/32x CD-RW drive. And to

round things out this month, I've

also tested a budget-minded Talon

system from Falcon Northwest.

So, if anyone out there asks you

how you take your hardware this

month, you can tell them, "Shaken

— not stirred." They won't know

what in the world you’re talking

about, but I had to close with a

Bond line of some sort or another,

didn't I?

HSNEWS
POWERVR SERIES 3: KYRO PAGE 125

Just when you thought you’d seen the last of PowerVR technology, STMicro is

gearing up to release a new card based on Imagination Technologies' third gen-

eration of the PowerVR architecture.

HSREUIEWS
FALCON NORTHWEST TALON PAGE 127

A relatively inexpensive gaming system from Falcon? Say it ain't so!

PLEXTOR PLEXWRITER12/10/32A PAGE 128

Fast, faster, fastest. This new CD-RW from Plextor rocks our world.

HERCULES 3D PROPHET II GTS [32 & 64MB) PAGE 132

Hercules (Guillemot) has not one, but two new GeForce 2 GTS cards!

CREATIVE LABS ANNIHILATOR 2 PAGE 133

Showing up later to the party than many of its competitors, Creative has now

released its own GeForce 2 GTS card.

hsxechq&a
CATS, DOGS, AND DSL...WHAT A COMBINATION! PAGE 134

roil voi ii iiAiiimAiu: only

How We Rate the Hard Stuff

You've been around long enough to know the

greatest technology doesn't mean a thing

unless it improves the games you love to play.

Our reviews focus on real-world testing, but

when a number is in order for comparisons,

we use the benchmarking tools developed by

our hardware-frenzied sister publication

Maximum PC. Between our testing and the

BenchMarks, you'll get the straight story.

HSTRINITY

Welcome to a BRAVE NEW WORLD
So you want to build a new PC, huh? As you may know, it can be a tricky affair. Luckily, Hard Stuff editor Greg

Vederman is here to help you select the best parts for the job. The prices listed below reflect the lowest prices we

could find as we went to press (obtained almost entirely from www.pricewalch.com).

ENTRY-LEVEL SYSTEM MID-RANGE SYSTEM HIGH-END SYSTEM
PRICE: ROUGHLY S999

CASE: 300 watt ATX form factor $100

PROCESSOR: Intel Celeron 533MHz

PPGA $95

MOTHERBOARD: A-Bit BE6 $106

MEMORY: 128 MB PC-100 SDRAM $108

PPGA (SOCKET 370) CONVERTER: AB-RS370

$15

CD-ROM/DVD-ROM: Hi-Val 6X Pioneer DVD-

ROM drive w/software DVD decoding

$115

FLOPPY DRIVE: Samsung 3.5" 1.44MB ... $8

HARD DRIVE: 10.2GB Maxtor DiamondMax

6800 $'15

SOUND CARD: Creative Labs SBLive! Value

$36

MODEM: 3COM #5685 56K v. 90 $85

MONITOR: 17" Optiquest Q71 $170

VIDEO CARD: 3dfx Voodoo3 3000 $83

JOYSTICK: Logitech WingMan Digital . $17

GAMEPAD: Microsoft Sidewinder Gamepad

$23

SPEAKERS: Labtech LCS-2414 $35

KEYBOARD: Addtronics $15

USB MOUSE: Logitech or Microsoft ... .$39

TOTAL $1,165

PRICE: ROUGHLY SI,

CASE: 300 watt ATX form factor $100

PROCESSOR:

Intel Pentium III 700MHz $338

or AMD Athlon 700MHz $151

MOTHERBOARD: Intel - Asus P3C-E . .$166

AMD - Asus K7V $138

MEMORY: 128MB PC-100 SDRAM $108

CD-ROM/DVD-ROM: Creative Labs Encore

8X with Dxr3 $189

FLOPPY DRIVE: Samsung 3.5” 1.44MB . . $8

HARD DRIVE: 20.4GB Maxtor DiamondMax
$117

SOUND CARD: Creative Labs SBLive! MP3+
$69

MODEM: 3COM #5685 56K v. 90 $85

MONITOR: 19" Optiquest Q95 $299

VIDEO CARD: C32MB GeForce 256 ... .$128

JOYSTICK: Microsoft Sidewinder Precision

Pro 153

GAMEPAD: Microsoft Sidewinder Gamepad
$23

SPEAKERS: Cambridge SoundWorks FPS

1000 $70

KEYBOARD. Addtronics $15

USB MOUSE: Logitech or Microsoft —$39

TOTALS Intel Pill-based $1,837

AMD Athon-based $1,592

PRICE: S3, 000 AND ABOVE

CASE: 300 watt ATX form factor $100

PROCESSOR:

Intel Pentium 933MHz $776

or AMD Athlon 1GHz $839

MOTHERBOARD: Intel - Asus P3C-E . .$166

AMD - Asus K7V $138

MEMORY: 256MB RDRAM $1,105

CD-ROM/DVD-ROM: Pioneer HDVD10AS-

00R1 10X DVD-ROM with MPG2 card. $259

FLOPPY DRIVE: Samsung 3.5" 1.44MB ... .$8

HARD DRIVE: Maxtor 40GB Ultra 66 EIDE

$235

SOUND CARD: Creative Labs SBLive! MP3+
$69

MODEM: 3COM #5685 56K v.90 $85

MONITOR: 19" Optiquest Q95 $299

VIDEO CARD: NVIDIA GeForce 2 GTS . .$211

JOYSTICK: Saitek X36 Flight Control System

(USB) $96

GAMEPAD: Microsoft Sidewinder Gamepad
$23

SPEAKERS: Klipsch ProMedia v.2-400 $249

KEYBOARD: Microsoft Natural Keyboard

Pro $75

USB MOUSE: Original IntelliMouse with

IntelliEye technology $55

TOTALS Intel Pill-based $3,569

AMD Athon-based $3,031

Greg Vederman, Technical Editor

PC GAMER September 2000
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To get the Maximum performance out of a

multi-user game, get off the Internet and

get on a D-Link 10/100Mb Fast Ethernet Network. Up to 200 times

faster than the Internet, and 10 times faster than other legacy

networks. Easy to set up and install, a D-Link 10/100 Network In A Box

comes with everything you need to build a Windows 95/98 Network.

D-Link
www.dlink.com
"fall’s

COMPUSA yppp iBflSTO micro cancEa

D-Link
Network Kit for Small Workgroups

Gratuitous Violence is 200 Times
Faster With a D-Link Network
Than With Online Games.

Prices and Specifications are subject to change without notice. D-Link is a registered trademark and DFE-905 is a trademark of

D-Link Systems, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. ©Copyright 1999 D-Link Systems Inc. All rights reserved.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #910



"With its newest Area 51 system,

Alienware once again proves that

it builds the game machines that

dreams are made of"

-PC GAMER

GREY
AMD Duron 700MHz Processor w/128K

High-Performance Heatsink/Cooling System

Asus A7V KT133 Chipset Motherboard W/6PCI Slots

Kingston 128M8 SDRAM (PC-133)

Floppy Drive 1 .44MB

15GB 7200RPM Hard Drive Ultra ATA100

Nvidia GeForce w/32MB DDR Video Card

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Cambridge FPS1000 Digital

Subwoofer/Speaker System

56X EIDE CD-ROM Player

Hydraulic ATX Mid-Tower Case w/300 Watt PS

104-Enhanced Keyboard PS/2

Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2

US Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Fax/Modem

Microsoft Windows ‘98 SE OS
Personalized Technical Support Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance

FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

PRICE: $1,299.00
Financing starting as low as: $36.00/Mo.,60Mos

PRICE: $3,209.00
Financing starting as low as: $79.00/Mo.,60Mos

MONITORS
17" ViewSonic G773 .26dp add: $295.00

19" ViewSonic Q95 23dp add: $335.00

19" ViewSonic E790B .26dp add: $395.00

21" ViewSonic P810 .26dp add: $825.00

: «.i© 28»A!wwarB Cwp,AJnghte reserved ProAidnames in IWs pubiicaSw
;

Prie«andsoeci6caitonsniaybed'ange<

HIVE - MIND
AMD Thunderbird 950MHz Processor W/256K

High-Performance Heatsink/Cooling System

Asus A7V KT133 Chipset Motherboard w/6PCI Slots

Kingston 128MB SDRAM (PC-133)

Floppy Drive 1.44MB

20GB 7200RPM Hard Drive Ultra ATA 100

Nvidia GeForce2 GTS 32MB DDR Video Card

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Altec Lansing ACS54 Gaming

5-Piece Subwoofer/Speaker System

Pioneer 16X/40X DVD Player

Hydraulic ATX Mid-Tower Case w/300 Watt PS

104-Enhanced Keyboard PS/2

Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2

US Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Fax/Modem

Microsoft Windows ‘98 SE OS
Personalized Technical Support Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance

FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

PRICE: $2,200.00
Financing starting as low as: $52.00/Wlo.,60Mos

AREA 51 :AURORA
AMD Thunderbird 1000MHz Processor w/256K

High-Performance Heatsink/Cooling System

Asus A7V KT133 Chipset Motherboard w/6PCI Slots

Kingston 256MB SDRAM (PC-133)

Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB

40GB 7200RPM Hard Drive Ultra ATA100

Nvidia GeForce2 GTS 64MB DDR Video Card

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Klipsch 4.1 ProMedia v.2-400 THX

400-Watt Subwoofer/Speaker System

Pioneer 16X/40X DVD Player

HP 9300i CDR-W 10x/4x/32x CD Writer

Hydraulic Black ATX Mid-Tower Case w/300 Watt PS

Black 107-Enhanced Keyboard PS/2

Microsoft Intellimouse Explorer

US Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Fax/Modem

Microsoft Windows ’98 SE OS
Personalized Technical Support Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance

FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

WORLD-CLASS PERFORMANCE
POWERED BY:

AMD3
/\th!on

AM0M)WiiM6SYSTBMS
AH major credit cards accepted.
13458 Southwest 131 Street Miami, Florida 331SS

toll free: 1 (800)494-3388
www.alienware.com
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POWER UR GENERATIONS: KYRO
Will the third time be the charm?

n a move that caught us by surprise,

STMicro announced that it will soon release

a new card based on Imagination Technologies'

previously unknown third gen-

eration PowerVR architecture.

Dubbed KYRO, this new card

will use the same tile-based

rendering system used in both

first and second generations of

the technology— the latter of

the two having been used in

Sega's Dreamcast gaming con-

sole and the Neon 250 graphics

accelerator. This tile-based

design allows the KYRO to ren-

der only those polygons that

can be seen by the viewer, thus

cutting down greatly on mem-

ory bandwidth and allowing for

almost "free" full-scene anti-

aliasing (FSAA) even at high

resolutions.

Performance estimates place the KYRO at

somewhere between GeForce 256 and GeForce 2

GTS levels, and while the card doesn't offer any-

thing quite as fancy as a T&L engine (Transform

and Lighting), it will offer a rich feature-set

including 32-bit color rendering, 2x and 4x FSAA,

8-layer multi-texturing (Wow!— Ed.), and D3D

environment bump mapping — all at an estimated

street price of less than $200. Additionally, the

card will function under both D3D and OpenGL,

AGP 2X and 4X, and will initially ship with 32MB

of SDRAM, with a 64MB card possible down the

road. Given the way tile-based rendering works,

however, it's unlikely that having a "mere" 32MB

of video memory will be any

problem for KYRO — even

when running the latest, most

graphically intense games.

Why release this card now,

when cards like the Voodoo5

and GeForce 2 are burning up

the charts? "Customers are

clamoring for a graphics solu-

tion with excellent image

quality and a complete modern

feature set at a reasonable

cost," says Tim Chambers,

VP and general manager of

ST's Graphics Business Unit.

"The KYRO technology intrinsi-

cally provides these benefits,

due to its high performance

and low-cost frame-store

technology. Developers can finally create rich

environments at high frames, as KYRO's tile-

based rendering approach takes care of

increased scene complexity."

Amazingly, even though we've just now

learned of KYRO, production quality silicon is

already being shipped to OEMs, and the final

retail product could be on shelves as early as the

time that you're reading this issue. Expect a full

review of the KYRO as soon as we get our hands

on the final product.

How KYRO

Interacts With

Your Computer

techtidbits
Just as we were about to close this issue,

we received some tasty info from TEAC

announcing its upcoming 12x10x32 CD-

RW drive. Just like the Plextor 1 2/1 0/32

A

reviewed in this issue, the TEAC drive

writes media at 12X, rewrites media at

10X, and plays CD-ROMs, CD-R, and CD-

RWs at 32X (average). The 12x10x32 is

Windows 95/98 and Windows 2000 com-

patible and will include everything

needed to begin creating CDs at installa-

tion. TEACs latest 12x10x32 CD-RW will

be available in both an IDE/ ATAPI and a

Fast SCSI-2 model will be out at the end

of the third quarter of 2000.

IBM has unveiled a technology that rtou

bles the memory capacity of computer

servers. Named IBM Memory expansion

Technology (MXT), it could eventually be

adapted for personal computers, but it is

initially designed for Intel-based industry-

standard PC servers.

MXT is a hardware implementation

that automatically stores frequently

accessed data and instructions close to a

computer's microprocessors so they can

be accessed immediately— significantly

improving performance. Less frequently

accessed data and instructions are com-

pressed and stored in memory instead of

on a disk— increasing memory capacity

by a factor of two or more. This could be

cool. ..if and when it makes it over to the

consumer PC market.

Both Intel and AMD have some new CPUs

you should know about. For starters, Intel's

newest Celerons now contain the same

core as the Pill, meaning that, like their big

brothers, they'll come standard with Intel's

Streaming SIMD instructions and should

be a bit faster when playing the newest

games. These new Celerons will initially

ship at 533, 566, and 600MHz. AMD's

"Celeron killer" is called Duron, and simi-

lar in nature to the Celeron, it's basically a

full-blown Athlon with less cache memory.

These new chips will debut at 600, 650,

and 700MHz.

Microsoft has just announced that

Windows ME (Millennium Edition), the fol-

low-up to Windows 98, has just gone gold

and should be on store shelves September

14, 2000. Should you upgrade right away?

Probably not— wait a while for any initial

bugs to be ironed out and then pounce.

www.DailyRad3r.coni
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I don't know really how to say this, but I had a few doubts about the buzz

on your new RADEON™ and RADEON™ DDR gamer boards. I checked out your

so-called RADEON™ GPU with its integrated T&L acceleration and ultra-fast DDR

to speed up my Quake™ III Arena framerates. Not only does RADEON™ have

awesome high-quality performance but it supports more advanced 3D games

and upcoming DirectX™ 8.0 features than any other graphics board. The DVD

playback feature will come in handy when I need to take a break from gaming.

And, I have to admit the video capture and TV-output option on RADEON™ DDR

makes it a must-have. But, just remember, the only opinion of RADEON™ that

matters is mine and I have only one thing to sav to vou ATI

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #013

Visit ati.com© Copyright 2000, ATI Technologies Inc. All rights reserved. ATI, RADEON and

CHARISMA ENGINE are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of ATI Technologies Inc.



FALCON NORTHWEST

Talon 1.8
An elite Falcon system for the common man,

HSREVIEWS

COMPANY
Falcon Northwest,

888-Falcon-1,

www.falcon-nw.com

$1,495 (w/o monitor or

speakers)

OTHER
OPTIONS
The Talon is a great

deal, but Falcon isn't the

only top-notch PC

builder out there. Take a

look at what Alienware

(www.alienware-

pc.com) and Hypersonic

(
www.liypersonic-

pc.com) are offering in

the same price range.

SYSTEM
SPECS
M SYSTEM
Processor: 700MHz

AMD Athlon

Motherboard: Asus K7V

Memory: 128MB PC-100

SDRAM RAM

STORAGE
Hard Drive: 15.3GB

Western Digital, 7200

RPM ATA66

CD-ROM: Toshiba 48X

Drive, UDMA 2

EXPANSION
Internal 5.25" bays: 3

(1 used)

External 5.25" bays: 3

(1 used)

Internal 3.5" bays: 5

(2 used)

External 3.5" bays: 2

(2 used)

Bus Slots: 1 AGP (full), 4

PCI (3 used), 1 shared

ISA/PCI (free)

RAM: 3 DIMM sockets

(1 used)

VIDEO
Primary Display

Adapter: 32MB
Guillemot 3D Prophet

(GeForce 256)

Monitor: None (optional)

AUDIO
Sound Card: Creative

Labs Sound Blaster

Live! Value

Speakers: None (optional)

OTHER
Modem: 3Com
Hardware Modem, 56k

V.90

Mouse: Microsoft

Intellimouse (PS/2)

Mousing Surface: Black

EverGlide Attack Pad

with Falcon logo

printed on it

||n t

1 oly crap! We're floored! We're in

awe! We're in love! Falcon

Northwest, builders of some of the fastest

gaming systems of all time, has come out

with a new "budget-minded” line of PCs

known as Talon. This line comes in a couple

of different configurations, and the one we

were sent was the 1.8 (you'll want to check

Falcon's website for the other models).

While this system isn't exactly in the realm

of the inexpensive, for what you're getting,

and given who makes it, it's a steal!

Much like the $4,299 Mach V

Falcon sent to us for our December

1999 issue (you know...the old

days, when a 700MHz Athlon was

brand-spankin' new), this system

comes equipped with only the

best, most reliable components

money can buy— many of

them the same (like the

processor), or better than were

used in the Mach V!

Unlike Falcon's newer high-end sys-

tems, the Talon 1.8 doesn't come with the

world’s fastest processor (currently a

IGFIz CPU), but the 700MHz Athlon is cer-

tainly no slouch. In other joyous news, the

video card, a Hercules GeForce-powered

3D Prophet has also dropped in price suffi-

ciently since the arrival of the GeForce 2

and Voodoo 5 to make it into the Talon. It

too was in the Mach V of "old." For those

of you that might still be concerned about

lingering Athlon/GeForce compatibility

issues, the Talon now comes with an Asus

K7V that sports the newer VIA KX-133

chipset that has none of the compatibility

issues of its predecessor.

No corners were cut on the rest of the

components, either; you get all sorts of

goodies like 128MB SDRAM, a 15.3GB hard

drive, Sound Blaster Live! Value, 56k v.90

3Com hardware modem

(i.e. not a Winmodem), a 48x Toshiba CD-

ROM drive, a nice mouse and keyboard, and

arguably the coolest thing — a recovery

CD. Once upon a time, it was only retail

computers that offered such a disc— one

that allows you to restore the contents of

your hard drive to like-new condition in the

event of a Windows meltdown. These days,

just about every high-end gaming PC builder

includes one, but it's not something we

were expecting to see in a budget system.

As for performance, this system is

every bit as fast as the older Mach V— if

not faster in some areas due to having

newer, more robust drivers and a much

better motherboard than was available at

the time of our last review. Speaking of

numbers and speed, if you're a long-time

BENCHMARKS
3DMARK 99 MAX
(D3D)
(all tests run in 16-bit

color with 16-bit Z and

triple buffer)

11,846 CPU 3D Marks

425.0 MegaTexel Fill Rate

•800x600

3DMarks: 7,017

Game 1 Race: 80.3fps

Game 2 First Person: 62.3fps

• 1600x1200

3DMarks: 3,950

Game 1 Race: 36.2fps

Game 2 First Person: 43.4fps

3DMARK 2000 (D3D)
(all tests run at 1024x768 in 32-bit

color with 24-bit Z and triple

buffer)

• 3DMarks: 2,320

• Game 1 Helicopter

Low Detail: 43.3fps

Med Detail: 31.7fps

High Detail: 16.0fps

• Game 2 Adventure

Low Detail: 39.6fps

Med Detail: 36.1

High Detail: 26.8

Fill Rate w/ multitexturing: 233.1

million texels per second

QUAKE III (OPENGL)
(all tests run in 32-bit color with

all graphic effects set to max)

640x480: 80.8fps

800x600: 56.3fps

1024x768: 34.0fps

1600x1200: 13.42fps

MDK2 (OPENGL)
(all tests run in 32-bit color with

textures set to max detail; trilinear

filtering and T&L enabled)

800x600: 61.49fps

1024x768: 37.22fps

1600x1200: 13.42fps

reader of the Hard Stuff, you may have

already looked down and noticed that

we've added MDK2 to our benchmark

suite; we did this for a very good reason.

These days, when video card manufactur-

ers are creating OpenGL drivers, they tend

to optimize for Quake III, since it's the

game everyone in the known universe

uses to gauge OpenGL performance. Since

MDK2 also uses OpenGL, we think it'll add

some extra balance to the benchmarks we

already have.

Like any brand name computer, you're

going to pay a bit more for the Talon than if

you built a similar system yourself— but

not much more. Plus, by spending the

extra cash, you're getting a system built by

Falcon Northwest— one of the industry's

premiere gaming system integrators!

These guys know how to squeeze every bit

of performance out of their computers,

and you'll be delighted with the results.

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS Great price; terrific components;

recovery disc included.

LOWS Kelt Reeves once put a goofy pic-

ture of himself in one of his Falcon ads—
that’s about it.

BOTTOM LINE For once, the word

’budget'' isn't synonymous with "crap." Rest

assured, you're getting plenty of bang for

your buck with the Talon.

PC GAMER September 2000
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PlexWriter
Faster than a speeding bullet; more powerful than a locomotive... it's PlexWriter!

COMPANY
Company: Plextor,

(800) 886-3935,

www.plextor.com

$499 (M.S.R.P.)

OTHER
OPTIONS
Other Options: So you

want a burner but don't

have $500 to spend on

one? Plextor may be the

best, but it isn't your

only choice. Companies

like Hewlett Packard

(www.hewlettpackard.c

om) and Creative Labs

(www.creativelabs.com)

also make good IDE CD-

RWs. Check them out

online and see what you

think of their features

and price.

F or years, many people have sworn

by SCSI. Its speed has been

unparalleled, and for a long time, if you

wanted a CD burner that was worth a

damn, SCSI was where it was at. But then

an interesting thing happened in 1999.

While the ratio of SCSI CD-RW drives to

IDE drives sold in 1998 was one-to-one,

according to IDC Corporation, in 1999, IDE

pulled ahead with sales two-and-a-half

times greater than SCSI— largely due

to the fact that 1999 was the year that

Hewlett Packard started including

rewriters in many of its retail systems.

For Plextor, a company that has always

been praised for the quality and speed of

its SCSI drives, this changeover was

unexpected, but it left the door open for

greatly increased volume. Now, with IDE

sales skyrocketing, Plextor's newest,

fastest-ever PlexWriter is here in all its

E-IDE glory. A SCSI version is in the works,

too, but it's still a ways out. The times, they

are a changin'.

As the drive's name implies, the Plex-

Writer burns CD-R media at 12x, re-writes

CD-RW media at lOx, and reads at a max

rate of 32x. How fast is that in real-world

applications? Well, we decided to burn

and re-write one of our most recent PC

Gamer CDs to find out. The disc we cre-

ated was comprised of 350 files and

weighed-in at a beefy 643MBs. Burning

the disc took a mere seven minutes

and 29 seconds at 12x,

and re-writing at lOx

took only one minute

longer. By comparison,

the 2x CD-R drive that

our disc editor, Jeremy

Williams, uses to create

our CD each month took a

full half-hour to perform the

same task. The great thing

about CD-RWs is that the

discs can be used over and

over again just like a floppy or

Zip disk. Once we copied the

data to the disc, it took about

eight minutes to fully erase the

data, while a quick erase only took

26 seconds. After seeing just how fast this

drive was, we were left utterly amazed,

with our jaws dropped wide open.

But speed isn't all the PlexWriter offers.

Where most other CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, and

CD-RW manufacturers use plastic gears

and components in their drives, Plextor

uses only metal. Yeah, it costs more, but the

benefits show up in the drives' reliability

and longevity. In addition, Plextor has

licensed a technology called BURN-Proof

that all but eliminates buffer under-run (one

of the leading causes of bad burns—
caused when your system stops streaming

data to the drive for brief periods of time).

With this feature, you should be able to surf

the 'net, have Quake ///running in the back-

ground, be playing several MP3 files at the

same time, and still get exception-

ally reliable burns at full-speed. We

don't recommend you do this, of

course, but if you want to see just

how rock-solid this drive is,

you could.

The good times

keep coming,

too. The

software

that ships

with the

PlexWriter is the

best on the market and

includes Adaptec's Easy CD

Creator Standard Edition, MVP 2000 (a

utility for recording and playing both music

and video), Audio Capture 2000 (an amazing

utility that allows you to extract CD-Audio

tracks right to your hard drive — songs on

your CD are read as actual .wav files

instead of just being shown as

shortcuts to the songs on the CD as is

the norm), and DiscDupe 2000 (a simple to

use, single disc replicating program).

Before buying this drive, be aware that

it prefers to be set up as a master on your

secondary IDE channel. If you've got a CD-

ROM or DVD-ROM drive right now, your

hard drive is your primary master, and your

CD-ROM drive is either your primary slave

or your secondary master. If the latter is

the case, you're going to want to switch

your jumpers around so that the Plex-

Writer can get "top billing" on your sec-

ondary channel. Don't let this scare you;

jumper settings are always listed on drives

to aid you in changing them.
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With this nifty program, you’ll be recording

your own music CDs in no time flat.

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS Fastest CD-RW drive on the

market; highest quality components;

top-notch software.

LOWS At 500 bones, it will damn

near break the bank.

BOTTOM LINE When building the

system of your dreams, the PlexWriter

12/10/32 should be at the very top of

your list.
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RESPECT YOUR ELDERS .

.

OR KISS YOUR ASS GOODBYE

the CELESTI2LL

an unborn evil threatens to destroy the universe...

Enter the Psycho Circus and transform yourself into the powerful KISS Eiders from

Todd McFarlane's comic book. Wield a deadly arsenal of weapons to slay the endless

hordes of the vile Nightmare Child. Battle through the four hellish elemental realms to

face the demon seed itself in the final Nightmare Realm. LET THE ONSLAUGHT BEGIN...

Visit SPAWN.COM for more information on the KISS Psvcho Circus comic book and action figures.

ii p i iiii ,

I

KISS Ps,cho Circus The Nigh,pare Child, name arrd logo arc trademarks «, Third la. Interactive. © 2000 Third Law In,cacti,a. All rights reserved. ® 2000 Wd McFarland #"

Sega Dreamcast is either a registered trademark or a trademark ot Sega Enterprises. Ltd Gathering of Developers end godgames are trademarks ot Gather,ng oi Developers. Inc. © 2000 Gathering of Developers. Inc. rights



.the D£MON .THE beastki

“A wildly original game world, and some

of the most frenetic action seen to date.”

DEVELOPED BY

-NextGen Magazine. February 2000

Sega
©Dreamcast

www.kisspsychocircus.com www.godgames.com www.cremor.net

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #276
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30 Prophet II GTS [32 and 64MBj
The name may be different, but the result is the same

PC GAMER September 2000

www.QailyRadar.com

Much to our surprise (it was never

mentioned in any of the press material or in

the documentation), the 64MB version

ships to you overclocked. While

NVIDIA's spec calls for a 200MHz

core and 333MHz DDR mem-

ory (regardless of how

much there is

of it),

Guillemot

pumped its

64MB

Prophet II all the way up to 220MHz

with the RAM set to 365MHz. How did we

figure this out? Because our benchmark

system kept locking up on us with just

about every game we tried! It was so bad

that we thought our card might have been

defective. After a quick glance at the

Hercules Website, however, we learned of

a new BIOS update for the card that reads:

"This new BIOS clocks the core chipset at

200MHz and the memory at 333MHz as

specified by NVIDIA's reference design.

Hercules, a Certified Partner of NVIDIA,

recommends that consumers use this new

BIOS." Hello? We weren't aware that there

had been any factory tweaking in the first

place! It wasn't until we set the card up for

a manual override of its clock speeds that

we learned of the change. After setting the

clock back down to 200MHz/333MHz (with-

out updating our BIOS), all lock-ups and

crashes ceased. We did try overclocking

both cards a bit anyway (the 32MB version

ships at the recommended speed to

begin with, by the way), but found

that neither was any more stable

than other GeForce 2s

that don't ship with

the expensive RAM
heatsinks.

Other than these

heatsinks (and cool blue color), which

seem to add about $9 to the overall price

of the cards, the 32MB Prophet II, like the

Creative Labs and Elsa boards, sticks very

close to the standard reference design

(with similar performance). And like Elsa's

GLADIAC, both Prophet lls come with an

output for playing your PC games on your

TV. The 64MB card goes one better than

both by by including a DVI (Digital Visual

Interface) output for connecting certain

digital flat panel monitors. If this is a fea-

ture you need, then this is the only

GeForce 2, thus far, that will give it to you.

Still, as you'll learn as soon as you look at

our benchmarks, the extra 32MB of

RAM (and considerably higher price)

doesn't really seem all that worthwhile

given the minimal return in frame rates.

In the end, both of these cards are

good, but the only one we'd recommend to

most gamers is the 32MB version — and

only then if you can find it for the same

price or lower than GLADIAC. The extra

heat sinks seem to be wasted here and

overclocking the GeForce 2— no matter

how high— doesn't yield much of a per-

formance gain at all, anyway.

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS Performs as expected: cool color;

64MB card ships with DVI connector.

LOWS Expensive; added heat sinks

don't seem to help much.

BOTTOM LINE If you're a millionaire,

consider the 64MB Prophet II just for

bragging rights; otherwise stick with

the 32MB board if you find one at a

good price.

COMPANY
Company: Hercules

(Guillemot), (877) GUILLE-

MOT, www.hercules.com

$359.99 and

$419.99 respectively

(M.S.R.P.)

mm ercules, in case you didn’t know,

Em isn't exactly dead anymore.

Although it filed for Chapter 11 (bank-

ruptcy) not all that long ago, Guillemot has

since snatched up what was left of the

company (basically just its name), and is

now making all of its video cards under

the Hercules banner since it’s a better

known name here in the States than

Guillemot’s own (plus, it’s easier for every-

one to pronounce).

Guillemot actually sent us two

GeForce 2-powered cards for this review

— a 32MB and a 64MB version. To date,

both of these cards have the most radical

implementation of the design we've seen.

These days, most powerful 3D accelera-

tors come with some form of heatsink or

fan to keep the primary CPU cool under

pressure. These two are no exception, but

in an unprecedented move, Guillemot has

placed heat sinks on all of the RAM mod-

ules of both cards, too! That’s right...

these things are built to stay super cool.

In practice, however, this didn't turn out to

help us much!

BENCHMARKS
32MB VER.

3DMARK 2000 (DSD)
(all tests run in 32-bit color with 24-bit Z and

tripple buffer)

3DMarks: 5,918

• Game 1 Helicopter

Low Detail: 125.8fps

Med Detail: 90.9fps

High Detail: 42.5fps

• Game 2 Adventure

Low Detail: 116.6fps

Med Detail: 73.4fps

High Detail: 44.3fps

• Fill Rate w/ multitexturing: 546.5

million texels per second

• 1024x768

3DMarks: 4,222

Game 1 Helicopter

Low Detail: 83.8fps

GAMB VER.

Med Detail: 61.0fps

High Detail: 28.7fps

• Game 2 Adventure

Low Detail: 78.6fps

Med Detail: 61.4fps

High Detail: 41.4fps

• Fill Rate w/ multitexturing: 491.5

million texels per second

QUAKE III (OPENGL)
640x480: 110.5fps

800x600: 98.7fps

1024x768: 68.6fps

1600x1200: 25.0fps

MDK2 (OPENGL)
800x600: 114.23fps

1024x768: 76.27fps

1600x1200: 26.04fps

3DMARK 2000 (D3D)
(all tests run in 32-bit color with 24-bit Z and

tripple buffer)

3DMarks: 6,013

• Game 1 Helicopter

Low Detail: 127.4fps

Med Detail: 92.5fps

High Detail: 43.9fps

• Game 2 Adventure

Low Detail: 120.4fps

Med Detail: 73.6fps

High Detail: 44.1fps

Fill Rate w/ multitexturing: 596.4

million texels per second

• 1024x768

3DMarks: 4,303

• Game 1 Helicopter

Low Detail: 85.6fps

Med Detail: 62.1fps

High Detail: 29.9fps

• Game 2 Adventure

Low Detail: 78.3fps

Med Detail: 61.6fps

High Detail: 41.1fps

• Fill Rate w/ multitexturing: 528.4

million texels per second

QUAKE III (OPENGL)
: 110.5fps

: 97.5fps

1024x768: 68.1fps

1600x1200: 29.1fps

MDK2 (OPENGL)
800x600: 115.7fps

1024x768: 78.09fps

1600x1200: 32.78fps

64MB Ver.

32MB Ver.
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CREATIVE LABS

HSREVIEWS
EDITORS’

Annihilator 2 132MB)
COMPANY

Creative Labs,

(800) 998-1000,

www.creativelabs.com

$299.99 (M.S.R.P.)

£
ike most of Creative's video cards, the

Annihilator 2 is a rather "plain" imple-

mentation of NVIDIA's technology.

This isn't a knock against it as

much as it's an observation.

The card itself is based

on the GeForce 2

reference

BENCHMARKS
3DMARK 2000 (D3D)
(all tests run in 32-bit color with 24-bit

Z and tripple buffer)

• 800x600

3DMarks: 5,922

• Game 1 Helicopter

Low Detail: 125.8fps

Med Detail: 90.6fps

High Detail: 42.5fps

• Game 2 Adventure

Low Detail: 116.8fps

Med Detail: 73.7fps

High Detail: 44.1fps

• Fill Rate w/ multitexturing: 544.5

million texels per second

• 1024x768

3DMarks: 4,250

• Game 1 Helicopter

Low Detail: 83.6fps

Med Detail: 59.1fps

High Detail: 28.3fps

• Game 2 Adventure

Low Detail: 77.2fps

Med Detail: 62.5fps

High Detail: 41.8fps

• Fill Rate w/ multitexturing: 491,5

million texels per second

QUAKE III (OPENGL)
640x480: 111.5fps

800x600: 97.5fps

1024x768: 68.0fps

1600x1200: 26.7fps

MDK2 (OPENGL)
800x600: 115.23fps

1024x768: 76.27fps

1600x1200: 27.52fps

design— without any deviation. And unlike

the other cards we've tested thus far, this is

the first to come without an output for

playing your games on a TV.

By throwing out this fea-

ture, Creative is able to

offer its GeForce 2 for as

much as $60 less than some

of its direct competition.

Obviously, if this is an important

feature for you, you're going

to want to take a look at

either the ELSA GLAD-

IAC (reviewed last

month), or one of the two new Hercules

cards reviewed this month, but it's nice to

have choice and save a few bucks.

Like most GeForce 2s, the Annihilator

ships with a 200MHz core clock and 32MB

of 166MHz DDR RAM (effectively 333MHz

since DDR sends and receives data twice

per cycle). You can overclock these set-

tings slightly if you wish, but there seems to

be very little difference in performance

when overclocking the GeForce 2 architec-

ture. And much like the GLADIAC, bench-

mark scores on the Annihilator are right in-

line with the numbers we were getting with

our reference boards not so long ago.

The software package is rather baren,

but ends up saving you money and redun-

dancy since you'd likely have any full games

Creative could have included.

While there isn't anything new to jump

up and down for joy about here, the fact that

the A2 is fast, inexpensive, and stable makes

it a well-deserved Editors' Choice recipient.

FINAL VERDICT
HIGHS Stellar performance at a relatively

inexpensive price.

LOWS No TV-out (if that's your thing);

software package isn't anything special.

BOTTOM LINE The Annihilator 2 is the

"Vanilla" ice cream of GeForce 2 cards, but

there ain't nothin' wrong with that when the

price is so right.



HSTECHQ&A

Man’s best friend isn’t a dog or
cat. it’s a new DSL line!

I've been thinking about

buying a video card for a

very long time. Instead of

buying a totally new, integrated

2D/3D card, I've been considering

the addition of a Voodoo2. One of my

friends has a Voodoo2 and another

has a Voodoo5, and I really can't see

a difference between them. Are

there games that won't run with the

Voodoo2? Is that the big difference?

In the July 2000 issue, you recom-

mended against using a Voodoo2 as

your primary 3D accelerator— is

this the reason why?

— Jordan Juliano, via the Internet

There are all sorts of rea-

sons why the Voodoo2 isn't

really viable anymore. Most

games still will run on it, but they

sure won't run as fast or look as

good as they would on a newer,

faster card with more video memory.

While you may not have noticed a

difference between the 2 and the 5,

there are some pretty major ones if

you look closely. The Voodoo5 5500

has 64MB RAM (though it behaves

much more like a 32MB card

because of its design), supports

higher resolutions, delivers true

color, and has all sorts of other cool

new features. Plus, it’s just a heck-of-

a-lot faster than the Voodoo2. If

you've got a slow CPU (like I'm

guessing you might), think about

upgrading that before worrying about

a new video card.

I recently ran SiSoft's

SANDRA 2000 diagnostic

software (
www.sisoftware.

demon.co.uk/sandra) to see if there

were any areas of my system that I

could update or upgrade. Unfortu-

nately, the results it spit back at me

were a bit over my head.

For my PCI & AGP bus, it gave me

the following suggestions/warnings'.

1. Intel Corporation 82443BX/ZX

DCABDBCa
My first

problem is

my cat.

Most of the time

she's a good kitty

that lays around

the house,

eats when

she’s sup-

posed to, and

is kind and

good-natured.

Most times

when I feed

her, I hide some

kitty treats at the

bottom of her

bowl. But when I

run out of treats or forget to put

them in, she starts acting like a

brat, and starts peeing all over my

house! Do cats really have emo-

tions? My money situation isn’t all

that terrific right now and I don't

know how much longer I can afford

to keep her happy with all these

treats. What should I do?

My second problem is with my

modem. I used to be a huge fan of

multiplayer games. In fact, I failed

geometry because I spent too much

time playing Counter-Strike. But

now, all of a sudden, my modem

has gone screwy; it often stops

sending and receiving information

when I'm online. I've noticed the

440BX/ZX PCI-Host Bridge (AGP

Implemented): AGP Ver. 2.00 or

later offers better performance.

2. Diamond Multimedia Systems

Viper VS50: AGP Ver 2.00 or later

offers better performance

3. (Warning) Diamond MMS Viper

V550: PCI Latency too high.

Device could hog bus for

too long.

What exactly is AGP 2.0, and how

can I get it? Also, how do I change

my PCI latency?

For my CPU & BIOS it gave the

following tips:

1. A SMBIOS/DMI 2.3 or later com-

pliant BIOS is recommended.

Check for a BIOS update.

2. BIOS can be shadowed and

should be enabled.

3. BIOS is flashable and socketed

so it can be upgraded when

needed.

4. CPU is upgradeable.

5. An SSE processor is recom-

mended for Modern Multimedia

Applications and games.

Basically, I just want to know

what it all means so that I can get

my computer running its best. What

do you suggest I do regarding

SANDRA's feedback?

—John Whelan, via the Internet

problem when surfing the web, and

especially in Counter-Strike. I used

to use MSN as my ISP. and when

my problem started I switched to

MindSpring to see if things would

be better there. They weren't, and

now I'm on Lycos (free Internet),

since if I'm not going to be able to

play games over the Internet any-

way, I might as well go the free

route. What’s wrong with my

connection? I miss the days of

blowing away terrorists!

—Jon, via the Internet

There is no such thing as

a good kitty. Cats are

technically inferior to

www.DailyRadar.com

NEED HELP?
If you have a hardware question

or comment, or a personal prob-

lem, write to:

Greg Vederman,

Hard Stuff, PC Gamer,

150 North Hill Drive,

Brisbane, CA 94005

or E-mail:

gvederman@pcgamer.com

Let's start at the top and

work our way down. For

your PCI and AGP busses,

the message "AGP Ver 2.00 or later

offers better performance" is rather

silly. Yes, AGP 2.0 could offer better

performance, but only if you buy a

new motherboard that supports the

feature— your motherboard

doesn't. And really, there’s not too

much of a performance difference

either way. Shadowing your BIOS

won't make much of a difference,

and should probably be left disabled.

As for the message about PCI

latency, changing this setting proba-

bly won't speed anything up either,

but you can tweak the setting to

your liking in your system BIOS if

you want to see for yourself (if your

BIOS even has the option). Other

dogs in every way. In fact, if you

cut the head off of a cat, the body

will run around just like a decapi-

tated chicken— a sure-fire sign

that it's extremely low on the

evolutionary scale.

(Don't try this at

home, kids—Ed.) A

dog on the other

hand... you cut that

thing's head off, and

it knows to stay

dead. Of course,

I'm not speaking

from personal

experience when I

say these things, and

the last thing I'd



than that, get the newest BIOS for your

motherboard, and that'll about do ya, as far as

SANDRA is concerned, anyway.

My standard modem just ain't cuttin' it

anymore— it's too slow. I think that

it's time to go broadband. What do you

think is better, cable or DSL?

—Martin Stoch. via the Internet

In most situations, DSL is the better

option. It isn't as fast (potentially) as

cable, but you don't have to worry

about sharing bandwidth, and it tends to be a

much more reliable connection — especially

for playing games over the Internet.

I just wanted to let you know that you

had a typo into the Hard Stuff Tech

Q&A section of the July 2000 issue.

You said that the website for WinBoost was

www.maglass.com, when it is actually

www.magellass.com.—"The Rob, “ via the Internet

Thanks for the letter, Rob. I've

received a lot of E-mail from people

having difficulties finding the site and

thought they were just a bunch of witless boobs

with bad typing skills. This witless boob apolo-

gizes for the confusion and now realizes that

you could just go directly to WinBoost.com.

A couple of questions regarding your

testing of the Athlon/GeForce combos

in the May 2000 issue:

You only appear to have used one model of

GeForce card. Why didn't you try boards

from a variety of manufacturers? By not

doing so, you left open the possibility that

the motherboards simply didn't work with

the one card you used.

You used PC133 memory in boards that spec

PCI 00. Why?

—Steve Britten, via the Internet
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WinBoost.com will help you get the most out of your computer.

Here's a couple of answers that

may clear things up for you:

1.) I actually tested on two different

GeForce cards. I didn't

mention this in the feature

because showing all the

results with both cards would

have taken up too much space

on the page.

2.) I used PC133 memory

because it tends to be of

higher quality than a lot of the

PC100 memory floating around

out there and because it

was recommended that I do

so by AMD. I also used a sin-

gle stick of Apacer PC100

SDRAM to ensure that the

crashes weren't the fault of

bad memory.

want anyone to do is hurt any animals, but

trading your cat in for a dog would probably

be the best option for you. (We're looking

to trade Vederman in for something,

too. ..any and all offers will be

considered. — Ed.)

As for your modem prob-

lems, the most likely culprit

(and I'm sure to get a mil-

lion-and-one responses

telling me differently) is your

phone line and/or phone out-

let. I've had the exact same

problem many times in my life

since I tend to move every year or ^
two (Not by choice, mind you— Ed.), and

when you've got a modem that was working

fine initially, and no hardware or software

has changed, the phone line is almost

always to blame. If you haven't just moved,

it's possible that the rainy season took its toll

and did some damage to the box at your

house, or to the line that is con-

nected to your phone jack. Try

plugging in somewhere else in

the house and see if your

connection problems disap-

pear. Also, call your phone

company and tell them your

woes; they generally guaran-

tee a certain level of modem

performance (though this level is

rather slow), but if they come out

and check your lines and discover that

there is a problem (as long as it isn’t inside

your house), they'll likely fix it for free.

l
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CD-REWRITABLE

With the world's fastest, purest digital audio extraction.

‘Get a 3-minute CD track onto your hard drive in

less than 8 seconds with 24X ripping.

No other burner even comes close.

With 12x burn speed, the fastest With 100% Certified play-anywhere CD-Rs

burner on the planet. you record from Internet music downloads

or any music source.
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Iii this scenario, a town is split by a giant earthquake. You must rebuild the town and join it back together.

SimSeconds

T
wo years have been kinder to SimCity

3000 than they have been to many

games, which is to be expected from

such a smoothly classical design. Indeed,

both prior SimCity games retained their

appeal long after their releases, not because

they were far ahead of any technology

curve, but because their elements and style

were so perfectly suited to the gameplay.

SimCity 3000 Unlimited is the same

game at heart, though with a number of

additions, thus giving Maxis the opportu-

nity to relaunch the franchise in the wake

of the phenomenal success of The Sims. No

shame there, particularly when the addi-

tions will be heartily welcomed by fans of

the original game. A $10 rebate was being

The new architecture tool for SimCity 3000

Unlimited enables you to zoom and rotate build-

ings. Drawing from a palette of objects, tex-

tures, and colors, you can then modify new or

existing structures like this strange-looking

apartment complex.

PC GAMER September 2000

offered off the $34.95 list price for owners

of SC3K, but that expired almost immedi-

ately, leaving owners stuck with the full

retail cost for an add-on

disc's worth of new material.

That new material, how-

ever, is pretty darn good. The

biggest additions are the

building architect and the

scenarios, complete with a

custom scenario designer.

The building architect, which

has been available in different

incarnations before, is a

mightily impressive piece of work. The level

of detail you can pack into buildings is

astounding. They show up so small in the

game that sometimes you don't realize

these are mini-masterpieces of art and

architecture. With the editor, these build-

ings can be modified or built from scratch.

Using myriad block shapes and a three-

dimensional palette, you can create a build-

ing by laying each element on a grid, like a

LEGO structure. With the Paint, Detail, and

Prop menus, you can then add layer upon

layer of complexity, filling the structure out

by adding architectural features like win-

dows, gingerbread, domes, peaks, statues,

and so on. A wide array of paints and wall

textures, mixed with odds and ends like

parked cars, trees, fruit stands, and swim-

ming pools, finish off each

structure. They can then be

added to your game or

uploaded to the Maxis build-

ing exchange site.

SC3K Unlimited includes

13 new scenarios, and many

more user-designed scenarios

are already on the website

(www.simcity.com). These set

pieces present specific tasks

that need to be accomplished in a limited

amount of time, usually without the ability

to pause. In Moscow, you must fix a city

overrun by criminals; in England, there are

fires to douse; and in Seoul, you need to

prepare for the Olympics, in Berlin, the wall

has just come down and you must reunite

the city, while in other cities you face vari-

ous natural and financial disasters. These

unique challenges focus on specific aspects

I
Is SimCity Unlimited the second coming of the classic series,

or just a nicely packaged re-release? You're about to find out!

The building archi-

tect is a mightily

impressive piece

of work. The level

of detail you can

pack into buildings

is astounding.

T. 1,1AM MCDONALD
extendedplay&’pcgamer.com

OPINION
Extended play

ADD-ONS • SCENARIO DISCS • UPGRADES • BUG PATCHES



of city management offering a quite differ-

ent feel than a normal scratch-built city.

The rest of the package adds a host of

enhancements both small and large.

European and Asian building sets join the

American-style structures, adding a much
wider range of structural styles, including a

couple dozen new landmark buildings.

When starting a new game, you can now
choose custom options such as the terrain

and tree types. This really boils down to

different colored terrain tiles that simulate

the look of desert, snow, tundra, and so

forth. It has no effect on gameplay, and it

only marginally affects the look of the

game, since city tiles soon cover a large

chunk of the terrain anyway. Four new dis-

asters — a plague of locusts, burning space

debris, toxic clouds, and a giant whirlpool

— almost double the misery you can visit

upon your Sims citizens.

While a longer-running rebate program

or some other upgrade option would have

made this an easy call for owners of the

original, the $35 price point makes it a bit

steep for people who have already played

through SC3K. This is more a package for

people new to the series, and since the game
has aged well, it has no problem sitting

alongside the best new strategy offerings.

SIMCITY SimCity

SimCity

3000

HEAD TO HEAD 3000 Unlimited

Number of buildings 489 839

Landmarks 74 97

Scenarios None 13

Disasters 5 9

Building architect No Yes

Scenario creator No Yes

Customizable terrain No Yes

Seasonal events No Yes

Meanwhile, back at the split-level ranch.

Maxis is prepping an add-on pack for The

Sims. Due in September, the disc will have

the expected assortment of new objects,

furniture, decorations, and characters. Edit

Mode has been greatly expanded, with

three times the number of doors, windows,

and other objects. A genie lamp, complete

with wish-granting genie, is also on the

drawing board, along with new careers,

alien abductions, a Grim Reaper, a robot, a

chemistry set that produces game-altering

potions, and more. The most requested fea-

ture is also being added: Yes, sims can now
use the new vibrating bed to do what you

always wanted sims to do, you sick bas-

tards. Oh, and if you haven't already down-

loaded the Guinea Pig from www.thesims

.com, do so now. Its constant care require-

ments make it an irritating, miserable little

pet, but of course, misery is the key appeal

to The Sims. PCG

BUG PATCHES ON THE CD!
You’ll find these patches on the CD\ Be sure to

read the included readme files for complete info.

Half-Life vl.1.0.0 (hl-1100.exe)

This is a massive patch, mostly focusing on improv-

ing multiplayer Team Fortress Classic. It includes:

complete rewrite of Half-Life's networking system,

new VGUI in-game interface, three new maps. Engi-

neer upgrades sentry gun immediately, Spectator

mode added, support for mouse buttons 4 and 5, the

class of everyone on team is on scoreboard, con-

sole and in-game chat uses a True Type font.

Half Life: Opposing Force vl.1.0.0 (0PF0R-

10001100.exe)

This patch includes an entirely new online game
mode called Capture The Flag. This patch will also

update Half-Life: Opposing force to version 1. 1.0.0

to be compatible with Half-Life version 1.1.0.0.

Ground Control v1008 (gc10071008eng.exe)

Improves joystick support, and modifies the way the

game software recognizes the Ground Control CD,

solving the "hourglass" bug.

Command & Conquer: Tiberian Sun v2.03

(Ts203en.exe)

Various bug fixes.

Diablo vl.08 (drtl108.exe)

Adds support for Battle.net gateways, changes

default Battle.net font so that it is easier to distin-

guish characters while in chat, displays cancel dia-

log when server is busy, and multiplayer character

files are now located in the Diablo directory.

Soldier of Fortune vl.OS (sof105patch.exe)

EAX performance optimizations, update to A3D's

A3DAPI.dll to provide detection for Vortex 2

chipsets, and adds pure server option.

Tzar vl.05 (tzarpatch-101-to-105-usa.exe)

Fog and exploration now handled properly when
game is restarted, various graphical improvements.

Carnivores 2 vl.1 (c2_patch_1_1.zip)

Game now starts on all Voodoo-based 3D accelera-

tors, fixed alpha blending problem when using

Matrox G400 based cards, debug messages

removed, and A3D 2.0 and EAX 2.0 support added.

Messiah 0.2 (messiah02.exe)

Fixes graphical corruption when high resolution

character setting was selected, adds extended sup-

port for Voodoo 5 and GeForce 2 video cards.

Descent 3 vl.4 (D3_US_1.4_Patch.exe)

Fixes an effects problem that occurs in low-memory

conditions, fixes memory overwrite with long ship

logo file names, fixes a Ul bug that causes the

Terrain Detail slider to show incorrect values.

www.pcgamer.com
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ROB SMOLKA
pointafter@pcgamer.com

OPINION
The PointAfter

BASEBALL BASKETBALL FOOTBALL HOCKEY • GOLF SOCCER ETC.

Spread the Word

I
You say you're a gamer, but you're not into sports games?

Smoke says the only true all-around gamer is a sports gamer.

elieve it or not, there are actually a lot of

PC gamers out there that aren't into

sports games. I always find this surpris-

ing, because in my mind, sports games have

a lot of the same elements that attract peo-

ple to all of the other genres. Let me give

you a few examples:

ACTION Any sports game with arcade play

falls into this category. Okay, maybe there's

no blood-letting involved, but it takes just as

much skill to time a Randy Johnson fastball

as it does to aim a sniper rifle at a moving

target. Finding the open hole in the line and

sprinting into the end zone for the score is

every bit as challenging as rocket-jumping

up to the quad damage.

STRATEGY Both real-time and turn-based

varieties can be found in just about any

sports game. Choosing the most advanta-

geous starting lineup in baseball or calling

the right play against the opponent's

defense in football are similar to some of the

same decisions you'll face in any turn-based

wargame. Putting that strategy into action is

when the real time skills come into play. In

most games, you have teammates on the

field, and they may not always do exactly

what you had planned on them doing. This

is the place where the master StarCraft

player's skills would come in quite handy.

ROLEPLAYING One of the most enjoyable

experiences I've had in sports gaming was

when I created myself as a player in NBA
Live 2000. As my undersized, overweight

doppelganger progressed through his 10-

year career, I was able to live out my NBA
dreams...and let's be honest, this is as close

as I was ever going to come to the real thing.

SIMULATION Other than goofy games like

NFL Blitz and NBA Jam, all sports games are

simulations; they take a real-world activity

and replicate it as closely as possible on the

computer. If you like being Da Mayor in

SimCity 3000, there's no reason you wouldn't

enjoy becoming the GM of the Los Angeles

Clippers (and it's certainly more challenging

to try and turn the Clippers franchise around

than running even the most dilapidated city).

ADVENTURE This is probably the hardest

genre to compare, but I'll give it a shot. The

classic adventure game is all about solving

puzzles as you progress through a story. 1

like to think of a season as the story, and the

puzzles equate to what I need to accomplish

in order to get the best results. So, instead

of the "get the thing, and bring it to the guy,

to get the key, that opens the door" type of

situations you might face, I look at trades

and dealing with injuries as my puzzles that

need to be solved. Do I give up my backup

defensive lineman to get that receiver I

really need? What happens, though, if one

of my other linemen gets hurt? What will I

do then? Okay, maybe it's not an exact fit,

but I think you get the point.

So, the next time someone tells you

they're a gamer, but they're not into sports

games, explain why sports games should

appeal to just about anyone. With a little help

from you, we just may be able to expand our

merry little band by one more member.

FAREWELL.. .BUT NOT GOODBYE
Finally, I just wanted to take a minute to let

you all know that this is my last issue as a

member of the PC Gamer staff. Don't panic,

though...you'll still get to see my ugly mug

and read my ramblings every month right

here in this column. I'll also continue to do

reviews from time to time, so you may not

even know I was gone.

But the rest of the staff will (hey. ..quit

your cheering, you knuckleheads!), and I

just wanted to let them know how much I'll

miss the daily hijinks that I've been a part

(and instigator) of for nearly three years.

I've really enjoyed working with all of the

great people that have made this magazine

the finest you can buy. Special thanks go to

Matt Firme and Gary Whitta for giving me

a chance to prove myself and for allowing

me to start a new career at my advanced

age. (Okay, I'm only going on 34, but

around this place, I feel like Methuselah!)

Quick Plug: Check out T3 (which stands

for Tomorrow's Technology Today... clever,

huh?), a new magazine from Imagine

Media spotlighting the latest and greatest

in all things technological. The first issue

hits newsstands in October, and I hear the

writing will be outstanding (okay...you fig-

ured it out...this is my new gig).

See you next month...

PCG
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Machine: PC Publisher: Electronic Arts

Genre: Simulation # of Players: 1

Release date: September 5, 2000

Clashing colors and odd decor will

have you creating the ultimate bachelor pad.
What could be more fun than to watch the Sims

u create show their affection towards one another?

PRtMA'S OFFICIAL STRATEGY GUIDE

I
Revolutionary
optical sensor-

Your First Place For Games

Reserve this title NOW at Gamestop.com

or visit any of our 950 stores nationwide.

Thr Ptopl* SimoUtM from th: (tutor of

Livin' Urge
Microsoft

IntelliMouse,inieimviuubt;—

explorer
SAVE 20% on Prima’s

Official Strategy Guide when

you buy the game.

Check out Microsoft’s revolutionary

optical IntelliMouse.

Retro Chic

Or Roach

Infestation..

Your Choice

“The Sims Expansion Pack gives you even more power to create and

control the lives of your Sims. You have new career options and entirely

fresh gameplay elements, from roach infestations to alien abductions.

It's up to you to decide whether your home is a gloomy castle or a love

shack, if the breadwinner is a hacker or a slacker. Put your Sims into

all-new wacky and wicked settings and see what

happens.” -DailyRadar.com
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Have your Sims build a fire and

cozy up on the bear skin rug.
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Cataclysm...Ooh,

That’s Gotta Hurt
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Homeworid: Cataclysm,^

m

the next episode in the Homeworid universe, begins roughly

-mIIm 15 years after the events of the or'9 inal flame. Take

,

SmI® command of a new sect with dozens of new ships and

Rlpr technology at your disposal. Lead your fleet through 17

Ip / single player missions as you struggle for position in the

y emerging order - and face the might of a mysterious

and powerful new foe.” - DailyRadar.com y§lf|§|

Machine: PC Publisher: Sierra Studios

Genre: Strategy # of Players: 8

Release date: Summer, 2000

Be The First To Get This Title

by reserving it at Gamestop.com or visiting

any of our 950 stores nationwide.
'

.. s?

Accessorize! wjr -

Maximize your game with the Microsoft j

'

Sidewinder Precision USB Joystick and the Annihilator 2 tUPk

P
32 Mb Video Card from Creative Labs 4*^

ISiSSB

i

AlNNIHlLATOR.
PRO

Choose unit types, fleet formations

and flight tactics for each combat group.

Engage in 17 single-player missions

or play on-line with up to seven others.

Command the smallest scout ship or your entire

Armada in real-time combat for pinpoint control.
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Warrior

Embattlements

(Without The jji

Messy Cleanup) fl,

“Legends of Might and Magic will take you on a mystical journey of

adventure, conquest and intrigue. You have been chosen to stop a

madman bent on reshaping history in his own image. Travel

through 4 distinct worlds and dozens of mysterious dungeons. I

Battle hundreds of creatures and recover unknown treasures I

as you strive to complete your quest. Only those of stout m
heart, limitless courage and a thirst for adventure W

liliysiy will succeed and become true legends in the Might

DailyRadar.comand Magic universe.Machine: PC Publisher: 3D0

Genre: RPG # of Players: 6

Release date: September, 2000

Combat over 60 new creatures

in multiple quests and adventures.
Detailed single player campaign with

ever-changing adventures for unlimited replay.

Customize your character with

scores of armor, weapons, spells and skills.

Reserve It Now!
Gamestop.com will hook you

up with a reservation for this

title or visit us at any of our

950 stores nationwide.

Power-up with the Exterminator

game controller from Gravis.
Accessorize with the Hercules

3D Prophet II from Guillemot.

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #137



COLIN WILLIAMSON
kUiingbox@pcgamer.com

The Killing Box
3D ACTION GAMING MODS • DEATHMATCIIINC CL,

Counter-Strike Power

I
Yeah, we know Valve already gets too much coverage. But

when your games are this good...

I

remember well the first time I experienced

the original TeamFortress for Quake,

because I didn't sleep for a week straight.

After getting tipped off by a buddy who pro-

claimed it to be the best thing since sliced

bread, I developed an uncontrollable addic-

tion that was only alleviated by a particularly

nasty hard drive crash. The boys at Valve

noticed the game's genius, and hired the

Australian team to work on TeamFortress 2.

Let's fast-forward a bit. After 12 months

of being limited to a sporadic 33.6 dialup, the

gods smiled and delivered unto me a new
Tokyo apartment with a just-

fast-enough ISDN line. And the

first thing I did was download

Counter-Strike, a user-created

Half-Life modification that has

been making tidal waves online.

I jumped onto a local

Korean server, and wound up

going to bed at 5 a.m. the next

day. Yeah, it's that good. Let me
give it to you straight: if you have a fast, reli-

able Internet connection (56K or above), turn

on your computer, point your browser to

www.counter-strike.net, and start download-

ing the best fifty-meg file you'll ever leech. If

you don't have Half-Life, buy it now, or trade

in your copy of Daikatana for store credit.

Not convinced? Then listen up: Counter-

Strike is officially billed as a “Counter-

Terrorism Half-Life Modification," but I look at

it as Rogue Spear after an overdose of No-

Doz. Instead of the expected heads-a-poppin'

mayhem of your typical Deathmatch,

Counter-Strike finds the perfect balance

between realistic tactical combat and no-

holds-barred fun, as a team of terrorists takes

on a team of law enforcers through beauti-

fully-designed real-world locales.

Setting itself apart from the comparatively

free-form carnage of TeamFortress Classic,

each CS game is broken up

into paintball-style rounds.

During the first minute of each

round, players can purchase

items from a large selection of

real-life weaponry— you'll find

everything from Desert Eagles

to Sig Sauers to Kevlar vests,

all of which have been modeled

impeccably. The specific rules

for victory differ with each map. Some
require a team to bomb a certain target,

escort a VIP to a safe zone, rescue AI

hostages, or just wipe out the other team.

The winning group of ass-stompers takes in a

significant amount of cash, which can be

traded in for more powerful weapons.

Counter-Strike

finds the perfect

balance between

realistic tactical

combat and no-

holds-barred fun.

OPINION

VNS * TRENDS

Sticking together and working as a team

is the key to victory, and the design team has

reinforced the importance of cooperation via

a Tribes-style radio, where you can quickly

bark out commands to your teammates. Your

group will need to rely on cover for the

majority of the game, since the real-world

weapons inflict real-world damage— one

sniper shot to the head, and you're kicked

into observer mode until the next round.

Though the Half-Life engine is getting a

bit creaky, the fearless team of CS mappers

has included around two dozen real-world

locations that range from aesthetically

acceptable to drop-dead gorgeous. Each map
includes a variety of attack patterns— a great

example of this is the 747 Hijack map, where

terrorists must hold down a jumbo jet for five

minutes. The counter-terrorist team can

barge in the front door via the jetway, enter

through the luggage compartment on the

bottom of the plane, sneak in through the

rear door, or drop from a balcony into the

cockpit. High-tension drama ensues.

There are also plenty of sneaky, undocu-

mented tricks to whip out in the midst of a

standoff, with my favorite being the "Human
Shield" technique. Since both teams lose a

fat thousand dollars if they kill a hostage,

running out in the open with three or four

civilians in tow does a great job of freaking

out trigger-happy opponents. Realistic

smoke grenades (a new feature in CS 6.5)

can visually confound as well, engulfing

rooms in thick fields of white.

I highly recommend reading the CS docu-

mentation— the setup isn't nearly as cryptic

as the original TeamFortress, but there's a

solid learning curve here. For your first few

sessions, try hanging around team members,

backing them up, and watching what they

do. If you get lost, you'll be able to locate

them via radar at the top of the screen.

Oh, and one more thing: if your connec-

tion is any slower than 56K, don't bother.

Counter-Strike demands a fast connection,

and I'd guesstimate that 96 percent of all CS
players are the low-ping bastards you love to

hate. It might be time to upgrade to a cable

modem or DSL, and CS is reason enough.

The bottom line? Brilliant. With game
design that's nothing short of sweet gaming

nectar, Counter-Strike has quickly evolved

into one of the most engrossing experiences

you can have online, and deserves all the

exposure it can get. Download it now. BCG
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Storytelling It Like It Is

I
Wolf encounters early obstacles in Vampire's online play...

but still wants to stick with it.

an old man approached us with a tale of

woe — his friends were in trouble in the

church, and could we help? We immedi-

ately went to rescue his partners, and dis-

covered that the city (medieval Vienna) was

awash with demonic forces.

My party headed to the castle

of the evil Tzimisce lord, and

we found out that he had

indeed created the foul beasts

ravishing Vienna. However,

he had a good reason — it

seemed there was an even

greater evil at work. The Elder

vampire was simply trying to

protect Vienna from the other

evil, and...

The game froze.

Caught up in the moment,

it took me a while to realize

that the game had become

unresponsive. With a Control-Alt-Delete, I

The design

is fantastic,

and once the tools

are placed in the

hands of creative,

patient

Storytellers,

there's no

telling what

they might do.

T
he release of Vamptie: The Masquerade

— Redemption came with mixed bless-

ings. It finally shipped, but buggy code,

frustrating gameplay, and the lack of save

features have resulted in a lukewarm recep-

tion (see the full review on page 92). How-

ever, one aspect of the game stands head and

shoulders above any competition, and makes

Vampire one of the best games to come out

this year: the Storyteller multiplayer mode.

By allowing a Storyteller (or Dungeon

Master, for the AD8tD-minded) to craft his or

her own Vampire story by populating levels

with individuals, we finally have something

close to a pencil-and-paper RPG on the PC.

Getting in to a Storyteller game is as sim-

ple as signing on WON.net, finding a game,

and joining. Four players can join a game in

progress, and the interface works exactly like

the single-player version of the game.

I joined WON and found a game. The first

Storyteller I encountered obviously had no

idea what he or she was doing— I waited for

a story to begin as other characters joined,

cast some extremely high-level disciples (the

vampiric equivalent of spells), and then disap-

peared. It became apparent that nothing was

going to happen, so I moved on.

My second attempt was much more

rewarding. Finding a game called "Simple

Story for Newbie Players," I joined with a

couple of other new vampires. Immediately,

ended the program, restarted the game,

and quickly rejoined. My cohorts had also

crashed, and so it took a few moments for

us to continue the adventure. Eventually,

the Tzimisce once again told us that there

was a greater evil involved, and...

The game froze.

Unfortunately, this time I couldn't rejoin

the game— some bug prevented my adven-

ture from continuing. Sad, but understand-

ing of the initial bugs in

any online game, I found

another story. Joining in, I

found blood sprayed on

walls, corpses littering the

ground, and demons

prowling about. My party

members and I learned

from a weary warrior that

great beasts had ravaged

the city, and we needed to

hunt down those responsi-

ble. Unfortunately, the

huge number of sprites,

creatures, and textures

simply overloaded my sys-

tem, and the game quickly

became so lag-laden I

could hardly play.

That was okay— I'd seen enough to

know it was time for me to create my own

adventure. Using the Vienna setting, I placed

a few monsters, a couple of items, two NPCs

for a conversation the players would over-

hear, and a big baddie in a far-off room (with

several smaller baddies along the way). My
idea was very straightforward— players

would come in, overhear a conversation

about a giant monster, and, after they asked

some questions, they'd go off

and slay the mighty beastie for

the promise of riches and glory.

The three players who even-

tually joined my game seemed

eager to perform some slaying.

They immediately headed over

to my two NPCs, and while I

frantically tried to type the con-

versation, switching back and

forth between the NPCs using

the Storyteller controls, one of

them started to shout "I need

weapons! Give me a trickin'

weapon!" I paused the conver-

sation long enough to quickly

(well, almost quickly) drop some items for the

demanding fellow. Then, after posing ques-

tions to the NPCs, the characters were off

chasing a big, bad monster.

I soon realized that the smaller creatures

I'd left for my intrepid explorers weren't

nearly strong enough. However, before I

could drop any bigger critters in the way, the

adventurers met up with my big baddie—
and were very quickly killed. Swearing up a

storm, the three revived themselves (putting

them back at the beginning of the level) and

rushed to the creature— which killed them

all again. "This sux!" said one, and disap-

peared before I could give him some experi-

ence points to make up for the encounter.

"One more time," said another. The two

remaining members rushed forward again,

ready to do battle...

And the game crashed.

Obviously, the multiplayer version of

Vampire needs work. However, even with the

problems, I did have a lot of fun. The design

is fantastic, and once the tools are placed in

the hands of creative, patient Storytellers,

there's no telling what they might do.

Unfortunately, we'll have to wait for a couple

of patches before the game is stable enough

to support the fun consistently. But trust me
— it'll be well worth the wait. PCG
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Desktop General
WARGAMES • HISTORIC AND MILITARY SIMULATIONS

Hitting the Beach

I
With books, that is. It's time for The Colonel's annual

wargamer's reading list, and it's a good one.

A
s I write this, I keep sneaking glances at

two books, both of which beckon me
with a siren's song: the latest Discworld

adventure by Terry Pratchett, and Carl

Hiaasen's Sick Puppy, his newest chronicle

of crime, tomfoolery, and hilarious deprav-

ity among the quaint folk of southern

Florida. I long desperately to read them, but

like Ulysses tied to the mast, I must resist.

At least until that golden day in August

when I park my butt on the sands of Topsail

Island and surrender to that glorious ritual:

The Reading of the Beach Books.

Since I spend so much time reading mili-

tary history during the other 51 weeks of the

year, I generally choose to read Other Stuff

during my vacation. But most of you, I sus-

pect, will carry the wars with you, whether

you head for the coast or the mountains or

Disney World. And for you, gentle reader, the

oT Colonel has sifted the gold from the gravel

and compiled this list of recommended titles:

No novelist could have created a charac-

ter more bizarre than General Orde

Wingate, the colorful and eccentric warrior

who organized and led the legendary

Chindits. Journalists John Bierman and

Colin Smith do justice to him in their new
biography Fire in the Night

(Random House). Wingate

was a maverick, and he may
well have been certifiably mad
(he frequently conducted staff

conferences stark naked, and

periodic attacks of manic

depression drove him to a sui-

cide attempt in 1941, when he

was snubbed for a knighthood

after his astounding victories

in Ethiopia). Posted to

Palestine in 1936, he became a

passionate Zionist and organ-

ized the first Israeli self-defense force (work-

ing closely with a bold young kibbutznik

named Moshe Dyan). To the British military

establishment, Wingate was an insubordi-

nate embarrassment; but Winston Churchill

thought him a genius, and fully backed

Wingate's two Chindit campaigns behind

Japanese lines in Burma (the efficacy of

which are still hotly debated by historians of

that theater). Wingate was as tormented and

demon-haunted as Lawrence of Arabia, but

his military achievements were equally bril-

liant; this is the first biography of him to

appear since 1959. It is one hell of a saga.

On a lighter note, I was vastly enter-

tained by The Immaculate Invasion

(Penguin Books), Bob Shacochis' absurdist

account of the American intervention in

Haiti. It was the third example of what the

Pentagon now calls OOTW ("Operations

Other Than War") — the

other two, of course, being

the Granada adventure and

the killing-a-gnat-with-a-

sledgehammer operation in

Panama. Imagine the

Keystone Kops with M-16s,

thrust into a country overrun

with drug smugglers, corrupt fascist thugs,

voodoo cults, CIA spooks, leprous beggars,

and the sort of freelance entrepreneurs-in-

sunglasses who have lifetime subscriptions

to Soldier of Fortune magazine. This is a

book that Hunter S. Thompson might have

written if he'd been a war correspondent.

The Korean War broke out the same year

I learned to read, and one of my favorite

uncles got a Silver Star for

knocking out a Chinese bunker

with hand grenades...so I've

always had, as it were, a warm
spot in my heart for that con-

flict. Forty-eight years ago, a

young Marine named Martin

Russ published a brilliant

account of his tour on the front

lines (The Last Parallel)-, lyrical,

sardonic, surreal. It's always

been on my Short List of great

first-person war books. Now
Russ has authored the defini-

tive account of the terrible Chosin Reservoir

campaign in the winter of 1950 (Breakout,

Penguin Books), when 400,000 Chinese

materialized out of the howling Manchurian

wilderness and came very close to annihilat-

ing an entire American army. When ques-

tioned about the possibility of collapse, one

Marine general snarled, "Retreat, hell! We're

just attacking in another direction!"

e.i.
"It is

# because

am what

I am, objection-

able though it may

seem to my critics,

that I win battles."

— General Orde
Wingate, quoted in

Fire in the Night

OPINION

TACTICAL COMBAT

IVIY WAR GONE BY

I

f Wingate's story rings with a certain Kipling-

esque romanticism, Anthony Loyd's account of

the Bosnian conflict (My War Gone By, I Miss It

So, Atlantic Monthly Press) is the literary equiva-

lent of a sucking chest wound. Loyd's in-your-

face evocation of Balkan insanity has the jagged

impact of a fist going through plate glass. His

prose has the

clarity and econ-

omy of Heming-

way's best war

reportage, but the

only other con-

temporary work

that comes to

mind as a com-

parison is

Michael Herr's

Dispatches, with

its hallucinatory

vision of the

Vietnam War as a

bad acid trip. Part

of My War's feverish power derives from the fact

that Tony Loyd is a confessed heroin addict who
can escape the drug only by thrusting himself into

combat and experiencing a commensurate adren-

aline high (most recently, he's been prowling

around in Chechnya). This is hardly pleasant

reading, but it is electric and unforgettable. Once

you've read it, you will never again accept the

"conventional wisdom" about the Balkan wars. It

is here, in these scorched pages.

Anthony Loyd

Traditionally, vacation reading is the

provenance of the Big Novels you never

have time to read during the rest of the

year. For swaggering, two-fisted adven-

ture, you can hardly do better than Stephen

Harrigan's The Gates of the Alamo (Knopf).

Harrigan's style is sometimes too self-

consciously "epic" and he relies too often

on convenient coincidence (but then, so do

War and Peace and Les

Miserables), but he brings

vividly to life such over-

mythologized characters as

Jim Bowie, David Crockett,

and William Travis (not to

mention the Mexican general

Santa Anna, who, like Satan

in Paradise Lost, steals the show every time

he rides into the narrative, twirling his

mustachios like Black Bart). And the cli-

mactic siege is rendered with enormous

gusto. I can't wait for the movie! PCG
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OPINION

The Mown on NASCAR 4

I
It's make-or-break time for this franchise, and the crucial

decisions are being made now.

I

'm going to go out on a limb here and pre-

dict that the entire racing sim genre as we
know it will be irrevocably changed this

November. The good folks at

Sierra Sports and Papyrus will

be releasing their highly antic-

ipated NASCAR Racing 4

toward the latter part of the

month, and it's going to be the

full meal deal that we've all

been waiting for.

Ever since those evil

geniuses at Papyrus got the

hardcore sim crowd hooked

on that impossibly sweet Grand Prix Legends

physics engine back in 1998, they've been

teasing us with the prospect of a similarly

powered NASCAR release.

Well, the teasing is over and Papyrus is

about to put out. NASCAR 4 will be much

more than just an attractively packaged

update to the original 1995 game engine (as

was the case with the franchise's previous

two incarnations). Advances in computing

power have finally allowed Papyrus to

unleash a full field of 43 Winston Cup

machines onto thirsty hard drives every-

where, with each vehicle slaved to the same

physics engine that helped elevate GPL to

exalted status with just about every serious

simmer on the planet.

GPL didn't sell that many

copies for Sierra, and this was

in part due to the absence of

any built-in adjustability to

scale back the sim's steep

learning curve. This, of course,

begs the question whether or

not the physics in NASCAR 4

will ultimately be compromised

in some way to make the sim

more commercially viable for

the "masses." For an answer to this question,

I went straight to Papyrus founder (and chief

evil genius) Dave Kaemmer to get out the

lowdown on N4's new driving model.

“NASCAR 4 uses the same physics

engine as GPL, but with some modifications

to the tire model to make it even more real-

istic.'' Kaemmer says. "That doesn't mean it

will be more difficult. There seems to be a

general belief that realism equals difficulty;

this just isn't true. NASCAR 4 is easier to

learn than GPL, mainly because the power

to weight ratio isn't as extreme, and the

courses are mostly ovals. However, it's just

as challenging for the expert— attaining the

right balance in the chassis to wring out the

last mile per hour is more critical on the

ovals, and car control skill is definitely

required to drive a balanced car on the limit.

In addition, with NASCAR, the races are

complicated by having to manage tire wear

and formulate pit stop strategies.''

Fair enough, but what about the scalabil-

ity (or the lack thereof) that contributed to

GPL's commercial demise? How will N4

address this? "There will be an arcade

physics mode which allows a beginner to

drive very fast and experience the fantasy of

driving a Winston Cup car without facing the

reality that it requires some skill," Kaemmer

says. "In the simulation mode, there will be a

number of driving aids that can be toggled

individually by the player; anti-lock brakes,

traction control, automatic shifting. For the

most part, we've found that people don't

really need these aids, even with the full sim."

Well I'm pumped. I've always maintained

that oval racing's user-friendly high banks

would offer a perfect environment to mate

Papyrus' advanced physics model with the

sticky-tired Fords and Chevys of NASCAR
racing. The prospect of simming a 3,500-

pound stocker that exhibits realistic body roll

and honest-to-goodness tire slip angles has

got my "seat-of-the-pants" muscles quivering

in anticipation. (Note to self— must spend

more time on the ButtMaster at the gym.)

N4 also looks ready to blow its predeces-

sors away on the graphics front. As

Kaemmer says, "The artists have really been

outdoing themselves, plus the new graphics

engine has a lot of capabilities that we've

been missing in the past (such as) reflections

and projected shadows. We are supporting

both D3D and OpenGL, since some cards do

better with GL." The visuals in N4 are

absolutely gobsmacking.

On another positive note, Kaemmer went

on to confirm that the infamous bug found in

previous NASCAR releases— where a conga

line of stationary AI cars would appear

whenever the track is partially blocked— has

finally been quashed once and for all. The

minimum system requirements for the sim

will be a P266 with 64MB RAM and a D3D-

or OpenGL-compatible graphics accelerator;

You owe it to yourself to get your system

upgraded. If it lives up to its billing, NASCAR

4 could very well offer a life-changing experi-

ence for racing fans of all stripes. BCG

Will the physics in

NASCAR 4 be

compromised to

make the sim more

commercially

viable for the

"masses"?
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Deus Ex
This is a massive game, especially when you consider there are often several ways to approach any problem.

Thankfully there's a good tutorial, and the first couple of actual missions are designed essentially to help you

get a grip on all your skills— computer hacking, lock picking, weaponry, navigation, exploration, and so on

— so we'll pick up our strategy where things start getting really interesting: when you learn your brother

Paul's in deep trouble. One note: this guide assumes you didn't kill Anna on the 747.

m
You'll eventually be captured, but by standing between the oncoming troops and taking out as many

UNATCO troops as you can, you'll save Paul's life. Alas, you'll end up in jad anyway.

HELL'S KITCHEN AND
BATTERY PARK

Contact Paul and go the Ton Hotel lobby

and prevent JoJo from hurting anyone.

Head to NSF headquarters and find the

HAZMAT suit on the first floor.

If you haven't done so yet, use skill

points to upgrade your computer skills

as much as possible — once you do that

you can hack any computer for which

you don't have login info.

Go to the third floor and don the HAZ-

MAT suit, access the security terminal

(TJEFFERSON and NEWREVOLUTION),

and open the hatch to the basement area.

Use hacking skills and lock picks to

work your way to the room with the

data cube, then head to the fifth floor.

Use the Riot Prod on every guard you

meet from the second floor up, align the

dishes (MCOLLINS and REVOLUTION),

and open the door to the Comm room

to send the message (NAPOLEON and

REVOLUTION).
Toss crates of TNT onto the lower floors

to aid your getaway.

There'll be a shootout at Paul's place: no

matter what you do, you'll eventually be

captured and wind up in jail, but a good

fight saves Paul's life.

When Daedalus opens the cell, run to

the desk to get the baton, smash the

crate for a Prod, then get access codes

from the data cube on the desk.

Hide under the desk and disable the

guard, then free Miguel (remember the

MedBot here).

Fight your way through the Robot

Maintenance room to the Armory; hack

the computer terminal upstairs to de-

activate the camera and guard bots to

collect your stuff. Now work your way

to the Medical Area, making a detour

into Nanotech to find out more about

Walt Simons and Greasels.

Find Paul by using the ventilation shaft

running from the area overlooking the

Karian (dino thingies). The exit is across

from the Command Center.

Be ready to fight like mad at UNATCO,

using the MedBot in the Medical Lab to

heal all wounds as necessary.

The kill phrase for Anna is "flatlander

woman," found on the computers in

Manderley's office and Anna and

Gunther's area (DEMIURGE and

ARCHON).
Use the Prod on Manderley to access

his computer.

HONG KONG
Go up the stairs on your left to enter the

unlocked office, hack the computer, and

disable all cameras.

Crouch down to open the vent and

begin exploring all the shafts; purge the

fuel (99871) to poison a slew of guards

in their barracks.

Head upstairs and open the left and

right lockers (not the middle one) to get

nanokeys, then finally locate a Security

Bot (near the vent under the desk) and

destroy it with a LAM.

Enter Flight Deck One and give Jock his

chopper; use a GEP or LAM on the sec-

ond Security Bot.

Exit to the elevator and go ahead and

t

-*

Take a good look at this little fellow — you II be

meeting more of his kind very soon.
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enter the Wan Chai Market.

Find the compound entrance guarded

by Gordon Quick.

Head to Tonnochi Road and find the

Queen's Tower Hotel and Maggie Chow.

After listening to her, go upstairs and

hack her computer (stun the maid) or

use MCHOW and INSURGENT to de-

activate cameras and open the doors.

Don't bother going to the police;

instead, go downstairs and enter 3444

on the elevator keypad to reach a con-

struction area.

Give the junkie 20 credits, find the data

cube, then return to the lobby and use

the computer terminal in a small room

to shut down turrets and cameras.

Return to Harriet and fight your way
through the wire door and into the

room with the Dragon's Tooth sword

(there's an elevator behind the hotel that

goes there too); use the computer termi-

nal (Chow's login) and then the keypad

(718 or multitools) to open the case.

Take the sword to Chen at the Lucky

Money, then wait for the MJ12 raid to

cool down before going to Gordon

Quick and finally meeting Tracer Tong.

Log on to a nearby computer before

going to Versalife.

Don't pay off Hundley— just read a

data cube on the floor near one of the

2nd-floor computers to get login info

and a temporary security code (6512)

for the elevators.

In the Lab, hang a left and take an ele-

vator up to disable cameras and guns

via the computer and get a nanokey to

the Augmentation Lab.

Go to the break room and conference

room on the other side of the lobby to

find the UC code (525), system login,

and password (MCHOW and DAMO-
CLES), and augmentation canister key-

pad code (5878).

You can also climb into the ventilation

shaft in the restroom across from the

break room to pick up a bonus.

Now go to the ROM room and find the

Augmentation Lab; use the computer

Use the elevator behind the Queen's Tower to sur-

prise the goons guarding the Dragon's Tooth sword.

and keypad to get the canisters, and if

you've found the right nanokey you can

let the Greasel out to raise some hell.

Install the canisters with Medbots and

head for the ROM room to upload.

Use the code Tong gave you to enter

Versalife's maintenance entrance on

Canal Road (get two bottles of wine

from Chen and Quick at the Lucky

Money first if you like) and jump down
the hatch.

Read the data cube on the floor, climb

the ladder, and get ready to face a big

bot and two guards in the hallway.

Use the code from the data cube on the

keypad and MJ12 and SECURITY on the

computer to disable cameras and open

the ramp so you can use a Scramble

grenade to make the guard Bots shoot

each other.

Don't worry about the trip lasers you'll

find; enter the room on the right at the

end of the hall and hack the computer

to open the Nanotech containers and

Raise Cascade Shutdown Console, then

logon as MCHOW and DAMOCLES at

the main computer to upload the virus

schematic and open the UC Chamber.

Turn around and go left and down a

ladder to the UC area and grab the aug-

mentation canisters (if you forgot to

open them on the computer, the codes

on the keypads are "01," "02," etc.).

Climb down the ladder on this level and

use the MedBot to heal yourself and

install those Augmentations, especially

the one that protects against biotoxins.

Here comes Maggie Chow— kill her

before she can spew her cliched lines.

Activate the UC destruction code on the

keypad, but be ready for Spiderbots.

Put on the HAZMAT suit you copped

off the Lab lady upstairs and dive into

one of the effluent tunnels to reach a

watery area; a tunnel with a Karkian in

it takes you to the canal— and Tong's

proclamation that the Illuminati are

involved (oh my!).

Head to the dock and use the ladder to

get to Wan Chai Market.

Go to the Lucky Money if you haven't

yet, then back to Tong's with the good

news and see Paul. Time to meet Jock....

BACK TO HELL'S KITCHEN
Fight or dodge the police to the bar (a

Cloaking Aug helps) to meet Filben and

Vinny the sailor.

If you have LAMs, use them to kill the

Security Bot before it chops Dowd to

bits; if not, sneak over to Smuggler's

and get some and then destroy it.

Go to the Free Clinic to use MedBots

and kill Greene after exposing him.

Find Dowd in a corner of the burned-

out Osgood storefront (watch out for

those troops hiding in the shadows).

Don't board the chopper without those

LAMs in hand!
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BROOKLYN NAVAL YARD
Use the grate Jock mentions to gain

entry. If you talked to Virrny, you're cool

with the Marine guards.

Open the gate with the nanokey and kill

the guard to get a LAM and shotgun.

Head right to overhear info on the con-

trol valve, then get into the Base

Commander's building and thoroughly

explore all areas.

Toss a Scramble grenade into the ammu-

nition storage building to get the two

Guard Bots shooting each other, then toss

a LAM between them to finish them off.

Return to the building where you over-

heard the conversation (featuring a blue

"Submarine Warfare Division" sign) and

enter it.

Enter the office to the left and disable

the cameras and find the data cube in

the bathroom.

Examine the desk to find data cubes

and a nanokey for the trailer trucks.

Use the code 2249 to get into the office

with the security terminal (USFEMA and

SECURITY) and Disable Perimeter Bots.

Leave the office and turn left immediately

to disable more warehouse cameras

(USFEMA and SECURITY again), enter

the trucks for goodies, then use Cloaking

to roam the warehouse and kill/disable

guards with a silent weapon like the

Sword or Prod.

Running low on BioElectric power?

Enter the building across from the Base

Commander to find a RepairBot— just

fill 'er up and make another foray as the

Invisible Man with that badass sword

into the SWD building and the yard

behind it.

Don't miss the ammo high on boxes

above the office where you found the

data cube in the bathroom.

With guards pretty much gone from the

perimeter, return to the Ammo Storage

building and head for the office — hit the

three buttons to reveal mucho weapons.

Now return to the SWD building and

find the stairs leading to the crane, first

picking the lock to the shed with the

valve and turning it. Use 0909 to enter

the crane building.

Enter the receptionist's office and read

the data cubes to get codes, listening

to what he says about the ramp key,

then deactivate the cameras with the

security computer.

Use code 6655 (found in a locker near

the office) to raise the ramp.

Kill the guards on the dock and climb the

ramp: remember, you need at least five

LAMs or heavy rockets to sink the ship,

but don't sweat too much— there are

plenty of LAMs lying around topside in

case you used too many in the naval yard.

You've got to go below decks, but first

you should move up and clear out the

lower decks and head

toward the bridge.

Look for data cubes and

find the nanokey for Below

Decks; from SickBay go

through the vent grate and

find important data cubes

and other treasures.

Head to the Armory to

stock up on ammo and

weapons (if you don't have

enough multitools, go to

the Upper Deck and get

the code you need from

the Captain's Quarters

(keypad 65678).

Explore the room

beside it for more stuff

you'll need, then head over

to the Electronics Lab and finally to the

Upper Deck.

Scour the Command Center for data

cubes and enter the Captain's Quarters

if you haven't already, then enter Ops

(83353) before heading belowdeck by

using the nanokey on the bulkhead at

the bottom of the stairs.

It's a good idea to clear out as many foes

as possible so you can focus on finding

the five weak spots for your explosives.

Start with the east wall of the

Helicopter Bay, then go west to the

Control Center then North to the

Electrical Room spot. Go west until a

dead end, then south and turn east to

reach the Bilge room.

Here you must blow the hull and use the

computer to reverse the bilge pump flow.

Head to the Boiler Room and blow the

last two sections (you'll have to toss a

LAM over a wall to hit the one on the

south wall).

Go back the way you entered and head

for the west end of the dock.

Ride the elevator up and hit the crane

boom button, then ride down and take

the ladder up to the roof.

Cross the catwalk (there are more spider-

bots beyond the door) and climb up the

ladder to the ventilation shaft. If the grate

hasn't been blown open yet, do it now.

Scour the crypt after talking to Dowd to

locate all sorts of items; move the stone

lids on the coffins to find more stuff and

an exit out to the graveyard.

Toss in a LAM or use an explosive pro-

jectile in the Janitor's room to destroy

the EM field. Plenty of MJ12 troops

arrive, so get to the chopper fast.
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You'll face quite a few of these wicked-looking fellows when you return to Versalife. Surprisingly, a

whack with the sword can kill them — if you're good and if you can get this close first by Cloaking.
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PARISIAN CATACOMBS
Pick the lock on the shed to get the code

for the lift.

At the bottom, go up a flight of stairs to

find Aimee to get the password to the

large door.

Grab the HAZMAT suit near the door

and put it on before entering.

Find the RepairBot to recharge, and use

some augs for healing and environmen-

tal protection.

Descend the ladder, kill the Greasels,

and return to Aimee to learn where

rockets are stored.

Head through the sewers to another

ladder to reach the compound leading

to the catacombs (grab a couple of lock-

picks along the way).

If you have some credits and need

weapons, go to the Metro area to meet

Defoe and kill the guards to get cut

rates; there's a MedBot down here as

well. Otherwise just break the boards in

back to enter the catcacombs.

Use the map to navigate and work your

way east and south to Bunker 1, moving

the conspicuous brick near a barrel of

fire to open the entrance.

Find Chad to learn of the prisoners in

Bunker 3, then pick the nearby cabinet

to get the Blast Door key.

Use the key on the door and head

downstairs (Tong says its "another

WWII bunker"). Cloak if possible and

disable the guards.

Find the cross near the laser trip wires

and disable everything: this is the path

the hostages will take.

Enter and expect much defense here,

and when it’s clear, head to the guard

area to find a nanokey, data cube, and

other treats.

Return to pick the lock on the stone

door near the guard area to free the

hostages and escort them to Chad.

Head for the sewers, using the key you

found earlier to open the door.

The streets are crawling with cops and
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Toss a LAM over the wall here to blow up a weak- This woman in the catacombs has the pass code for

ened section in the Bilge Room. the radiation area. Use the RepairBot for energy.

bots; if possible use the Cloaking Aug
and the Thermo-optic suit to move

around until they expire, or fight and

sneak your way to the restaurant near

the Metro entrance.

Talk to Jaime to get Gunther's killphrase

("Laputan machine") and go to the diner

to acquire the security station login; the

hostess tells you that Nicolete might be

at the La Porte de L'Enfer.

Go into the kitchen to find a data cube,

then find a way across the street. Try this:

open the front door and use a sniper rifle

to pick off an MJ12 trooper. That will lure

a few cops to the door to be terminated.

Repeat until the streets are less full of

humans, then head for the rear entrance,

take down more cops to clear the path to

the security terminal, snipe the guards at

the security building, and sneak in and

disable the bots.

Find the street sweeper to learn of Ren-

ault and go to the hostel (behind the club);

you might need the credits from the zyme

you steal to get stuff in the club (pick the

lock to an upstairs room to get credits and

the passcode for more money).

Steal the zyme and see Renault — then

Prod him and his buddy.

Chase down the bartender and he'll tell

you of weapons at Number 11 (the apart-

ment with the green light near the hostel).

Go to the front entrance of the club. If

you're short on credits, break in through

the grate under the cig machine, other-

wise pay the man and get a key.

Talk to Camille and get loads of info

about folks; pay Cassandra for the code

to the vault.

Go upstairs to meet the "young woman"

and arrange a meeting with Nicolette

behind the club.

CHATEAU AND CATHEDRAL
Enter through the back and use the

dumbwaiter in the kitchen to enter Beth

DuClare's bedroom.

Move the painting to find a nanokey

(take the other one here too) and a data

cube; find the nanokey to Nicolette's

bedroom behind a vase in the bathroom.

Go to the cellar and move the cande-

labra to reveal the passage to the com-

puter room — use a baton or crowbar

to smash boards to reach it.

Grab anything you might need that's

here (including the Aug canisters) then

use the computer to contact Everett and

receive the crypt key from Nicole.

Be prepared for MJ12 Commandos in

the maze leading to the crypt.

Leave the sewer and climb into the aban-

doned building to your left, then scale the

fallen beam to find the gate key (try snip-

ing the Commando from here).
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Lure cops into the restaurant and take them out

one at a time — and avoid the Bots if you can.

Open the gate and decide whether to

fight it out or sneak in: if you choose the

former, a good idea is to disable the

alarm sounder by the glass case con-

taining the sniper rifle and security ter-

minal on the left, then shoot the glass

and head back to the gate and let foes

come to you.

After crossing the bridge you need to pick

your way into the first doorway on the

left, but check the right door.

Return to the door on the left and talk

to the cook to find the security terminal.

Follow his directions to a landing with

an open room on the right and stairs on

the left: go left to find a room guarded

by a Woman in Black — you need the

crucial data cube here to hack the secu-

rity terminal.

Return to the landing and enter the room

with a security keypad and vault; use the

data cube codes you just found to get in.

Go down the stairs to meet Gunther

and use the killphrase.

To talk to Simons, hack the computer

here and check the display.

Return to the landing, go downstairs, and

use the data cube code to open a vault.

Disable the control panel to eliminate

the trip wires — the gold Everett

wanted is here. If the cameras haven't

been disabled watch out for turret fire.

Leave for the metro and allow yourself

to be led to Everett.

Think of creative ways of using these TNT crates

that someone has left lying around. Does this help?

Run downstairs past the aquariums and

talk to Alex, then on to Everett for your

next assignment.

pn the way out you can talk to Carmela to

learn about Lucious Debeers— go to the

bathroom, slide the mirror, pick the lock,

and find DeBeers (read the data cube here

for Morpheus info).

Return to Everett, then back to DeBeers

and tell him Everett is on his way.

Go to the room adjoining Alex's com-

puter system and use the code to see

Morpheus, a prototype AI with plenty to

say. Leave for the helipad.

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE
Roam the roof sniping as many guards as

you can before entering the building.

Toss LAMs or, even better. Scramble

grenades to destroy the Bots.

In the stairwell, use an EMP grenade to

disable the camera, then dash in and

hack the security terminal.

Take the elevator to the Main Level and

take out the guards and the MIB, then

ride up to the Cohtrol Level and repeat

as necessary.

Go straight out of the elevator and

descend the stairs to activate the inter-

nal backup power and talk to Stephanie

Maxwell for the "backdoor" codes (if

she's not here they're COMMAND and

ZEBRA42); use them on the Main Level

to de-activate cameras and turrets.

Don't get fancy and try

to use the turrets to kill

guards because there are

other scientists here.

Advance to the lobby,

open the vent grate, and

crawl through the shaft to

a new room.

Find another grate and

go outside and retrieve a

biocell; return to the lobby.

Enter the hallway beside

the desk to find guards out-

side the Hazard Lab. Put on

a HAZMAT suit and enter

the lab (disable the electrical

power before diving in) to
From this vantage point, up above you can pick off the guards that are

patrolling the rear of the gas station.
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After activating the bridge, head below and stack

crates to climb up to it.

find another HAZMAT suit, an Aug, and

Thermo-optic camo.

Hopefully you dealt with most of the

guards and at least a Bot or two before

now. Your best bet is to return to the

roof and attack from above because you

can avoid return fire quite easily, but it's

still gonna be rough.

When it's over, go to the Comm build-

ing and find a scientist, then down the

hatch into the tunnels.

The login info is TUNNELOl and

OMEGA2A.
After passing through the first contami-

nated room, kill the spiderbots and

jump down to reach a control room and

activate the bridge, then stack boxes

until you can climb to the bridge.

Do it again to get to the next level and

find the Control Room nanokey.

Talk to Carter and Savage, then get past

the electrical arcs in the back hallway

and disable the electrical panel.

* Take the lift upstairs and disable the

other electrical panel before logging

onto Milnet. Enjoy Bob Page's rant

before leaving for the gas station where

Tiffany is being held.

Talk to the bums to get a nanokey and

info, then locate the nearby sleeping

bum for another nanokey.

Use the sewer entrance and climb the

ladder, disable the patrolling guard,

then sneak behind the gas station and

onto the rocks.

* Start sniping guards and dogs, but

don't kill the Commandos in front of the

building where she's being held;

instead, go to the front near the pumps

and pick them off from there.

Alternatively, try sneaking onto the roof

of the gas station, jumping to the

garage, and down the ladder into the

room where Tiffany is.

There's a MIB and guard just outside,

and if you didn't take down the

Commandos, you've got even more

trouble waiting for you.

From here it's on the submarine — and

shortly thereafter the climax to the

game. Good luck! ppk
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Thief Gold: Dark Projct 11/99 $17.95

Title Release

7th Guest 09/97

Blair Witch Episode 1 08/00

Blair Witch Episode 2 1 0/00

Blair Witch Episode3 11/00

Dark Side Moon w/Book 08/99

Dracula:The Resurrection 05/00

Price

$8.95

$27.95

$27.95

$27.95

$39.95

$39.95

‘STAR TREK: ELITE FORCE’ This

1st game based on Star Trek

Voyager pits players against a mul-

titude of Star Trek enemies, includ-

ing the relentless Borg and never-

before-seen aliens, in intense sin-

gle-player and multiplayer combat

missions.

Activision (Action)

Release:9/00

PC CD ^££££7
Tomb Raider 4 12/99 $28.95 Gabriel Knight 3 11/99 $29.95

Tomb Raider 5 11/00 $33.95 Indy Jones Infrnl Mchne 11/99 $39.95

Tomb Raider Lost Artfct 03/00 $17.95 Inherent Evil Hntd Htl 12/99 $14.95

Tomb2/Total Bundle 10/99 $14.95 Jack Orlando 05/00 $39.99

Unreal Gold Bundle 03/00 $27.95 Jewels Oracle 2 01/99 $19.95

Unreal Tournament 11/99 $29.95 Journeyman Prjct Trlgy 05/99 $34.95

X-Com Alliance 10/00 $42.95 King's Quest Collection 11/99 $14.95

Title Release Price

Last Express 04/97 $12.95

Light Bringer 02/00 $18.95

Lotus Spring 02/00 $24.95

Muppet Treasure Island 08/96 $35.99

Myst 2 w/Hint Book 08/99 $12.95

Myst2:Riven 11/97 $27.95

Nocturne 10/99 $28.95

Omikron: Nomad Soul 11/99 $26.95

Outcast 08/99 $22.95

Prince of Persia 3D 09/99 $18.95

Queen: The Eye 01/00 $36.99

Quest for Glory 5 12/98 $19.95

Quest for Karma 03/00 $19.99

Riana Rouge 01/98 $18.95

Riddle Master Lu 10/95 $3.95

Riddle of the Sphinx 04/00 $28.95

Safecracker 02/00 $19.95

Scooby-Doo:Myst Fun Pk 10/99 $18.95

SoulBringer 05/00 $34.95

Star Trek: Vulcan Fury 01/00 $44.95

Starship Titanic DVD 08/99 $38.95

Tender Loving Care 06/99 $24.99

The Crystal Key 02/00 $18.95

The Forgotten 02/00 $18.95

Under Kllng Moon w/Book 11/94 $8.95

Wheel of Time 11/99 $28.95

XFile Adv Gme&Movie Bndl07/99 $32.95

X-Files Adventure Game 06/98 $19.95

Y2K The Game 01/00 $14.95

PC: SPORTS HINT BOOKS COMPUTER GAMES: SIMULATION

APBA Baseball 5 08/99 $42.99 Daikatana 03/00 $16.99 1943 Euro Air War 11/98 $28.95 Harley-Dvdsn's Race Am 01/00 $18.95

10/99 $19.99 Half Life Oppsing Frc 12/99 $17.99 3D Railroad Master 10/98 $49.99 Jane's F/A-18 01/00 $34.95

10/99 $34.99 Messiah OSS 11/99 $19.99 AMA Superbike 09/99 $34.99 Jane's USAF 10/99 $36.95

10/99 $19.99 Quake 3 Arena 12/99 $17.99 Apollo 18 03/99 $35.95 Jet Fighter 3 Classic 10/99 $14.99

10/99 $28.95 System Shock 2 09/99 $17.99 Armored Fist 3 10/99 $17.95 Jet Fighter 4 04/00 $39.95

03/98 $19.99 Tomb Raider 4 12/99 $12.99 ATF Gold 03/97 $12.95 Jungle/Desert Strike 07/95

$14.95 Pharaoh 12/99 $17.99 B-17 Flying Fortress 2 11/00 $36.95 Luftwaffe Commander 12/98 $24.95

12/99 $14.95 Anachronox 02/00 $17.99 Battlecruiser Millenium 06/00 $44.95 Ml Tank Platoon 3 04/00 $42.99

03/00 $14.95 Asheron's Call OSS 02/00 $17.99 Castrol Honda Sbike 2000 09/99 $24.95 MechWarrior 3 06/99 $18.95

Championship Mgr 3 03/00 $39.95 Crusaders Might Magic 01/00 $17.99 Colin McRae Rally 04/00 $28.95 MechWarrior 3 Exp Pk 12/99 $22.95

03/00 $19.95 Deus Ex 03/00 $17.99 Comanche 4 04/00 $38.99 MechWarrior 4 11/00 $44.95

03/00 $35.95 Diablo 2 OSG 05/00 $17.99 Curse You! Red Baron 12/99 $9.95 Mig Alley

FI 2000 03/00 $37.95 EverQuest OSG 04/99 $16.99 Deep Fighter 06/00 $44.99 Mobil 1 Rally Champ 03/00 $26.95

03/99 $18.95 EverQuest:Ruins Kunark 04/00 $17.99 Destroyer Command 12/00 $42.95 MS CFS Battle Midway 08/99 $28.95

02/00 $24.95 Nox 03/00 $17.99 Dirt Track Racing 12/99 $19.95 MS Combat Flight Sim 11/98 $29.99

04/00 $18.95 Planescape Torment OSG 03/00 $17.99 F/A 18 Hornet/Korea Bndl 09/98 $28.95 MS Flight Sim 2000 10/99 $38.95

03/00 $35.95 B-17 Flying Fortress 2 03/00 $17.99 F/A-18E Super Hornet 03/00 $38.95 MS Flight Sim 2000 PE 10/99 $59.95

03/00 $39.95 Delta Force 2 OSG 12/99 $17.99 F-16 /MiG 29 Bundle 10/98 $24.95 MSCombatWingsOver China01/00$28.95

05/99 $24.99 MechWarrior 3 Exp. Pak 02/00 $17.99 F-22 ADF/ Red Sea Bndl 12/98 $9.95 Nascar 2000 03/00 $36.95

Links LS 2000 10/99 $38.95 Mechwarrior 3 06/99 $16.99 F-22 Lightning 3 05/99 $18.95 Nascar Accleration Pack 04/00 $39.95

Links LS 2000 10-Crs Pk 02/00 $18.95 Age of Empires 2 11/99 $17.99 Falcon 4.0 wBinder 12/98 $18.95 NASCAR Legends 11/99 $32.95

$18.95 Heroes MM3 Shadow DeathO3/00 $17.99 FLY! II 04/00 $28.95 Nations Fighter Command 12/99 $24.95

NBA Basketball 2001 08/00 $42.99 Homeworld 10/99 $12.99 Fly! MegaScnry P Nwest 02/00 $19.99 Need Speed 5: Porsche Un.03/00 $37.95

NHL Championship 2001 07/00 $42.99 Majesty 03/00 $17.99 Flying Heroes 04/00 $28.95 Panzer Elite 12/99 $34.95

Offcl Frmla 1 Rcng 99 03/00 $22.95 Railroad Tycoon 2 12/98 $19.99 Flying Nightmares 2 09/00 $39.95 Privateer 3

02/00 $19.95 Roller Coaster Tycoon 12/99 $17.99 ftrovfel « mm mu R/C Pilot 02/99 $99.99

Tiaer Woods PGA Tour Clln09/99 $28.95 Star Trek Armada OSG 05/00 $17.95 Grand Prix 500 03/00 $28.95 Red Baron/AIOTnk Kir 10/96 $4.95

Triple Play 2001 03/00 $38.95 The Sims 03/00 $17.99 Grand Prix Legends 10/98 $18.95 Redline 03/99 $8.95

Trophy Buck 3D 10/99 $19.99 Warcraft 2 Battle.net 10/99 $12.99
SONY PLAYSTATION

Silent Hunter 2 10/00 $44.95

Starsiege 03/99 $14.95

Steel Beasts 07/00 $42.95

SU-27 Flanker 2 11/99 $36.95

SU-27 Flnkr 2 Add-On 05/00 $28.95

Super Bike 2000 02/00 $35.95

Test Drive 6 12/99 $28.95

Test Drive Le Mans 03/00 $38.95

Tie Fightr Coll 11/95 $19.95

Tuskegee Fighters 03/00 $28.95

Ulti. Race. Series 3 03/00 $17.95

Ultim. Fligh. Ser 4 02/00 $17.95

Ultimate Flight Srs 3 02/99 $17.95

WW II Fighters 11/98 $18.95

X-Wing Alliance 03/99 $24.95

X-Wing Collector's Srs 06/98 $29.99

‘B-17 FLYING FORTRESS 2: THE

MIGHTY 8TH’ Command the

supreme daylight bomber of World

War II. Master each of the 10 crew

member roles. Navigate accurately

across Europe. Locate and bomb

strategic targets, and defend the

plane from furious enemy attacks.

Breathtaking air combat sequences

through photorealistic terrain

makes it all feel incredibly real.

Microprose (Simulation)

COMPUTER GAMES: HARDWARE

‘TENCHU 2: BIRTH OF

THE ASSASSINS’ You play

one of 2 ninjas. You must

avenge your ninja master's

death. Fight in 20 missions,

each in different venues

and against several differ-

ent enemies. Use stealth,
|

cunning, ninja magic, invis-
j

ibility and all of your ninja I

abilities to defeat the evil |

assassins of Lord Gohda.

Activision (Fighting)

Release: 8/00

PSX

TENCHU
mu ii tit hussiis

0

10/00 $76.95

09/00 $39.95

09/00 $49.95

08/00 $39.95

08/00 $42.95

11/00 $39.95

09/00 $32.95

11/00 $42.95

08/00 $39.95

‘MARIO TENNIS’ Join

Mario, Bowser, Boo & over

a dozen other characters

as they take to the courts

for friendly games of ten-

nis. Each character uses

different attributes to

defeat their opponents.

Modes of play include

exhibition & tournament.

Up to 4 can battle simulta-

neously.

Nintendo (Sports)

Release: 8/00

N64

Arc the Lad Collection

Army Men Air Attack 2

Breath of Fire 4

Chrono Cross

Colin McRae Rally 2

Crash Bash

Destrctn Derby 3 Raw

Driver 2

Ducati Motor Racing

Duke Nukem Planet Babes 06/00 $39.95

ECW Anarchy Rulez 08/00 $38.95

Evil Dead Hail King 10/00 $38.95

FIFA Soccer 2001 10/00 $39.95

Final Fantasy 9 11/00 $49.95

HBO Boxing 10/00 $39.95

Hogs of War 07/00 $29.95

Knockout Kings 2001 10/00 $39.95

Koudelka 06/00 $39.95

Legacy Kain Soul Rvr 2 09/00 $42.95

Legend of Dragoon 06/00 $39.95

Legend of Mana 06/00 $39.95

Lunar 2:Eternal Blue 07/00 $69.95

Madden FB 2001 08/00 $39.95

March Madness 2001 11/00 $39.95

Medal of Honor 2 10/00 $39.95

Ms. PacMan Maze Madnessl 0/00 $39.95

NASCAR 2001 09/00 $39.95

NCAA FB 2001 07/00 $39.95

NFL Game Day 2001 08/00 $39.95

NHL Face Off 2001 08/00 $39.95

PSX Dual Shock Asstd Clrsll/98 $28.95

PSX Memory Card 09/95 $14.95

PSX System 06/98 $109.95

Parasite Eve 2 09/00 $39.95

Power Spike Volleyball 10/00 $39.95

Spiderman 08/00 $39.95

Sydney 2K Olympics 08/00 $39.95

Threads of Fate 07/00 $39.95

Tony Hawks Pro Skatr 2 09/00 $39.95

Torneko The Last Hope 09/00 $44.95

Valkyrie Profile 08/00 $44.95

Vanguard Bandits 06/00 $39.95

WWF Smackdown 2 10/00 $42.95

World is Not Enough 11/00 $39.95

X Men 3D Mutant Academy07/00 $39.95

NINTENDO 64

Cruisin' Exotica 10/00 $52.95

FI Championship 09/00 $39.95

Hey You Pikachu 11/00 $82.95

Indy Racing League 2K 06/00 $39.95

Kirby 64 Crystal Shards 06/00 $49.95

Legend Zelda Majora Mask11/00 $59.95

Madden FB 2001 09/00 $49.95

Mario Tennis 08/00 $49.95

N64 Controller Asstd.CIrs 10/96 $26.95

N64 System Asstd. Colors 03/00 $99.95

NFL Blitz 2001 09/00 $54.95

Ogre Battle 3 08/00 $56.95

Pokemon Puzzle League 09/00 $49.95

Ready 2 Rumble Boxng 2 11/00 $52.95

Turok Shadow Oblivion 08/00 $49.95

Controllers

CH F-16 Combtstk USB Dec-99 $69.95

CH Flight Sim Yoke Apr-99 $84.95

CH Gamepad USB Apr-99 $24.95

CH Pro Pedals USB Jun-00 $99.95

GUIL DUAL ANALOG GP Jun-00 $21.95

GUIL FERRARI RACE W Jun-00 $49.95

Gravs PC Gm Pd Pro USBMar-99 $19.95

Grvs Xterm Dig Pad USB Jan-00 $39.95

Guil Force Feed Back Jun-00 $79.95

Guillemot FF Reg Whl Apr-00 $1 1 9.95

Guil FF Yoke W\Ped Jun-00 $1 69.95

Intrct Hmmrhd FX Frc Pd Apr-00 $44.95

Ltech WMan Frmla Frc GPJul-00 $129.95

Ltech WingMan Attack Nov-99 $29.95

Ltech WingMan Ext Dig 3DNov-99$34.95

Ltech WingMan Frc 3D Jun-00 $59.95

Ltech WingMan Prec GmpdJul-00 $9.95

MS SW FF Wheel USB Jun-00 $1 39.95

MS Sidewinder Standard Jun-99 $29.95

MS SideWndr GPad Pro Oct-99 $34.95

Razer Boomslang 2000 Feb-00 $99.95

Saitek Cyborg 2000 Jstk Apr-99 $24.95

Saitek Cyb 3D Dig Stck GldJun-00$49.95

Saitek GM2 Pad & MouseMar-00 $39.95

Saitek R100 Racing Whl Dec-99 $45.95

Saitek X36 CS USB Mar-00 $99.95

TM Nscr Pro Dig Reg WhlDec-99 $62.95

TM Top Gun Platinum Apr-99 $19.95

Thrust Afterburner FFB Nov-00 $79.95

Thrust NASCAR CH PED Feb-00 $42.95

Thrust Top Gun USB May-00 $29.95

Sound Cards

Dmd Monster MX400 Feb-00 $74.95

Fortissimo Sound Card Nov-99 $45.95

Sound Blaster Live Plat Jan-00 $179.95

Sound Blstr Lv X-Gamer Oct-99 $94.95

Soundblaster MP3+ Jan-00 $89.95

TBeach Montego 2 Qdzlla Jul-99 $99.95

Video Cards

3D Prophet 3DDR Jun-00 $299.95

3Dfx Voodoo 3 3000 PCI Oct-99 $134.95

3Dfx Voodoo3 3000 AGP Apr-99 $139.95

3Dfx Voodoo3 3500 Sep-99 $1 89.95

3dfx V5 5500 PCI Jun-00 $289.95

3dfx Voodoo 5 5000 AGPJun-00 $229.95

3dfx Voodoo 5 6000 AGPJun-00 $599.95

Creative 3D Blstr Anntr 2May-00 $299.95

Diam S 3 S540 Savage Jan-00 $89.95

Elsa Gladiac GeForce2 Jun-00 $329.95

Gllmt Maxi Gmr Xntr 32 Nov-99 $189.95

Hercules 3D Proph 32 Jul-00 $349.95

Hercules 3D Proph 64 Jul-00 $399.95

Voodoo5 5500 AGP Jun-00 $289.95

DREAMCAST
Aero Wings 2 Airstrike

Castlevania Resurrectn

Dreamcast System

Ecco the Dolphin

Half Life Online

Phantasy Star Online

08/00 $46.95 Power Stone 2 08/00 $44.95

09/00 $46.95 Quake 3 Arena Online 09/00 $49.95

09/99 $1 99.95 Sega Sports NBAor NFL 2K1 1 0/00$49.95

08/00 $44.95 Sonic Shuffle 11/00 $46.95

09/00 $46.95 Tokyo Extreme Racer 2 08/00 $46.95

09/00 $49.95 WWF Royal Rumble 08/00 $44.95
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Hot Deals!
Master of Orion 2 PC $ 9.95

Spaceward Ho! 4 PC $ 4.95

Daikatana PC $28.95
Unreal Tournament PC $29.95

www.chipsbits.com

or call 1-800-699-4263
Source Code 11300

COMPUTER GAMES: STRATEGY

1602 AD 02/00 $28.95 Commandos 2 06/00 $34.99

1830 RR/Rbbr Baron 04/95 $19.99 Conquer the World 10/97 $12.95

Age of Empires 10/97 $24.95 Crusaders Mght&Magic 12/99 $36.95

Age of Empires 2 09/99 $39.95 Cutthroats 09/99 $26.95

Age of Empires Gold Ed 04/99 $32.95 Dark Reign 2 06/00 $35.95

Age of Emprs Rise Rme 11/98 $24.95 Dark Reign W/Mission Pk 02/00 $12.95

Age of Wonders 11/99 $29.95 Dawn of War 03/00 $24.95

Air Mogul 04/00 $19.95 Diplomacy 12/99 $39.95

Alpha Cen Planetar Pk 03/00 $37.95 Disciples 2:Dark Prph 09/00 $39.95

Alpha Centauri 02/99 $34.95 Disciples: Sacred Lands 10/99 $29.95

Alpha Cntri Alien Crssfre 10/99 $24.95 Dogs of War 07/00 $38.95

Armies Of Armageddon 03/00 $39.95 Dune 2000 09/98 $14.95

Army Men 3 10/99 $24.95 Dungeon Keeper 2 06/99 $37.95

Army Men Air Attack 03/00 $39.95 Earth 2140 10/97 $12.95

Army Men Freedom Pck 01/00 $28.95 Earth 2150 05/00 $38.95

Axis & Allies 09/98 $17.95 Emergency Room 2 03/99 $19.95

Axis & Allies Iron Blitz 11/99 $25.95 Fleet Command 05/99 $29.95

Battlecrser 3000 AD V2 12/98 $14.95 Force 21 08/99 $24.95

Battlecruiser 3020 AD 07/00 $42.99 Force Commander 03/00 $39.95

r i'+rs j nmr-

‘REACH FOR THE STARS' A turn-

based game of exploration, colo-

nization & conquest, this all-new

game builds upon the foundation

created by its legendary predeces-

sor. More than 30 preset scenarios,

superior Al, 16 unique species, a

diplomatic system, network play, a

powerful scenario editor and tacti-

cal combat with control over fleet

formations, attack/defensive orders

and standing orders.

Mindscape (Strategy)

Release: 9/00

PC CD

Battles of Destiny 11/92 $3.95 Frontier Land 05/00 $42.99

C & C Red Alert 11/96 $14.95 Ground Control 05/00 $42.95

C&C 2 Tiber Sun Pltmn 08/99 $51.95 Hero MM Millenium Ed 12/99 $38.95

C&C 2: Tiberian Sun 08/99 $37.95 Hero MM3 Armgddn Bladel 0/99 $24.95

C&C Gold Bundle 11/98 $17.95 Heroes M&M 2 Gold 12/98 $18.99

C&C Gold W95 02/97 $14.99 Heroes MM3 Shadow Death03/00$38.95

C&C2 Firestorm 03/00 $25.95 Heroes of M & M 3 03/99 $27.95

Caesar 3 10/98 $17.95 Hollywood Mogul v2.5 12/97 $28.95

Civ 2 Test of Time 08/99 $24.95 Homeworld 09/99 $32.95

Civilization 3 05/00 $39.95 Homeworld:Cataclysm 06/00 $28.95

Civilztn Call to Powr 04/99 $24.95 Imperial Conquest 03/00 $42.95

Cmmndos:Bynd Call Duty 04/99 $19.95 Imperialism 2 04/99 $18.95

Colonization W95 06/99 $7.95 Imperium Galactica 2 03/00 $38.95

Title Release Price Title Release Price

Invictus 02/00 $34.95 Starship Diplomacy 06/00 $42.99

Jag Allc 2:Unfsh Busness 05/00 $29.99 Stellar Frontier 03/00 $38.95

Kingdom Under Fire 09/00 $36.95 Sudden Strike 04/00 $34.95

Legend of the Five Rings 05/00 $42.99 TA:Kingdoms-lron Plague 03/00 $19.95

Magic & Mayhem 05/99 $28.95 Tanktics 12/99 $17.95

Majesty 03/00 $38.95 The Sims 02/00 $37.95

Master of Orion 2 11/96 $9.95 Total Annhltn Kingdoms 06/99 $23.95

MechCommander 2 04/00 $48.99 Total Annihilation 10/97 $8.95

MechCommd Gold 09/99 $28.95 Total Annihilation 2 12/00 $39.95

Metal Fatigue 05/00 $37.95 Total Annltn Cr Ctgcy 04/98 $19.95

Mind Rover 03/00 $44.95 Total War 01/99 $18.95

Myth 2 vl.1 01/99 $25.95 Totl Annhltn Bttl Tctcs 08/98 $17.95

Myth: Total Codex 11/99 $17.95 Tycoon Collection 01/00 $34.99

Noble Armada 04/00 $39.95 Tzar 03/00 $37.95

Pharoah 11/99 $32.95 Ulit. Strat Series 02/00 $17.95

Railroad Tycoon 2 Gld 09/99 $32.95 Ultimate Sci-Fi Series 03/00 $17.95

Reach for Stars 03/00 $37.95 Ultimate Sim Series 03/00 $17.95

Risk 2 03/00 $32.95 Uprising 2 12/98 $19.99

Roller Coaster Tycoon 03/99 $24.95 Wages of War W95 11/96 $6.95

Roller Cstr Tcy Exp Pk 11/99 $17.95 Wall Street Trader 2K 01/00 $28.95

Ruthless.com 11/98 $2.95 War at Sea Coll 06/99 $12.95

Sea Dogs 04/00 $39.99 Warcraft 2 12/95 $18.95

Sett 3W/ Mission 2 10/99 $32.95 WarCraft 2 Battle.net Ed 10/99 $18.95

Settlers 2 Gold 04/97 $19.99 Warcraft 3 08/00 $44.95

Settlers 3 Mission 2 10/99 $22.95 Warcraft Battle Chest 11/96 $17.95

Settlers 3 Ultimate Coll 05/00 $39.95 Warcraft Orc/Humns 11/94 $9.95

Settlers 3 w/MD 1 10/99 $22.95 Wargames 07/98 $19.99

Settlers 4 11/00 $42.95 Wargasm 01/99 $24.99

Seven Kingdms Anc Adv 06/98 $34.99 Warhmmr 40K Chs Gate 11/98 $19.95

Seven Kingdoms 12/97 $35.99 Warhmmr 40K Rites War 07/99 $37.95

Seven Kingdoms 2 10/99 $18.95 Warlords 3 08/97 $8.95

Shadow Company 10/99 $18.95 Warlords 4 09/00 $42.95

Shadow Watch 04/00 $38.95 Warlords Battlecry 06/00 $42.95

Shadowpact 03/00 $39.99 Warlrds 3 Drk Lrd Rsg 08/98 $37.99

Sim Mania pack 03/00 $17.95 Warwind 2 11/97 $12.99

SimCity 3000 01/99 $38.95 Warzone 2100 04/99 $14.95

Simlsle 09/95 $14.95 Wooden Ship Iron Mn 10/96 $29.99

Sovereign 09/00 $49.99 World of Combat 2000 09/98 $24.95

Spaceward Ho! 4 10/96 $4.95 World of Swrd Steel 01/98 $19.95

Star Trek DS 9 Dominion 09/00 $42.95 Worldcraft Pro 02/00 $39.99

Star Trek SFC Neutral 03/00 $39.95 Worms 2 01/98 $18.95

Star Trk Armada 03/00 $39.95 Worms Armageddon 06/99 $28.95

Star Trk Gen Birth Fed 05/99 $27.95 X: Beyond the Frontier 01/00 $23.95

Star Trk New Worlds 08/00 $39.95 X-Com Apocalypse 08/97 $8.95

Star Trk Starflt Comm 08/99 $38.95 X-Com e-m@il 12/99 $19.95

Starcraft 04/98 $24.95 X-Com Terr frm Deep 03/95 $4.45

Starcraft Brood Wars 12/98 $17.95 Yoot's Tower 04/99 $35.95

Starcraft Bttl Chest 12/98 $29.95 Z2 Strategy Wargame 11/00 $44.99

COMPUTER GAMES: ROLEPLAYING COMPUTER GAMES: WAR
Anachronox 07/00 $28.95

Asheron's Call 11/99 $29.95

Baldrs Gate Exp Pk 2 06/00 $23.99

Baldrs Gate: Tale Swrd Cst05/99 $18.95

Baldur Gate Chptr 1 &2 07/99 $1 1 .95

Baldur Gate w/EP 1 11/99 $32.95

Baldur's Gate 12/98 $24.95

Baldur's Gate 2 08/00 $42.95

Blade 08/00 $42.95

Dark Stone 08/99 $29.95

Demise Rise Ku'Tan 03/00 $42.95

Deus Ex 03/00 $33.95

Diablo 01/97 $9.95

Diablo 2 05/00 $44.95

EverQuest:Ruins Kunark 04/00 $34.95

Fallout 2 11/98 $18.95

Final Fantasy VII 06/98 $18.95

Final Fantasy VIII 01/00 $39.95

Forgotten Rims Arcvs 3 08/99 $12.95

Forgottn Rims Arcvs 2 08/99 $12.95

Forgttn Rims Silver Ed 08/99 $24.95

Good & Evil 05/00 $42.95

Icewind Dale 05/00 $42.95

King of Dragon Pass 02/00 $37.50

Legend of Blade Masters 06/00 $38.95

Legends of Might&Magic 08/OO $39.95

M&M Millenium 10/99 $34.95

Might & Magic 8 03/00 $42.95

Mordor 2 06/00 $38.95 Battle of Britain 03/99 $9.95

Neverwinter Nights 05/01 $42.95 Battlegrnd Bull Run 05/97 $9.95

Nox 02/00 $38.95 Battleground: Coll 1 01/99 $18.95

Odium 11/99 $14.95 Battleground: Coll 2 01/99 $17.95

Planescape Torment 12/99 $39.95 Battlgrnd 9: Chickmgua 01/99 $17.95

Shadowrun: Assassin 06/00 $42.95 Campaign 1776 03/00 $33.95

Shattered Light w/Book 06/99 $28.99 Close Combat 4 11/99 $32.95

Star Trek ConQuest 05/00 $28.95 Close Combat Trilogy 09/99 $24.95

Ultima 9 Ascension 12/99 $39.95 Code Name Eagle 03/00 $38.95

Ultima Online:Renaissnace05/00 $18.95 East Front 2 04/99 $24.95

Vampire: The Masquerade 06/00 $39.95 East Front Camp 03/98 $14.95

Werewolf: Apocalypse 11/00 $38.95 Europe in Flames 04/00 $38.95

‘DEUS EX’ In this thrilling roleplay-

ing adventure, you play the part of a

powerful, nano-technologically

augmented anti-terrorist agent. It's

up to you to stop the conspirators

from achieving their goals. Travel

the globe in a quest for knowledge,

develop your characters strengths,

build a network of allies to assist

you, and determine when stealth

and strategy are more important

than action.

lonStorm (Roleplaying)

Release: 7/00

PC CD

FREE GAME OFFER!
SPEND $60 Empire 2 CD, Spaceward Ho! 4 CD,Spearhead CD, Star Trek

Omnipedia CD,Take No Prisoners CD

SPEND $100 Apache Gold CD, Descent 2 CD, Panzer Commander CD.Tekwar CD

SPEND $200 Conquer the Skies CD, M.A.X. CD, Stonekeep CD, Witchaven CD

Spend the specified amount on any in-stock software and choose one

free IBM game from the corresponding list. Request must be made at

time of order. Offer good on in-stock software only, while supplies last.

Limit 2 per c ustomer. Valid through September 7, 2000.

Visa MC & Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under $200 same as cash. COD $8. Price, release, availability, shipping times

& offer not guaranteed & are subject to change at any time. Hardware may require added S&H. Within 10 days defectives repaired or replaced at

i. .. a f. . j <-> j-. ii- - _i_ ..i.. aii aaIaa fmni o 9 U I/m i lo+or) nn o nor nrrlor nor chmmont anri npr itpm has S

The “per order" charge is charged once per order placed, the “per item" charge

is charged once for each item ordered and the "per shipment" charge is

charged once for each shipment we make to you. For each US order $10.00

will be allocated to a 12 issue subscription to Computer Games Strategy Plus.

Call for details.

Per Order

Per Shipment
Per Item

Standard

U.S. Mail

Priority

U.S. Mail

Express Express

7-10 Davs 2-3 Davs 2 Day lDay
$2.00$1.00 $2.00 $2.00

$1.25 $1.00 $5.00 $13.00

$0.75 $1.00 $1.00 $2.00

Z44Q
$2.0iT2.00

$2.00 $2.00

$2.00 $6.00

'AGE OF EMPIRES II: THE CONQUERORS EXPANSION PACK’ is the

official add-on to the award-winning, best-selling real-time strategy

game Age of Empires® II: The Age of Kings®. Focusing on legendary

leaders, The Conquerors will challenge veterans and novices to wage

war on an epic scale with all-new civilizations, unique units and tech-

nologies, and campaigns based on infamous conquerors such as Attila

the Hun, El Cid and Montezuma.

Microsoft (Strategy)

Release: 11/00

PC CD

$

‘KINGDOM UNDER FIRE’ details

the epic battles on the continent of

Bersiah, where the Race of Light

(Humans and Elves) and the Race

of Darkness (Ores and Ogres) coex-

ist in a brooding cloud of suspicion

and hostility. Features 70 charac-

ters, 20 missions each for Human

and Devil races, 7 story missions

for each Hero character, RPG ele-

ments, and different types of multi-

player games.
!

GOD (Strategy)

Release: 9/00

pc CD

Coming Soon!
Commandos 2 PC $32.95

Tomb Raider 5 PC $28.95

Werewolf Apocalypse PC $38.95

Max Payne PC $44.95

ROLE PLAYING BOARD GAMES

Fighting Steel 06/99 $28.95

Great Battles Caesar 03/98 $14.95

Great Battls Alexndr 06/97 $14.95

Great Battls Sries CE 10/98 $19.95

Great Civil War Bttls 06/00 $19.99

Horse and Musket 02/00 $42.95

Last Battles 45 06/00 $44.99

Op Art War: Elite Ed 06/99 $17.95

Op Art Wr 2: Elite Ed 01/00 $38.95

Op Art Wr EP 2 Clsh Egls 01/00 $39.95

Oper. aArt of War: Cen War04/00 $37.95

Pacific Battles 06/00 $39.99

Panzer Cmpns:Smolensk 4101/00 $34.95

Panzer Gen 3D Assault 10/99 $29.95

Rising Sun 02/00 $38.95

Russo-German War 41-4408/00 $39.95

Shogun: Total War 05/00 $37.95

Sid Meier's Antietam 03/00 $29.95

Smolensk to Moscow 04/99 $29.95

Steel Panthers 4 05/00 $42.95

Ulti WargColl. Vol 3 02/00 $29.95

War in the East: Crimea 04/98 $24.95

War in the East: Izyum 04/98 $24.95

War in the East: Leningrad 04/98 $24.95

War in the East: Rostov 04/98 $24.95

War in the East.Kiev 04/98 $24.95

West Front Bttl Pck 1 07/99 $14.95

West Front: Elite Editn 10/99 $28.95

AD&DDungeon Mster Guide02/95 $23.99 Acquire 06/95 $29.99

AD&DPlayers Handbook 02/95 $28.99 Axis & Allies 11/94 $49.99

7th Sea Players Guide 07/99 $25.99 Axis & Allies Europe 03/00 $42.99

Alternity Player's HB 04/98 $27.99 Battle Cry 05/00 $42.99

Ars Magica 4th Ed 08/95 $25.99 Battletech 4th Ed. 12/94 $21.99

Call of Cthulhu 5th Ed. 07/98 $26.99 Car Wars Deluxe 07/96 $21.99

Conspiracy X 09/96 $24.99 Empire Builder 03/96 $31.99

Cyberpunk 2020 05/95 $18.99 Guild Wars 12/98 $34.99

Deadlands Rulebook 10/97 $27.99 Lionheart 10/97 $34.99

Dragon Ball Z 10/99 $18.99 Monopoly Deluxe 05/98 $33.99

GURPS Rulebook 02/95 $22.99 Risk 03/96 $37.99

Heavy Gear 08/95 $26.99 Robo Rally 01/96 $36.99

Mage 2nd Ed. 02/95 $28.99 Samurai Swords 04/97 $48.99

Pendragon 4th Ed. 05/95 $24.99 Settlers of Catan 11/96 $32.99

Rifts 06/95 $21.99 Stratego Legends 01/00 $26.99

Robotech 04/95 $11.99 Sushi-Jalapeno War 01/99 $39.99

StarWars Revised 01/97 $27.99 Thunder's Edge 09/99 $39.99

Traveller 09/96 $22.99 Victory 06/99 $38.99

Tribe 8 10/98 $25.99 Vinci:Rise & Fall Civil 11/99 $25.99

Vampire 3rd Edition 10/98 $27.99 War Galley 05/99 $49.99

Werewolf 02/95 $24.99 War in Europe 10/99 $199.99

‘BALDUR’S GATE II: SHADOW OF

AMN’ The newest title in the

Baldur's Gate series adds new

classes, spells, and items and uses

an isometric, top-down view. The

game is real-time but is pauseable,

and actions may be assigned to

characters in your party at that

time.

Interplay

Release: 9/01

PC CD

'POOL OF RADIANCE 2: RUINS OF

MYTH DRANN0R’ A new Pool of

Radiance has been discovered in the

ruined city of Myth Drannor. Features

the new 3rd Edition Dungeon &

Dragons Rules, 3D character & mon-

ster models, interactive environ-

ments, action-based combat system,

multiplay & singleplay dungeons,

non-linear quests, over 100 spells,

and new D&D monsters and items.

Mindscape
Release: 9/0i

PC CD

©2000 CHIPS & BITS, INC.

Go to www.Dcaamer.com/reauest Product #112



STRATEGY CENTRAL
SOLUTIONS • TECHNIQUES • QUICK TIPS

Vampire The Masquerade - Redemption

This is an epic RPG in the best sense of the word. A heart-wrenching storyline of lost love and stolen

innocence creates the framework for an adventure that spans a thousand years and two continents. While

it would take a book to map out every single nook and cranny of the various dungeons — much less track

the complex plot lines — these next few pages covering the second half of the game should give you

enough to, er, sink your teeth into.

THE BASICS

When your characters are low on blood, they

are more susceptible to frenzy, and while

your frenzied characters will supposedly

attack at random, they're more likely to hit

the members of their party than the enemies,

Move slowly. Rushing ahead without think-

ing will quickly get you mobbed and the

bad guys in Vampire don't line up to wait

their turn. The term "dungeon crawl"

should be used literally while exploring.

Bring your lunch. There are dungeons

where opponents either have no blood to be

drained or are just too dangerous to pin

down. Make sure to carry plenty of vitae.

Scout ahead. Your party's artificial intelli-

gence is just about nil; leave them behind

occasionally and go on without them when

you suspect a mob is coming.

Double back. Since you can t save any-

where except in your haven, remember

where the auto saves happen in a dungeon

(it's usually between levels) and go back

through the door to get a quick save before

heading into a big encounter with a baddie.

LONDON
THE TEMPLE OF SET »> LEVEL 1

When you reach East London, immedi-

ately head to the brothel and meet Lily.

Offer her some protection, and she'll

join your group.

Leave the brother and go visit Otto's

Van and the bridge haven. Now you've

got a place to sleep and all the weapons

you can afford.

Head back to the brothel and ignore the

big obvious door. There's nothing down

there but whores and customers.

Instead, head to the hallway that slopes

downward and follow it until it becomes

a room filled with art pieces. Look care-

fully under the shelves with the pots

and there is a switch. Press it, and one

of the paintings will move out of the

way, revealing the temple entrance.

Immediately go down the left passage and

flip the switch; it opens the middle door.

At the next split, go left again and flip

the switch, then come back and go right

down to Temple Level 2.

THE TEMPLE OF SET »> LEVEL 2

At the very beginning of the level are

firetraps. Have one person go and flip

the switch either to the right or left.

That will open the door on the opposite

side (left opens right, right opens left).

Both doors lead to the same place so

you only need to do this once.

When you reach the door made of bars,

head left; there's a switch that opens it.

[9
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VAMPIRE: THE MASQUERADE — REDEMPTION STRATEGY

Go across the grate and step on to the

yellow triangle. This will open a door to

your right.

The door to the right contains a Tome

of Obfuscate and another switch. This

one opens a door back in front of the

statue of Set.

After going through the newly opened

door, there is a short series of rooms.

The doors to these rooms will slam shut

for a period of time, so make sure the

party isn't separated. Eventually the

rooms lead to Temple Level 3.

THE TEMPLE OF SET >» LEVEL 3

Watch out for a hoard of Setites in the

alcoves to either side of the doors as

you enter.

* Go straight and flip one of the switches.

They open the doors on either side of

the first room and opening them both

will get you mobbed. Both doors even-

tually lead to the same place.

A straight hallway opens up to a wide

area with three staircases. The right and

left are just item boxes, and the straight

one goes to Temple Level 4 and...

LUCRETIA
The Setite queen is pretty easy this time;

just keep laying on the firepower. When
she disappears, head back to Temple Level

3, use Walk the Abyss to get home, then

head for the Tower of London.

SETITE TEMPLE LEVEL 2 Firetraps are hell on par-

ties. Send one person forward to flip the switches.

TOWER OF LONDON
Watch for giant spiders. Lise the "Z" key

to enter first-person mode and scope

out the ceilings when entering a room.

Don't get near the egg sacks that line

the rooms; there's really nothing you

want in there.

After the first level of the Tower there

are wraiths. Tread slowly and use

aggravated damage to take them out

one at a time.

* Once you've gotten Lucretia's Heart,

Walk the Abyss and return to the

Brothel for the final showdown with the

Setite Queen.

LUCRETIA, PART II

The second time you fight Lucretia, she's a

real pain in the neck. Her snake form is

hard to hit and she keeps charming people.

Use Cloak the Gathering to keep her from

getting to people and ignore her serpents.

When a man appears with her heart, take

him out instead of her. Then you'll be given

V
TOWER OF LONDON Ghoul Spiders will poison you

if they get close. Make sure to check the ceilings.

a choice — destroying her heart is more

noble, and eating it grants the forbidden

Setite magic at the cost of your humanity.

THE HECK WITH BIG AND PARLIAMENT

Here's what there is to see when touring

London at night:

WEST LONDON

Curio Shop — A magic shop with some

rare vitae.

HAVEIMS

U
pon entering a new area, immediately find

and save at the local haven. Besides being

the only place you can save your game, havens

also let you allocate your experience toward

various skills and serve as a place to store your

items. Also, if you have yet to discover the

nearby haven, then Walk the Abyss will not

work. Here's where the four havens are:

PRAGUE
This one s easy because it gets pointed out for

you. The Prague haven is right under the uni-

versity that the Brujah call home.

VENICE

Just as you enter from Prague, look for a door

on the right: it's called Abandoned Church. Flip

the lever on the wall and the floor will slide

away, revealing the haven below,

LONDON
Take the underground to East London, then

immediately hang a left. Past Otto's Van is a

bridge house that also doubles as a haven.

NEW YORK

By the docks is Dev Null's apartment. He’s more

than willing to let you crash there— or at least

he doesn't seem to get any crazier if you do.
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Get Off Your Toys and loin NetRacelive.com
This isn't a game. This is real. Net Race Live snatches

up real tracks, capturing real races and shoves them down the

Internet and directly into your computer. Then we bombard you

with lap after lap of white-knuckle action at 200 MPH where your

competition is professional racecar drivers in real events and not

some computer Junkie in Idaho. Who cares iff you can beat a

We're not impressed that you can outrace your friends.

Step up to the big leagues. Race with the prOS at

ive.com

RACETO WIN

tmmwmi
Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #953

MtWnV.ICIRACBLIVE.COM



VAMPIRE: THE MASQUERADE — REDEMPTION STRATEGY

Club Tenebrae — A goth club is a great

place to meet vampires. This is where

you pick up Pink.

EAST LONDON

Otto's Van — Apparently he just likes

living in a van because Otto has enough

guns and ammo to take out every bank

in Europe. Drop by and stock up.

Bridge Haven (next to Otto's Van) —
Always good to have somewhere to

shut the eyes and get some rest.

Brothel — A friendly neighborhood

brothel is the cover for a Setite temple;

tread carefully. This is where you'll pick

up Lily.

NEW YORK
Stuck in New York for a couple of nights?

Here are some things to keep you busy:

sure trove of information and will let

you sleep in his pine box.

The Gun Haven (Weapons Shop) — The

best weapons in the game are here but

they come at a high price.

Taxi to uptown — What kind of loser

takes the subway?

The Giovanni Warehouse — These

mobsters need some lessons, see?

i

DOCKS AREA

Dev Null's Apartment (and haven) —
This crazy Malkavian is a virtual trea-

SEWERS LEVEL 2 Don't leave the level without grab-

bing the Tome of Protean that’s on this podium.

SEWERS LEVEL 3 Run past these alligators to the

nearby exit unless you want to press your luck.

Sewer Entrance — Exactly as glam-

orous as it sounds.

UPTOWN

New Moon (magic shop) — A nice shop

with plenty of vitae and a new age kind

of atmosphere.

Barclay South— This posh building is

where Count Orsi has been holing up.

There's also a storage room around back.

Cathedral of Flesh — Vukodlak's taken

up sculpting... using living creatures!

Orsi's Factory — Orsi still needs to be

taught a little lesson. Here's where he

is hiding.

Sewer Exit — When arriving in uptown

New York society, always make sure

you're seen crawling out of a sewer; it

adds a bit of mystery, not to mention

musk, to the party.

THE SEWERS »> LEVEL 1

Follow the path until there is green

water you can't cross. Go to the large

machine across from the water and use

the valves to open a door back by the

beginning of the level.

THE SEWERS »> LEVEL 2

Watch out for a firetrap over the grates

at the very beginning.

Before you turn right toward the col-

umn with electricity flowing through it,

continue straight for a moment; there's

a Tome of Protean there.

Serena bwi BiitipJinr Fireball

1 Serena at«f SiicMiu Fire StormSerena we* Ditcipltne I

Varbd enter* Frenzy!

U'; ye g|«i y yj
-y y 0,

Vozhd will eat people in one bite. Stay back, use ranged weapons and hit him while he's eating.

VYSEHRAD CASTLE

VOZHD
The first really tough boss, Vozhd is a hulking

behemoth that is capable of taking out party

members with one big bite. If he picks up some-

one, they're dead, but you've got a couple of sec-

onds to wail on him while he's eating. Approach

him with caution and use aggravated damage

weapons and fire. Try to back your characters out

of his range whenever possible to keep him from

grabbing and snacking on them.

T
he last dungeon in the first half of the game,

Vysehrad Castle is also the beginning of the

more complicated encounters and terrifying

bosses you'll run across. Although the path

through Vysehrad Castle is fairly straightforward,

there are a couple of things you'll want to be

especially careful around. Take note of the

following tips regarding these baddies:

THETZIMISCE
These flesh shapers will attempt to use various

disciplines that tend to cause party members to

frenzy. Approach them with caution and use

either Majesty or Awe to keep them docile.

..he’ll be back to

VUKODLAK
Don't stress about the big guy.

deal with you later.

WWW pcgamer.com
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In the electricity room,

go to the right and use

the control valves.

Switch off valve #1 but

leave #2 alone.

When you come to the

train tracks turn right,

then right again at the

first passage and down

to level 3.

Inside are two Giovanni with heavy

weapons, a ton of cash, and some

exploding barrels. There's a high chance

of disaster but there's a switch you

need to throw to move on. Try to draw

the Giovanni and their pet wraith out

of the room and fight them away from

the barrels.

When you enter the room with the con-

veyer belt and multiple doors, go into

the smaller room on the left. Inside are a

switch and a tome of Mortis.

Past the double doors there are about a

dozen Giovanni and wraiths, all armed

to the teeth. Move slowly and try to

draw one or two at a time.

THE SEWERS »> LEVEL 3

At the first T-junction,

take a left, then scoot

through the small

opening on the right.

Continue straight,

ignoring any holes in

the walls, and follow the pipe. Eventually

you'll come to a raft that will take you

across a small, nasty body of water. Save

before you go on — there are albino alli-

gators on the other side! The alligators

are tough so it may be wiser just to run

past them and get to the boss.

THE UNDERPRINCE

* This vile fiend is the self-styled prince of

the sewers. He's got an army of rats and

he's a master of obfuscate. Try to stay

on him and ignore the rats. Anyone

who has Heightened Senses will have a

much easier time with the battle.

THE GIOVANNI WAREHOUSE »> LEVEL 1

In the second room is a pack of Giovanni

with big guns. Walk in carefully and

attempt to pull them out one at a time.

The switch upstairs opens the main

warehouse door.

The switch to open the first door inside

the big warehouse room is all the way on

the other side. It looks like an intercom.

In the room after you meet the FBI

agent again is a nasty Giovanni with a

rocket launcher. Be cautious and have

some cover scouted out.

THE GIOVANNI WAREHOUSE »> LEVEL 2

Shortly after entering there is a guarded

room with a huge bloodstain outside.

GIOVANNI WAREHOUSE LEVEL 1 This switch

opens the main warehouse doors. Flip it quick.

THE CATHEDRAL OF FLESH >» LEVEL 1

This is a wide open loop. To open the

door to level 2 you must kill the Vozhd.

THE CATHEDRAL OF FLESH »> LEVEL 2

Again, a straightforward fight. All of

the creatures are familiar but are

stronger than you've seen them; even

the littlest critters are a threat here.

There's also another Vozhd.

VUKODLAK

Here it is. . .the endgame. There's no easy

or safe way to beat Vukodlak. He's big,

ornery and mean. Good luck.

PCS
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Voice

"Cover me.

"

"Entering the pits.

"

^©com

"Clear my six.

"

"Launch artillery strike.

"

Believe it

Game Commander is for real. No hype. No gimmicks. Wish you could tell your wingman to attack your target

without having to remember the keystrokes? Want to be in command and bark out orders to your troops? Ever

dream of verbally directing your crew on the bridge of your starship? Stop dreaming!

Take command
Use any word or phrase to trigger keystrokes. With no voice training. And you can program up to 256

keystrokes for each command to carry out a series of actions or navigate even the deepest of nested menu

options. Since Game Commander sends keystrokes as if you had typed them, it will work with any simulation,

game, or application that accepts keystrokes.

The MX Edition of Game Commander can run simultaneously with voice chat software such as TeamSound™,

Roger Wilco™, BattleCom™ and the like. Use voice commands and your favorite voice chat. It’s the best of

both worlds.

Experience it

With a full-duplex sound card and a microphone (preferrably a noise canceling mic), you can try Game

Commander and experience the improved convenience, realism, and immersion it brings to your favorite

simulations and games. Download the free trial today at www.gamecommander.com/trial/

Enter discount code PCG4GCwhen you order online and get $10 off Game Commander or

Game Commander MX until September 30, 2000.

FREE TRIAL DOWNLOAD
GameCommander.com

(408) 467-0457
gcsales@gamecommander.com

"Excellent voice recognition"
- CNET Gamecenter

"Game Commander rocks"
- PC World

"A must have"
- ZDNET GameSpot

"Amazing to use"
- Computer Gaming World

"Revolutionary"
- CombatSim.com

"A real winner"
- FHghtsim.com

"Superb recognition"
- GameVisions.com

tar PC Sams

Vcjnejl
1999

|
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Game Commander, the Game Commander logo, and Mindmaker are trademarks of Mindmaker, Inc. Copyright © 2000 All Rights Reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective o
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ant to know the best way to improve the world's best-selling

computer games magazine? Send us your suggestions! Go

ahead. ..we won't make fun of you. ..we promise... really.

Words Good-
Pictures Bad
For the past several years, I have thor-

oughly enjoyed your magazine. I believe

that it provides the best reviews and the

wittiest commentary. PC Gamer writers

consistently have kept me in stitches

while giving focused, insightful, and

accurate reviews.

You can imagine my distress, therefore,

when 1 opened the June issue to find that

PC Gamer reviews are now little more than

pictorials; the narrative is almost non-

existent. Pictures are wonderful — they

play a role in selling games (and other

products). But, quite simply, I read your

magazine and buy games based upon your

written reviews, not because three-

quarters of a page is pictures.

Please cut back on the screenshots in

your reviews and bring back the insightful

and intelligent narratives. Let writing and

reading lead the way again!

— Rick G„ via the Internet

WarCraft is Azeroth. I just couldn't let this

mistake go un-noticed.

— Dan Smith, via the Internet

Thanks to Dan and a number of other PC Gamer

readers for kindly pointing out this egregious error

on our part. All editors responsible have been pun-

ished by not being allowed access to fast food

lunches for several weeks.

High Expectations
Can Lead to Huge
Disappointments
Have you noticed over the years the

inverse review/preview ratio? I just yanked

some back issues off the shelf and com-

pared some preview articles with the actual

reviews and rating, and it seems that more

than half the time, the more excited you are

during the preview, the lower the rating

you give the game in the actual review.

Some examples are Invictus, Urban Chaos,

and Interstate ‘82. Do you think this is

because most games turn out to be a let

down, or is because the anticipation is

greater than the actual realization?

— Brian Matthews, via the Internet

We look forward to games, and we've looked on the

bright side of some that have turned out to be dis-

appointing. Unfortunately, much of the time the design

PC GAMED September 2000

While it's true that there is an increase in the num-

ber of screenshots we've been including in the

magazine, it's not coming at the expense of the

written information. One of the main reasons for

some of the style changes is to allow us more

room to breathe and get more information on each

page Iin the form of both pictures and text). Take

another look, Rick— even count the words, and

you'll find that, for the most part, the word count of

our reviews is pretty close to what it's always

been. IOut of respect for Rick, no picture will

accompany this letter.)

A Milieu Mix-Up
I just read your Game Guide 2000 in the

June issue and except for one part, it is up

to the excellence I've come to associate

with PC Gamer. In your preview of

WarCraft III, it was written: "Everyone

knows this battlefield. It's Erathia." It is, in

fact, not Erathia. Erathia is the land where

the Might & Magic and Heroes of Might &
Magic games take place. The realm of

Why the Internet
will Never Replace
Print Magazines

I am a loyal reader of

your magazine and

find it very educa-

tional. I just found out

who has been sneak-

ing my magazines to

the toilet— see the

picture I've sent. He's

only three and still toi-

let training, but he sure knows which one is

the best PC games magazine around.

P.S. R.I.P. PC Accelerator (You will be

missed...by me and my two sons).

— Moe, via the Internet

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! Write to us at: PC Gamer Letters, Imagine Media, 150 North Hili Drive,

Brisbane, CA 94005, or E-mail us at: letters@pcgamer.com.

www.pcgamer.com
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Oops! Sorry, but we need to cut some text in order

to squeeze another picture ofme into the letters

section. But hey, thanks for taking the time to count!

As for your question, we give each review space

based on how much interest we feel the readers

will have in the game. When we assign the reviews,

we don't know what the final score is going to be.

Regardless, we think it's just as useful to devote

several pages about why we didn't like a highly

anticipated game. pnts
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documents are too lofty, and in order for the game to

ship on time, many of the cool ideas have to be

dropped. Not every company has the luxury of a

Blizzard or an id of releasing a game "When it's done.

"

Side of "The Vede"
I think I've found all the room Greg

Vederman needs for his Hard Stuff pages.

While most of the editors of your magazine

show up in pictures once, maybe twice an

issue, last issue he had five different pic-

tures of himself.

Additionally, I think it's a shame that

some of your software reviews which give

out higher than 80 percent get half a page,

while Frisbees like Force Commander get

anywhere from two to four pages.

— JT, via the Internet

"The Vede" Responds: Well, JT, to be honest. .

.

If you continue to put out classic game CDs like

this, I will be forced never to let my subscription

to PC Gamer lapse.

— Kjell E. Godo

What a wonderful idea to make available those

old but still excellent games to those who are rel-

atively new to PC gaming (such as myself). I

missed out on most of those games when they

were new, but despite the dated graphics and

sound, these are great games.
— Ice Heart

Ah, now this was a really good disc— 12 vintage

games (of which I already owned five, but that's

alright) to show off the advances from then to

now. And what choices, too — wow.
— Death Mage

Wow, what a waste! I thought PC Gamer

would be showing us the new stuff a

out there. Guess there are no new

games out. This really hits rock mj
bottom if this is all you could come V
up with. Thanks for the bunch of

fj
old games. H

— Allen Bowie »A

over my days. Genres I've never given second

chances to are destroying the meager shreds of my

social life. So may you rot in hell, you despicable

drug dealers of the gaming industry. Your addictive

CD is right up there with tobacco and heroin!

— Anfinson

I just loved the July 2000 CD. I am only 11 years old

so I got to try the games my Dad used to play. There

is a rule with my Mom that says that if my Grandma

sends me socks, candy, money, or any of the vari-

ous things Grandmas are known for, I have to write

a "Thank You” note before I can use it. Well, that

gave me an idea. I decided that I should write you

guys a "Thank You" letter for the great CD.

— Jeremy Briseno

By the way, this month's mag rocks hardcore! I

couldn't believe my eyes! The Secret of

Monkey Island ! X-COM\ Ultima Under-

world ! Alone in the Dark\ I nearly

SIC GAMES 'vk shat my pants when I saw that.

COLLECTIONA - Chris

Thank you, thank you, thank you,

thank you, and thank you! July's disc

was the greatest yet. I remember waiting

in line for half an hour to get some of these

games. They were some of the greatest games I

ever played. I worship your genius in placing such

classics on the disc. Thank you!

— Ben Bruchmiller

If there were any lingering doubts in my mind

that PC Gamer was the best gaming magazine in

the world, they were all wiped out when I

received my subscriber's copy of the July 2000

issue yesterday.

— John Shipley

I missed my chance at playing all of those

classics— especially Wing Commander and

X-COM— which almost single-handedly revolution-

ized the genres of PC games I play today. Thanks for

making up for all those missed opportunities!

— Mark Hurd

1 hate you all and your evil disc of classic games. I

suck at X-COM but I can t stop playing it. Space

sints irritate me, but Wing Commander has taken

” J H I just wanted to say a big thank

iitiKi! /f you for the classic games CD

jjyiERi Jm included in your latest issue. It

really takes me back to those

amazing years when I first got hooked

on computer games, and in this profit-

driven age, it was a wonderful surprise to see

your magazine make that extra effort to please

its readers.

— Mark Wilson

I was hoping I was wrong, but sure enough the

entire CD was filled with "has been" games and

demos. These games were not even big hits back

then (Oh so moronically wrong— Ed.). The graph-

ics these games display are horrendous and you

even have to tweak your MS-DOS configuration so

that the games will run. I look forward to the

future of gaming and what new technology has to

offer. Normally you provide that, but this month's

issue was different. I hope that future issues focus

on future games and technology.

— James Matthews

I thought it was funny that you put Daikatana on the

CD with all of the old games. Is that so it wouldn't

look so bad? Since it s graphics engine is about as

old as some of those games, it fits right in.

— Joel McDonald

We thought we had come up with something pretty special for our July 2000 issue, and the over-

whelming number of positive responses has confirmed it. Of course, there were a few knuckleheads

that complained about the lack of new demos on the CD. ..oh well, you can t please everyone.
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ABERDEEN The Straight Talk People

SINCE 19 9 1

MOTHERBOARD GEEK HEAVEN!
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Asus P5A-B MB571

1

ALi Aladdin V 5,

2

384 3 Award 3 2 1 Baby AT 1 Yr. $95 $154 $180 $155
EPoX EP-MVP3C2 MB5406 VIA Apollo MVP3 512 384 3 Award UltraDMA/66 4 2 1 Baby AT 2 Yrs. $81 $140 $166 $141
EPoX EP-MVP3G5 MB5405 VIA Apollo MVP3 2048 384 3 UltraDMA/66 5 2 1 ATX 2 Yrs. $106 $165 $191 $166
FIC VA-503+ MB5211 VIA Apollo MVP3 1024 512 2 4 Award 3 3 1 Baby AT 1 Yf $76 $161 $136
Pine VA7-AV MB5300 VIA Apollo MVP4 512 768 3 Award AC-97 UltraDMA/66 5 2 ATX 3 Yrs.

Shuttle HOT-591 P MB5611 VIA Apollo MVP3 512 256 2 2 Award 3 3 1 Baby AT 1 Yr. $77 $136 $162
Tyan S1590S Trinity 100AT MB5006 VIA Apollo MVP3 1024 384 3 2 Award 4 4 1 Mini AT 3 Yrs. $95 $154 $180
Tyan SI 598 Trinity ATX MB5008 VIA Apollo MVP3 2048 384 3 Award UltraDMA/66 5 2 1 ATX 3 Yrs. $121 $180 $206 $181
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ABIT KA7 MB7501 VIA Apollo KX133 2048 4 Award 200/133 UltraDMA/66 6 1 1 ATX 1 Yr. $162 $357 $387 $452
Asus K7V MB7703 VIA Apollo KX133 1536 3 Award 200/133 UltraDMA/66 5 1 ATX 1 Yr. $182 $377 $407 $472
EPoX EP-7KXA MB7850 VIA Apollo KX133 768 3 Award 200/133 UltraDMA/66 5 1 1 ATX 2 Yrs $126 $321 $351 $416 $506
FIC SD11 MB7401 AMD-751 /VIA 686A 768 3 Award 100 UltraDMA/66 5 1 1 ATX 1 Yr. $109 $304 $334 $399
Microstar K7 Pro MB7202 AMD-750 768 3 Award 100 UltraDMA/66 6 1 1 ATX 1 Yr. $137 $332 $362 $427
Shuttle AI61 MB7901 AMD-750 768 3 Award 100 UltraDMA/66 5 1 MicroATX 1 Yr. $108 $303 $333 $398 $488 $618
Tyan S2380 Trinity K7 MB7000 VIA Apollo KX1 33 768 3 Award 200/133 UltraDMA/66 6 1 1 ATX 3 Yrs $136 $331 $361 $426 $516
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ABIT SE6 MB6512 Intel 81 5E 768 3 Award Intel 815E Intel 815E 6 1 1 ATX IyT" $178 $260 $288 $313 $343 $408 $453
ABIT VH6 MB6511 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 768 3 Award AC-97 5 1 1 1 ATX 1 Yr, $109 $191 $219 $244 $274 $339 $384 $424 $464
ASUS CUBX MB6726 Intel 440BX 1024 4 Award AC-97 6 1 1 ATX 1 Yr. $147 $229 $257 $282 $312 N/A N/A
ASUS CUV4X MB6725 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 1536 3 Award AC-97 5 1 1 1 ATX 1 Yr. $125 $207 $235 $260 $290 $355 $400 $440
EPoX EP-3VCA MB6854 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 768 3 Award AC-97 4 1 1 1 ATX 2 Yrs. $105 $187 $215 $240 $270 $335 $380 $420
FIC FA11 MB6412 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 1 024 4 Award 5 2 1 ATX 1 Yr. $103 $185 $213 $238 $268 $333 $378
Shuttle AV14 MB6311 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 768 3 Award 5 2 1 ATX 1 Yr. $97 $179 $207 $232 $262 $327
Shuttle ME64 MB6310 Intel 810E 512 2 Award Intel 81 0E Intel 81 0E 3 1 Micro ATX 1 Yr. $114 $196 $224 $249 $279 $344 $389 $429
SuperMicro 370SEA MB6140 Intel 81 OE 512 2 AMI Intel 81 0E Intel 810E 6 1 1 ATX 1 Yr. $138 $220 $248 $273 $303 $368 $413
SuperMIcro 370DLE (Dual) MB6154 ServerSet LE 2048 2 AMI 6 1 ATX 1 Yr. $333 $415 $443 $468 $498 $563 $608
SuperMicro 370DL3 (Dual) MB6155 ServerSet LE 2048 2 AMI 6 1 ATX 1 Yr. $529 $611 $639 $664 $694 $759 $804 $844 $884
Tyan SI 854 Trinity 400 MB6018 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 768 3 Award 6 1 1 ATX 3 Yrs. $106 $188 $216 $241 $271 $336
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ABIT BE6-II MB6508 Intel 440BX 768 3 Award UltraDMA/66 5 1 1 ATX 1 Yr. $138 $333 $368 $408 N/A $453
ABIT VA6 MB6509 VIA Apollo Pro 133 768 3 Award AC-97 UltraDMA/66 5 2 1 ATX 1 Yr, $84 $279 $314 $354 $359
ABIT VT6X4 MB6510 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 768 3 Award AC-97 UltraDMA/66 5 2 1 ATX 1 Yr. $105 $300 $335 $375 $380 $420
Asus P2B-DS (Dual) MB6707 Intel 440BX 1024 4 Award 4 2 1 ATX 1 Yr. $494 $689 $724 $764 N/A
Asus P3B-F MB6720 Intel 440BX 1024 4 Award 6 1 1 ATX 1 Yr. $138 $333 $368 $408 N/A $453 $493 N/A

MB6723 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 1024 4 Award UltraDMA/66 6 1 1 ATX 1 Yr. $121 $316 $351 $391 $396 $436
EPoX EP-6VBA2 MB6855 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 768 3 Award AC-97 UltraDMA/66 4 2 1 ATX 2 Yrs. $108 $303 $338 $378 $383 $423 $463 $648

MB6411 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 1024 4 Award UltraDMA/66 5 2 1 ATX 1 Yr. $97 $292 $327 $367 $372 $412 $452 $637
MB6917 Intel 440GX 2048 4 Intel/Phoenix Adaptec 2-Ch U2W 6 1 ATX 3 Yrs. $549 $744 $779 $819 N/A

Intel SE440BX-2 “Seattle'
1 MB6921 Intel 440BX 768 3 Intel/Phoenix 4 2 1 ATX 3 Yrs. $117 $312 $347 $387 N/A $432 $472 N/A

Shuttle AV64 MB6309 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 768 3 Award UltraDMA/66 5 2 1 ATX 1 Yr. $93 $288 $323 $363 $368 $408
SuperMicro PIIIDM3 (Dual) M86153 Intel 840 4096 4 AMI AC-97 Adaptec Ultra3/160 6 1 ATX 1 Yr. $599 $794 $829 $869 $874 $914
SuperMicro P6DGU (Dual) MB6122 Intel 440GX 2048 4 AMI Adaptec U2W 5 2 1 ATX 1 Yr. $474 $669 $704 $744 N/A $789
SuperMicro P6SBA MB6120 Intel 440BX 768 3 AMI 4 3 1 ATX 1 Yr. $99 $294 $329 $369 N/A $414 $454 N/A N/A
SuperMicro P6SBU MB6128 Intel 440BX 1024 4 AMI Adaptec U2W 4 3 1 ATX 1 Yr. $335 $530 $565 $605 N/A $650 $690 N/A
Tyan S1834 Tiger 133 (Dual) MB6020 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 2048 4 Award UltraDMA/66 6 1 1 ATX 3 Yrs. $169 $364 $399 $439 $444 $484
Tyan SI 854 Trinity 400 MB6018 VIA Apollo Pro 133A 768 3 Award UltraDMA/66 6 1 1 ATX 3 Yrs. $106 $301 $336 $376 $381
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It's simple. If, at any point of your career the company "id Software" appears on

the resume, you're set for life. Such is the case for former id level designer, now

lead designer of EA's Quake III-based weirdo action-adventure game, Alice. And

when the title is “American McGee's Alice" we should know more about this guy.

American McGee
How the devil are you?

Life is amazing. Better than I ever could have dreamed.

What was the first computer game you ever played?

PacMan.

How did you get into the games industry?

There's almost no substitute for being in the right place at

the right time. Interest counts; and effort's critical. Luck, too.

But John Carmack and I met because we lived in the same

apartment complex in Dallas.

What’s the worst game you've ever been involved

in making?

Dominion. I did the sound effects for it. I suppose since

it only sold about 20 copies no one ever needed to

know this...

What's the best game you've played recently?

Crazy Taxi (on the Dreamcast).

And the worst?

No comment.

''American'' as a first name. Explain.

My mother actually told me she was deciding between

"American" and "Obnard." I'm pretty happy she went with

American. As for where it came from, I believe she knew a

woman in college who had named her daughter "America

and she thought "American" would make a good boy's

name. As far as I know there is only one other "American"

in the States, and that person was named after me.

What's the greatest moment in the history of

gaming?

For me it was acquiring the evil black car in Ridge Racer for

the PlayStation. That was sweet. Now, in the overall history

of gaming in the universe, it seems quite a small moment, I

know. But.. .well, perhaps you had to be there.

Have you ever been arrested?

Yes. When I was 13, 1 tried to steal a modem for my C64 from

Target. My mother didn't have to give me over to the police,

but she thought it would teach me a lesson. I'm not entirely

convinced that it did—but I haven't been busted since.

How many times have you read "Alice in Wonder-

land " and how many times would you consider to

be unhealthy?

I've probably read it about ten times now. I would consider

any amount that makes you start talking like the Mad

Hatter unhealthy.

Violence in gaming: legitimate concern or media

hysteria?

Don't make me hurt you.

What's your best John Carmack story?

Hmmm... probably the time that Romero's doorknob broke

and Carmack decided that he would "fix" the door by

chopping it down with a medieval axe.

Did playing Doom ever make you want to kill

anybody?

No. But I think that if playing violent video games for hours

on end actually did make people more violent in real life,

then myself and everyone else in the games industry would

be seriously messed up by now. (twitch)

What do you have in your pockets right now?

My wallet (which has a monkey on it), a lighter, lint.

Whats your most unpleasant characteristic?

I have no legs.

Online gaming: over-rated fad or inexorable future?

Future.

What game do you really wish somebody would

make?
Monkey Racing. BCfi
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The Future Network pic.

The Future Network pic serves the information needs of

groups of people who share a passion. We aim to satisfy

their passion by creating magazines and websites that

offer superb value for money, trustworthy information, mul-

tiple ways to save time and money, and are a pleasure to

read or visit. This simple strategy has helped create one of

the fastest-growing media companies in the world: we

publish more than 100 magazines, 20 magazine websites

and a number of web networks from offices in five coun-

tries. The company also licenses 42 magazines in 30 coun-

tries. The Future Network is a public company quoted on

the London Stock Exchange (symbol: FNET).

Tel +44 1225 442244 www.thehiturenetwork.plc.uk

Media with Passion
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ll was just then that Lisa noticed the strange,

pungent odor that was slowly filling the room. It

reminded her of the times she spent back in North

Carolina working at the slaughterhouse to earn

money for her journalism degree. As she looked

around to try and discern the origin of the stench,

she jerked her hand back in terror...Hammy's ear

was Falling otTof'his head, much the way a stream

oF wax slowly oozes down a burning candle. His

little hamster teeth were now black and rotted,

and his once bright eyes were now blood-red. Lisa

swore she saw him smile as he...(CONTINUED...)
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17 hours of

our trip to

Mt. Rushmore
edited down
to 4 thrilling

minutes.

The Dell™ Movie Studio.
Movie Making made easy.

DELL DIMENSION " L Series

Dell's Movie Studio

Intel* Pentium* III Processor at 667MHz
64MB SDRAM
10GB5

Ultra ATA Hard Drive

17“ (16.0" vis, ,28dp) E770 Monitor

Intel* 3D* AGP Graphics

8X/4X/32X Max CD-RW Drive

SoundBlaster 64V PCI LC Sound Card

harman/kardon Speakers

V.90 56K Capable8
PCI Telephony Modem for Windows*

MS* Works Suite 2000 MS* Windows* 98, SE
IEEE 1394 PCI card with MGI VideoWave* III Digital

Editing Software, Dell'" Edition

3-Yr Limited Warranty 5
1-Yr At-Home Service*

<£ IOOO E-VALUE CODE^)IZ77 89998-5007 12m
DELL RECOMMENDED UPGRADE:
Canon* ZR10 Digital Video Camcorder, add $899

With our New Dell™ Movie Studio Solution, you'll be

editing digital videos, adding soundtracks, selecting

still images, and e-mailing your brilliance to the

world faster than you can say "that's a wrap." Dell

Movie Studio comes pre-tested and factory-loaded

on select Dimension™ desktops, featuring powerful

Intel® Pentium® III processors. And, of course, it's all

backed by Dell's award-winning technical support.

Dell Movie Studio. It's just one more way Dell4me™

helps your family get the most out of your PC. For

more information go to www.dell4me.com/moviestudio

pentium®///

Deu4me«com
contact us today 800 .284.1160 www.dell4me.com DeLLOCOM



customize.
[the system, the price, both.]

Dell4me™ is all about helping you get the most out of your PC. Here

are some of the latest services and resources designed for business,

pleasure, and education that we're putting behind our pledge:

INTEL® PENTIUM® III PROCESSORS up to 1GHz. For pure processing

power on our Dell™ Dimension™ desktops. Supplies are limited,

don't get left in the dust. And now 750MHz of processing power
is available on Inspiron™ notebooks — details at www.dell4me.com

DELL MOVIE STUDIO. The magic of the movies made easy.

Capture, create, and share movies using the factory-installed

1394 Card with MGI VideoWave® III Digital Video Editing Software,

Dell Edition. Available on select Inspiron and Dimension
systems — www.dell4me.com/moviestudio

AT-HOME SERVICE. Next-Business-Day Service 4
is available with

every Dell Home System. If you have a problem, call 24x7 for a

tech to troubleshoot with you over the phone. If hardware support

is needed after phone-based troubleshooting, a technician

can be sent to your home or wherever you may be when you're

on the road with our Inspiron notebooks.

PAYMENT OPTIONS. Each of our customers has different needs.

So when you're ready to buy, Dell4me offers several payment
options designed to fit your specific budget.

DELL™ NOTEBOOKS:
DELL " INSPIRON ' 3800

Design and Affordability

Intel' Celeron™ Processor at 500MHz
12.1" SVGA Active Matrix Display

32MB 100MHz SDRAM
4.8GB5

Ultra ATA Hard Drive

Modular 24X Max CD-ROM
2X AGP 8MB ATI RAGE Mobility™-M1 3D* Video

53WHr Lithium Ion Battery with

ExpressCharge™ Technology

MS* Works Suite 2000 MS* Windows* 98, SE

1-Yr Limited Warranty2

1-Yr Next-Business-Day On-site Service*

IAAO E-value code
I HrHr if 89999-800714

As low as $40/Mo.f for 48 Mos. 17

DELL™ INSPIRON 5000

Performance and Mobility

Intel* Pentium* III Processor at 650MHz

Featuring Intel® SpeedStep™ Technology"

14.1" XGATFT Display

32MB 100MHz SDRAM
6.0GB5

Ultra ATA Hard Drive

Modular 24X Max CD-ROM
2X AGP 4MB ATI RAGE Mobility™-P 3D® Video

52WHr Lithium Ion Battery

Internal V.90 56K Capable 5 FaxModem
MS* Works Suite 2000 MS' Windows* 98, SE

3-Yr Limited Warranty 2

3-Yr Next-Business-Day On-site Service*

<£ IOOO e-value code
I V 7/ M Vir 89999-8007 19a

As low as $55/Mo., for 48 Mos.' 7

DELL INSPIRON™ 7500

Mobile Desktop

Intel* Pentium® III Processor at 650MHz

Featuring Intel® SpeedStep™ Technology"

15.4" Super XGATFT Display

96MB 100MHz SDRAM
12GB 5

Ultra ATA Hard Drive

Removable Combo 24X Max CD-ROM with

Floppy Drive

2X AGP 8MB ATI RAGE Mobility™-P 3D* Video

79WHr Lithium Ion Battery

Internal V.90 56K Capable 5 FaxModem
MS® Works Suite 2000 MS* Windows* 98, SE

3-Yr Limited Warranty 2

3-Yr Next-Business-Day On-site Service*

(0700 E-VALUE CODE
*P//7V 89999-800727

As low as $76/Mo., for 48 Mos. 17



DELL™ DESKTOPS
DELL DIMENSION L Series

Affordable Desktop Solution

Intel* Celeron” Processor at 500MHz

64MB SDRAM
7.5GB S

Ultra ATA Hard Drive

15" (13.8" vis) E550 Monitor

Intel* 3D® AGP Graphics

48X Max CD-ROM Drive

SoundBlaster 64V PCI LC Sound Card

PC Speakers

V.90 56K Capable 6 PCI DataFax Modem
for Windows®
MS* Works Suite 2000 MS® Windows* 98, SE

3-Yr Limited Warranty2
1-Yr At-Home Service*

TOO E-VALUE CODE

*J> i 89999-500707

As low as S22/MO,, for 48 Mos.' 7

DELL" DIMENSION L Series

Affordable Desktop Solution

Intel* Pentium® III Processor at 667MHz

64MB SDRAM
7.5GB 6

Ultra ATA Hard Drive

15" (13.8" vis) E550 Monitor

Intel® 3D® AGP Graphics

48X Max CD-ROM Drive

SoundBlaster 64V PCI LC Sound Card

PC Speakers

V.90 56K Capable6 PCI DataFax Modem
for Windows®

MS* Works Suite 2000 MS* Windows® 98, SE

3-Yr Limited Warranty2
1-Yr At-Home Service*

<£ OOO E-VALUE CODE07 jf 89999-500708

As low as $25/Mo., for 48 Mos. 17

DELL 1 DIMENSION" XPS T Series

High Performance, Great Value

Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 700MHz
128MB SDRAM
20GB 6

Ultra ATA Hard Drive

17“ (16.0" vis, ,26dp) M781 Monitor

32MB NVIDIA GeForce AGP Graphics Card

48X Max CD-ROM Drive

SB Live! Value Digital Sound Card

Altec Lansing® ACS-340™ Speakers with

Subwoofer

V.90 56K Capable6
PCI Telephony Modem

for Windows*
MS® Works Suite 2000 MS® Windows® 98, SE

3-Yr Limited Warranty2
1-Yr At-Home Service*

I AOO E-VALUE CODE
| tfVY 89999-500714

As low as $41/Mo„ for 48 Mos.17

DELL” DIMENSION" XPS B Series

Cutting-Edge Technology

Intel* Pentium® III Processor at 933MHz

128MB RDRAM
30GB 6

Ultra ATA Hard Drive

17" (16.0" vis, .24 - .25AG) P780 FD

Trinitron* Monitor

32MB NVIDIA GeForce 4X AGP Graphics Card

12X Max DVD-ROM Drive

SB Live! Value Digital Sound Card

Harman Kardon HK-595 Surround Sound

Speakers with Subwoofer

V.90 56K Capable6 PCI Telephony Modem
for Windows®
MS* Works Suite 2000 MS® Windows* 98, SE

3-Yr Limited Warranty2
1-Yr At-Home Service*

<tOOOO \ e-value code
^)X07 M 89999-500723

As low as $66/Mo., for 48 Mos. 17

DELL™ UPGRADES:
SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS

Printers:

Epson® Stylus Color 740 - $99 after

$50 Epson® Mail-In Rebate (Reg. $149)
38

HP* DeskJet® 952C - $249 after

$50 HP Mail-In Rebate (Reg. $299)
36

HP® DeskJet® 932C, add $199

Scanners:

HP’ ScanJet® 4200, add $149

UMAX 2100U, add $89

Power Protection:

Pro 8T2 SurgeArrest, add $39

APC SurgeArrest Per 7, add $17.95

Software:

Ultimate Action Game 5-pack

(Dimension only)'
6

,
add $99

Home Reference 4-pack'
6

,
add $79

SERVICES

Internet Service:

1-Yr Dellnet™ Internet Access'" with 20MB
of Online Backup'2

,
add $99

Service Upgrades:

Dell” Dimension” Premier 3-Yr At-Home

Service*, add $99

Dell” Inspiron” 3800 Notebook 3-Yr Next-

Business-Day On-site Service*, add $149

Payment Solutions:

Dell™ Platinum Visa Card

Dell” 48-Month Purchase Plan"

Dell” E-Check

(automatic checking withdrawal)

pentium®///

Includes Windows 98, Second
Edition — the home version of

the world's favorite software.

'Includes 150 hrs./month, plus

$1 .50/hr. (or fraction) over 150 hours.

#800/888/877 access charged
$4.95/hr. extra. Excludes taxes and

telephone charges. Additional

$1 .00/hr. surcharge in HI and AK.

"Monthly payments based on 13.99%

APR. APR FOR QUALIFIED CUSTOMERS
VARIES BY CREDITWORTHINESS OF

CUSTOMER AS DETERMINED BY DEa
FINANCIAL SERVICES LP. Taxes& ship-

ping charges extra, and vary; they are

due with 1st payment unless included in

the amount financed. Purchase Plan

from Dell Financial Services LP. to U.S.

state residents (including D.C.) with

approved credit excluding AR and MN
residents. Availability may be limited or

offer may vary in other states.

Prices, specifications, and availability may

change without notice. Taxes and shipping

charges extra, and vary. Cannot be combined with

other offers or discounts. U.S. only. Offer valid for

Deli Home Systems Co. only.
2For a copy of our

Guarantees or Limited Warranties, write Dell USA

L.P., Attn: Warranties, One Del! Way, Round Rock,

Texas 78682. ‘At-Home or on-site service provided

via third-party contract with customer. Availability

varies. Technician will he dispatched, if necessary,

following phone-based troubleshooting. To

receive Next-Business-Day service, Dell must

notify the service provider before 5pm (customer's

time). Other conditions apply. "For hard drives, GB

means 1 billion bytes; accessible capacity varies

with operating environment. “Download speeds

limited to 53Kbps. Upload speeds are less (about

30Kbps) and vary by modem manufacturer and

online conditions. Analog phone line and compati-

ble server required. ’'Online backup services

provided by third-party agreement with the

customer. Limited to 20MB of storage; additional

space available at additional charge. Deli is not

responsible for lost data. "Software, packaging

and documentation differ from retail versions.

“The processor may be reduced to a lower

operating speed when operating on battery

power. M
For rebate details and coupons, call

800-728-9665 for HP and 800-277-6187 for Epson.

Intel, the Intel Inside logo, and Pentium are

registered trademarks, and Intel SpeedStep and

Celeron are trademarks of Intel Corporation.

MS, Microsoft, and Window's are registered

trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. HP

and DeskJet are registered trademarks of

Hewlett-Packard Corporation. Trinitron is a

registered trademark of Sony Corporation.

©2000 Dell Computer Corporation. Ail rights reserved.

DeLL4me.com
contact us today 800 . 284.1160 www, dell4me.com D*LLO
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EAX™ Goes Beyond Gaming
You’ve experienced the superior audio

customization with EAX in gaming.... now
imagine the same customization for your

entire MP3 music collection in one hand-

held portable device.The NOMAD Jukebox
holds over 100 CDs worth of MP3 music,

and features built-in EAX audio technologies

and FourPointSurround'" support for the

most immersive desktop or home audio

environment imaginable.

The advanced onboard DSP provides

headphone spatialization effects, and allows

you to manually adjust the amount of

reverb, bass, treble, mid, or mid frequency

ranges on the fly. High-quality advanced

recording features via the line-in jack

gives you the capability to record from

external devices.

Let’s face it, all this, coupled with intuitive

navigation for 6GB of storage, makes
NOMAD Jukebox the only piece of audio

equipment you’ll ever need to own.

©2000 Creative Technology Ltd. The Creative logo is a registered trademark of

Creative Technology Ltd. in the United States and/or other countries. NOMAD is a

registered trademark of Aonix and is used by Creative Technology Ltd. and/or its

affiliates under license. All brands or product names listed are trademarks or

registered trademarks and are property of their respective holders. If you're not on

the net, give us a call at 800.998.1000 for more information.

CREATIVE
WWW.CREATIVE.COM

Go to www.pcgamer.com/request Product #108


